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PLBSTRACT
The primary purpose of the midy was to design, create, and field test a pragmatic
program evaluation mode1 for hurnan services w i t h a business paradigrn. In doing so,
research questions were explored in three interrelated areas and evaluation instruments
for monitoring clients' and programs' service delivery, administrative impact, and
business impact were developed.
Evaluation instruments were first collaboratively constructed. Lias corresponding
to client needs and issues, client leaming goals, and couasellor tasks and strategies were
created. Counsellor agreement for item choices from these lists was high. Rating scales
were developed to monitor client impact, client goal attainment, client leaming, client
progress toward indicaton of success, the fiequency that counsellon use counselling
strategies, and another scale to assess the effectiveness of these strategies. Evidence for
interrater and test retest reliability of the rating scales was moderate to high. A validity
trial for issue severity and goal anainment ratings was conducted and evidence for some
convergent and discriminant validity was demonstrated.

These instruments were integrated into case management reports and data
collection occuned while counsellors completed their senice delivery. At client
admission, counsellors identified 2,088 client needs and issues, 1,156 client leaming
goals, and 3,914 counsellor task and strategies, distributed across s u program types.
Results of repeated measures analyses of variance were mixed. Program seMces
did not appear to have an impact on the issues that clients origuially presented However,
males and fernales, depending on the program with which they were associateci,
demonstrated differential effects.Main eflects, and some interaction effects, did occur

iii

for analyses associated with measures of client output, such as goal attainment. This
indicated that clients demonstrate some change with respect to their learning goals while
at the agency. Clients achieved more in some programs compared to others.
Repeated measures analysis of variance was also used to indicate differences in
the ratings of fiequency of intended versus observed use for each task or strategy. Results

indxated that fidelity to treatment procedures was low. However, those programs that
used strategies as planned, seemed to have greater effectiveness.

Administrative and business impact surveys were also constnicted for this study.
Factor analyses conducted on responedents' surveys determined that each survey
contained a number of factors. intemal consistency of the rating scales within these
s w e y s was high. An experimental trial with agency stakeholders was conducted using
these i n s m e n t s and program evaluation information as an independent variable.
Multivariate analyses of variance was used to address business and administrative related
research questions, but few significant results occurred. Agency staff perceived
evaluation instruments as slightly more helpful afier time passed. In addition,
stakeholders seemed to be less inclined to invest in some service components over time.
Program evaluation information did not appear to impact agency staff or stakeholders'
perceptions of any administrative or business factors.

This study embedded evaluation and service delivery practices into a business and
administrative framework and produced the foundation for highly useful applied
research. The model has the potential to provide ongoing feedback to practitionen
e
components, while acting as a
regarding the effectiveness of multiple s e ~ c delivery
model for others to initiate new research in the area of human services.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Practitioners in psychology, counselling, and other human seMces have traditionally
defined their mental health services using such terms as caring, professional, competent, and
ethical (Steefel, 1992). However, new notions of mental health increasingly redefine human
services within a business ethic (Dobson & King, 1992; Koochner, 1994; Strarforcî, 1995).

The adoption of a business ethic within human seMces is hoped to assist professionals to
respond appropriately and eficiently to changing cultures, both inside and outside of human
service organizations (Bruckner, 1992; Gray, 1992). Bloom (199 1) suggests that
professionals in the hurnan services must not lirnit their views about professional roles to the
traditional "caring professional." hstead, these fields must expand professional role
identities to include business-oriented concepts and activities.

The primary purpose of the study described in t h s dissertation is to design, create,
and field test a pragmatic program evaluation mode1 for hurnan services within a business

paradigm. To achieve this purpose, the first part of this chapter descnbes the necessity for
program evaluation technology. This is followed by a discussion regarding how program
evaiuation is related to the human senice business paradigm. The specific agency-based
context that is used to field test the dissertation evaluation mode1 is then described. The
chapter ends with a description of the dissertation's purpose.

In the second chapter, a literahire review is organized into three sections which
descnbe various aspects related to administrative, senice delivery, and suppohve practices
found within human service businesses for therapeutic senices to children, adolescents, and
families. The chapter ends with a sumrnary of the major components of an evaluation mode1

and a list of the shidy's research questions. The third chapter describes the methodology of

the project. This chapter describes the study's instrument development, research procedures,

and research designs and analyses used for each of the research questions. The forth chapter
reports the results of data analyses. This chapter includes the analyses associated with the
construction of the study's instruments, as well as the results of the analyses associated with
each research question. Finally, the last chapter s r n a r i z e s the study's results, its
implications, and the snidy's limitations.
The Need for Evaluation Models
The human seMces field, and in particular counselling, has been described as
lacking in basic program evaluation technology and accountability training to ensure that
service outcomes are produced and demonstrated (Hosie, 1994). A single accepted
fiamework does not exist for organizing program senice delivery and evaluation. The
emphasis in human senice research is oflen on the effectiveness or eficacy of broad service
delivery approaches. Such research is often cnticized for paying little attention to the details
of the intervention processes, the acnial impact these same services are having on clients'
lives, the public's perception of these services, and the fwiders' needs to make informed
decisions about the seMces Wddle & Hiebert, 1995). Accountability issues have been
largely neglected and the actual value of human service delivery is quickly becoming the

"black box" of program operation (Staff & Fein, 1994).
Curent human seMce delivery evaluation models are heavily reliant on the inputprocess-output evaluation paradigm, and are often limited by the extent of evaluation which
can occur (Allun, 1991; Riddle & Hiebert, 1995). Evaluation practices are often heavily
focused on one area of service, such as identifjmg client characteristics, with the exclusion

of other relevant information, such as counsellor and client processes and long-term client

outcome (Greene, 1993).Greene criticizes the input-process-output paradigm for being
heavily focused on evaluation measurement while broader applied issues in the hurnan
services field are excluded.
Program evaluation practice requires a different, much broader perspective, in which
collaboratively developed evaluations are tailored to appiied contexts (Riddle & Hieben,
1995). in fact, Seligman (1995) suggests that clinical practices should be evaluated directly

in their applied settings. Other writers suggest that evaluation activities recogwe that
hurnan services are not only a profession, but also a business (Dobson & King, 1992).The

e
elements into program evaluation may have advantages.
inclusion of human s e ~ c business
Some of the benefits include: increasing program quality through fine-huiing its intervention

processes, creating demand for program senices, creating cost savings for funding bodies
due to increased efficiency, increasing productivity, and increasing marketability of
prognims through enhanced reputation (Cummings, 1992).New prograrn evaluation models
need to have the ability to advance research and the hurnan services industry with respect to
the micro-rneasurement aspects of prograrn evaluation twls, as well as, to the macro-

businesdindustrial aspects of human services.

The Business Context
A macro-approach can be taken to reconceptualize the delivey of human services by

organizhg human service businesses under three broad areas: administration, senice
delivery, and supportive practice. Administration refen to activities defined as solely
business oriented. Koocher (1 994) identifies conmcts, workplace issues, advertking, fees,
and other issues as relevant to this area Other writers have identified business planning,

products, legal issues, organizahonal values, administrative systems, rnanaged care, and
quality assurance as additional business issues (Bruckner, 1992; Courtois, 1992; Herron,
Javier, Primavera & Shultz, 1994; Margolis, Dmcko, & Merkel, 1993; Yemey, 1994). The
literature in human service administration is broad, rarely focused on one issue, and lacking

a research base.
Service delivery is the second component of human s e ~ c business
e
and is its
"raison d'être." Without service delivery, human seMces businesses would not exist.
Included in this component are client support and change mechanism. Although there are a
multitude of studies regarding the efficacy and effectiveness of various types of
interventions, these studies fiequently do not adequately address the actuai practice of the
service (Hollon, 1996). Research studies focus on intervention models and not on the
specific service being provided to the client. In addition, Staff and Fein (1995) suggest that
studies that address senice processes withm a human service business context are rare.
The third component of human seMce business is supportive practice. Supportive
e
practice which enhances what human seMces have to
practice is human s e ~ c business
offer, or secures a greater degree of support and funding to operate specific seMce
structures, to use specific seMce processes, ancilor to create specific seMce products

(Patton, 1995). This practice flows out of sentice evaluation and advocates for the
continuance of existing services and/or suggests the need for seMces to evolve. Based on the
evaluation of their practices, human senice businesses are maintaineci, eohanced, or rejected
(Seligman, 1996).
When human services are defined in terms of discrete business components,
organizations and the senices they provide become more amenable to evaluation (Acklaw,

1990). Such definition and evaluation of the human senices can be conducted through

studies using program evaluation and utilitarian methodologies. Business practices m u t
demonstrate interventions which are not only empirically grounded, but also clinically
meaningfbl (Goldfned & Wolfe, 1996). Thus, human service businesses must challenge
themselves to conduct research which emerges fiom the counsellor-consumer business
interaction, is based on interventions tailored to the cases at hand, and has empirically
grounded and rneaningfid results.
The Local Context
During 1995 and 1996, the Alberta Association for Services for Children and
Families (AASCF) partnered with Alberta Family and Social Senrices to produce outcome
standards for child and family service agencies (AASCF, 1997). M e r draft standard
statements were created, the association sought agencies to pilot the construction and
implementation of agency-individualized outcome evaluation withm a number of program

areas. Because William Roper Hull Child and Family Services ( ~ u l l )has
' six program areas
(secure treatment, residential treatment, family-based treatment, supported independent
living, ûeatment foster care, and group home treatment) within its organiution, AASCF
chose Hull as a site to test an evaluaîion model. This study used this context to
collaboratively create and test a program evaluation model integrated into single subject,
individualized case planning design.

'

The Executive Director ofHull agreed to let the author use the organizationai name "William Roper Hull Child
and Fardy Services" throughout the body of tbis dissertation (See appendix A).

Purpose of the Project
The primary purpose of this study was to create, implement, and evaluate a practical,
integrated, and multidimensional program evaluation model integrated within a human
service business paradigm. The model was designed afier consideration of three hurnan
seMce business components: administration, service delivey, and supportive practices.
To achieve this purpose, the study fint used a bottom-up collaborative approach that
identified integrated data collection procedures associated with six treatment program areas.
The study developed and used dependent measures to assess service outcornes and the
accompanying processes associated with client change. The study also investigated agency
personnel and stakeholder administrative factors associated with the adoption of the program
evaluation model. Finally, the study examined supportive factors associated with human
seMce program development and business decision making.

s-arv
Although, the human service field has tradit!onally defined itself within the context
of a caring profession, ths senice defininon seems to be changing. Increasingly, various
writers are describing the hurnan service field within the context of a business paradigrn

(Bloom, 1991; King & Dobson, 1992; Koocher, 1994; S&orcl,

1995). The dissertation

demonstrates that agency-based treatment seMces c m be defined and evaluated within the
context of an emerging human services' business paradigm without losing the descriptive,
process, or outcome emphases found within traditional program evaluation technology.

CHAPTER 2: REVlEW OF THE LITERATURE

There is a growing literature base that describes the human services field within the
contes of a business paradigm (Bloom, 1991;King & Dobson, 1992; Koocher, 1994;
Stratford, 1995).This dissertation responds to the human service paradigm shift by
embeddmg seMce delivery and program evaluation within a hurnan senice business

framework. In the following chapter, I first review literature associated with the business
paradigm for human services. 1then review literature related to human s e ~ c delivery
e
and
program evaluation, especially with respect to various therapeutic senices for children,
adolescents, and families. 1then describe some specific business factors that help to support
the delivery of human services. Finally, 1 summarize this study's program evaluation mode1

and describe the accompanying research questions.
The Business Context of Human Services
Some writen remind professionals that operating a human service organization is
sirnilar to operating a small business (Dobson & King, 1994; Iacobucci, 1997; Koocher,
1994). Human service professionais must often function as managers, supervisors, and

marketers (Earl, 1995; McEwan, 1995a; McEwan, 199%; Margolis, D u c h , & Merkel,
1992; Tehrani, 1994). Unfortunately, the majority of human service professionals lack an
entrepreneurid approach or experience in professional businesses practice (Courtois, 1992;
Steefel, 1992; Susman, Koenigsberg, & Bongard, 1989; Woody, 1989). An entrepreneurid
application of hurnan seMces redefuies this field as businesses which achieve human seMce
objectives (McEwan, 1995b).
The role of the private practitioner in psychology started out in secrecy because
graduate departments did not condone the pursuit of self-interest in psychology (Moldawsky,

1992).Those students who did aspire to private practice hid their aspirations because such
openly stated aspirations would be met with disgrace. By 1985, graduate schools were

offenng linle specific training for private practice. However, since ùie 19903, government
funding has been decreased and an atmosphere of consumer management has arisen
(Church, 1995; Dobson, 1995). Some research suggests that private practice began to emerge
as a major employment setting for counselloa a n 4 in some cases, it is the setting of choice
for doctoral graduates (Courtois, 1992). The new business onented paradigm redefined
patients and funders as consumers and these consurnen began to demand value for pay. As a
result, cost effectiveness increasingly became an area of concem, professional bodies began
to adopt an outcornes focus, and calls for training in business strategies arose (Dobson &
King, 1995; Mitchell, 1990).
In 1994, the Mississauga Conference on Professional Psychology oEcial!y
recogmzed an increasing trend of Canadian psychologists niming to private practice to earn

an income (Dobson & King, 1995). For example, the Mississauga Conference Funding
Group Principles included the following values:

... psychology is a business as well as a profession, both fiom the perspective of
science and practice; psychologists respond to the consumer's needs effectively and
accountably according to the evolving standards of o u profession, and according to
sound business and management practices; psychologists can expect a profit as a
h c t i o n of their individual and collective performance - the concept of profit does
not preclude the provision of not-for-profit services; psychologists explore the full

range of options for funding of their ûaining and senices to meet their consumers'
needs; psychologists develop strategic alliances to enhance market accessibility; and

psychologists practice their profession in an amosphere of collegiality and mutual
respect (Dobson & King, 1995, p.34).
Many writen note that, few professionals have formal training or expenence in

business (Dobson, 1995; Koocher, 1994; Margolis, Duckro, & Merkel, 1997). Professional
values continue to emphasize ethics and clinical treatment which seem to be in distinct
counterpoint to the values of business. Some writers have begun to demand that
professionals begm to understand and be trained ro develop business plans (Deming, 1993;
Gray, 1992). However, there still exists considerable resistance to business terminology
within human senices. For example, Bacon (1995) and Browniee (1995) both create
arguments against the inclusion of business elements within human services. Both writers do
not site actual research evidence for the exclusion of business elements fiom human
services. Instead, both use passionate pleas to keep human seMces fiorn changmg. ûther
witers caution against the linlung of human seMces and business too closely due to
practitioner's perceptions that business concepts, such as managed care, have deteriorated
the quality of outcomes for human services (Murphy, DeBemudo, & Shoemaker, 1998).

These same witers do not site clinical outcome evidence to support such claims.
Despite resistance to the redefinition of human seMces as business-oriented, Lopes
( 1994) rerninds professionals that they rnust learn to compte in markets using ternis of

reference that they may not always like. It is possible that writers who criticize the inclusion
of business elements within human seMces do so without evidence to support the separation

of business and human senices (Wilson & Pelletier, 1997). Indeed, there may be benefits for
the inclusion of these seemingly diverse concepts in human service research. For example, it

is possible that the focus of human services as a business may assis in the clarification of

differences between business and service delivery elements (Weiner, 1994).As such,
practitioners may be bener placed to identie the separation between private and public
interests and rnay better avoid dual role relationships withn the operation of their practices
and seMce agencies. Researchers who operationalize and evaluate human service business

components rnay also assist in the clarification of those variables that contibute to the
highest achieving prograrns. This approach rnay also help clarify variables that contribute to
a perception that low or mediocre achieving programs are wonhy of continued or increased
fwiding.

Some writers have begun to define the elements of human seMces businesses. For
example, McEwan ( 1995b)describes the components of managmg services as: strategic
planning; program and policy development; operational planning and budgeting; seMce
del ivery implementation; accountability,monitonng, evaluating, auditing, and adjusting; and
communicating. Amey (1995) describes human service business cornponents as including
professional issues, service delivery, business functions, and human resource management.
Drucker ( 1990) organized human service business management into operational planning or
mission/ieadership/goaI setting; marketing; money management; and people management.
Iacobucci (1997) adds to this list of business elements by including performance indicators,
cost-benefit analyses, continued quality improvement, and similar accountability concepts.
The 1994 Mississauga Conference on hofessional Psychology suggested that psychologists
begin to l e m such business concepts as business and management practices, entrepreneurid
skills, monitoring best practices, developing strategic alliances, marketing professional
services, maintenance of visibility and networking, selling and negotiating, and business
ethics (Dobson & King, 1995).

Summq
Notably, many writen mode1 a shift in how hurnan services are defined by cleariy
embedding human services within a business parachp. Yet, these sarne writers do not report
empirical evidence to suggest how human services may define and evaluate themselves
within this paradigm. Instead, the change to a business paradigm is paralleled by a cultural
change in the approach to how senrices are funded. This shift is dnven by reductions of
govermental funding and a corresponding increase in diversified public funcimg.

Ci

Although there is no apparent consensus regarding the components of human seMce
businesses, it does seem evident that human seMces can be conceptualized within the
context of business practices (Brody, 1993; Gray, 1992; Stratford, 1995; Woody, 1989;
Yenney et al., 1994). Regardless of the lack of consensus and empirical models for including

human services within a business paradigm, treatment technologies may not survive without
administrative support for their implementation and maintenance (Blase, Fixsen, & Phillips,
1984; Paine, Beilamy, & Wilcox, 1984). Therefore, the following dissertation section will
describe some important hurnan senices elements w i t h the context of a business oriented

para~gm-

The Products of Hwnan Services
Traditionally, therapy, counselling, and other human services aim to change people's
thoughts, feelings, actions, and through a therapeutic leaming process so as to restore or
prevent behavioral, emotional, and social dysfiinction (Herron, Javier, Rimavera, & Schultz,
1994; Katciin, Bass, Ayers, & Rodgers, 1990; Kazdin, 1991). Woody ( 1989) suggests that
professionals should adopt a "product" view of professional senices. From this perspective,
services and outcornes can be viewed as intangible products an4 as such, the need to clearly

operationalize hurnan services becomes accentuated (APA, 1996a; Margolis, Duckro, &
Merkel, 1992; Woody, 1989).
There are a number of elements to be considered when defining services. Some

writers suggest that the definition of client populations, techniques and technologies,
problems addressed, and seMce settings al1 need to be very specific (APA, 1996a; Service,
Sabourin, Catano, Day, Hayes, & MacDonald 1994). Sorne writers suggest that user surveys
using a client-focused approach to assess the strengths and weaknesses of a particular service
can be developed to m e s s important aspects of service delivery (Dessent, 1994; Lopes,
1994; Margolis et al., 1992; Woody, 1989). One rationale for using this approach has been

suggested that once the needs of various stakeholder groups are identifie4 then senices can
be designed or redesigned to meet their needs ( M A , 1996a: Brekke & Test, 1992; Byalin,
1992; Drucker, 1990: Service, Sabourin, Catano, Day, Hayes, & MacDonald, 1994; Wetzel,
1992; Woody, 1989). Another rationale has been suggested that user surveys may help

professionals define then focus upon unique clientele and individual market niches to help
increase the likelihood of obtaining sufficient operating income (Dnicker, 1990; Margolis et

al., 1992). Yet another rationale for clearly defining s e ~ c products
e
is so that seMce
delivery philosophy, procedures, and practices can be consistently taught, limited, and
implemented by al1 organizahonal personnel Prekke & Test, 1992; Deming, 1993;
Goodman et al., 1987; Sawyer & Woodlock, 1995; SeMce et al., 1994).
S~ecificHuman Service Delivew Products

From a research perspective, pro-

evaluation methods may be used by

researchers to clearly describe hurnan s e ~ c technology.
e
For example, the input-processoutcome framework has been cited in a number of works as one method used to describe the

human service delivery process (Hiebert, 1994; Emst & Hiebert, 1998; Gabor & Grinnell,
1994). 1 will draw upon program evaluation and human service delive.

literature to detail

the elements of human service businesses.
Svstem Requirements
The first category of common human service elements c m be described as program

system requirements. These refer to factors which are often a concem to funders,
administrators, and managers (Emst & Hiebert, 1998). Other writers have referred to these
cornponents of senice as the scope of evaluation which may include: the service boundary,
service approach, or modality; the size or stafing; the duration of service; the complexity or
intensity; the innovativeness; and/or the clarity of service delivery (Brekke & Test, 1992;
Gabor & Grimeil, 1994; Htebert, 1997; Pietrzak, Ramier, Renner, Ford, & Gilbert, 1990;
Posavac & Carey, 1989). Hiebert ( 1997) suggests that these general factors found within an
agency simply enhance the perception of quality. For exarnple, ambiance has also been
suggested as another system requirement (Pietnak, Rarnler, Renner, Ford, & Gilbert, 1990).
Unfortunately, these same writen do not necessarily relate the system requirements to an
intervention's actual effectiveness, outcorne, or quality of s e ~ c procedures.
e
As such,
, they may have little to do
system requirements may be descriptive elements of s e ~ c e sbut

with actual program effectiveness.
System requirement variables may Vary depending on the level of s e ~ c (primary,
e
secondary, or tertiary) or other contextual factors. For example, restrictiveness and
e
1994; Jackson, 1996;
placement settings or types may Vary with the level of s e ~ c (Flynn,
Pietrzak, Ramler, Renner, Ford, & Gilbert, 1990; Posavac & Carey, 1989; Thomlinson &
Krysik, 1992, 1993; Wells & Tracy, 1996).

Proaam structure. A comrnon system requirement has been identified as program
structure. Program structure variables include the fonn of services, the type of seMce
providers, the location of senices, and the intensity of seMces (Posavac & Carey, 1989).
Referral sources, costs, restrictiveness, placement settings, and geographic characteristics are
some specific exarnples of structural variables (Pie-

et al., 1990). Again, these general

factors may enhance the perception of ambiance and quality of seNices but may not relate to
actual service effectiveness (Hiebert, 1997; Pietrzak et al., 1990).
SeMce a~proaches.Another systems variable is the service approach. It has ken
noted that there are as many as 400 different treatment approaches (Egan, 1994; Kazdin,
1991). A number of writers have concluded that, when behavioral and nonbehaviorai
approaches are included in meta-analy ses, nearly al1 treatment versus no treatment
cornparisons seem to yield positive effect sizes for individual, family, and group therapy
(Fauber & Long, 1991;Kazdin, 1991; Lipsey & Wilson, 1993; Pratt & Moreland, 1997;
Weisz et al, 1995). Other writers, using meta analyses, suggest that some approaches for
children's treatment are less effective compared to others (Daro & McCurdy, 1994; Kazdin,
1985, 1991). For example, in some meta-analyses, the effect sizes seem to be greater for
behavioral versus nonbehavioral techniques, especially when behavioral measures are k i n g
used (Katciin, 1991; Pratt & Moreland, 1997; Weisz et al, 1995). In other snidies, cognitive-

behavioral social skills training, inclusion of family or parents in the treatrnent, and in vivo
interventions have demonstrated some efficacy (Fauber & Long, 1991; Patterson et al., 1993;
Tate, Reppucci, & Mulvey, 1995; Wright, 1995). In addition, there appean to be a trend to
move chMren7sservices toward ' h ~ l i s t i capproaches
~~
which acknowledge people's
resources, strengths, or cornpetencies, even though litîle research is associated with this

approach (Benard, 1993; Brendtro, Brokedeg, & Bockem, 1990; Coursey, Alford, &
Safarjan, 1997; Ernst et al., 1997; Mahoney, 1988; Marsh & Johnson, 1997; McKnight,
1 997; Wolin & Wolin, 1994, 1996, 1997).

Promm staffnq. Program staffing c m be viewed as another system requirement for
human services. Paraprofessionals are increasingly utilized as technicians to provide onsall

crisis intervention, various therapeutic interventions, and culturally relevant role models.
Some research suggests that they rnay be just as effective as graduate level professionals

(Chang, 1991;Conoley & Conoley, 1991; Dam & McCurdy, 1994). Professionals, such as
psychologists and clinical social workers, are increasingly used to provide individual and
family therapy,case supervision, and paraprofessional training of therapeutic techniques
(Chamberlain & Reid, 1991; Conoley & Conoley, 1991;Cormier & Cormier, 1991; Dow,

1986;Egan, 1994; Luce et al., 1992; Moore & Chamberlain, 1994; Morch & Eikeseth, 1992;

Smith,Parker, Taubman, & Lovaas, 1992; Stnipp, 1993; Tan,1997).
Duration. The duration of treatment service is not always related to service outcome
(Petarik, 1993; Steenbarger, 1994). Even though clients expect treatrnents to last only a short
time, unless a client lives in a highiy supportive context that independently reinforces initial

changes, very brief treatments may be prone to relapse (Steenbarger, 1994). Curry (1995)
suggests that a positive correlation may exist b e ~ e e n
the duration of treatment and the

progress with at-risk children and youth. Although the duration of treatment should be
largely determiwd by whether or not the clients remain agreeable to treatment and whether
or not they have achieved their treatment goals, treatment duration may have more to do

with a b d i n g body's willingness to continue with a pahcular s e ~ c for
e a specific client or

with an agency's need to maintain cash flow.

Surnmarv of svstem reauirements. Some examples of system requirements are
service approaches, program structure, staffing, and duration of service. These elements may
e
but may be associated with people's
not be associated with client related s e ~ c outcornes,
impressions regarding quality of services. Another criticism concerning program system
requirements is that an over adherence to measuring structural components without regard to
the individual nature of client problems may produce evaluations that are unable to comment
about the processes which lead to senice outcorne. For these reasons, system requirements
will not be a major focus of this dissertation. 1 will now turn the focus of attention to some

program elements, or products, which may have a more direct impact upon senice delivery.

A second set of human service products can be categorized as program inputs. Inputs

have been defined as the resources, client characteristics, and design features operating
withn an agency seMce which more directly affect the nature of the client-practitioner
relationship or alliance (Ernst & Hieben, 1998; Fauber & Long7 199; French et al., 1994;
Kellett. 1994; Osborne & House, 1995; Pietrzak et al., 1990). Inputs are often used by
e
(Ernst,
evaluators as baseline variables which are measured prior to s e ~ c implementation
1998). Some important program evaluation inputs have been identified as service type,
program objectives, client descriptors, and client goals (Young et al., 1994). As such, inputs
can be described as the clients' goals whch program objectives intend to address with
specific seMce types, and the clients' descriptors which underlie their goals.
Service W. SeMce type, such as in-horne or out-of-home services, is often
identified as a critical program resource that is applied to client need. Despite there being
saong empirical evidence for the efficacy of out-of-home treatment or support for its cost-

effectiveness, researchers have historically focused on individual therapy in clinics,
hospitals, and residential placements as the main type of treatments for children with serious
emotional and behavioral difficulties (Duchnowski et al, 1993; Fauber & Long, 1991; Felce
& Repp, 1992; Reardon, 1996).Theoretically, when out-of-home treamient does occur, it is

intended to meet the resource needs of children (Moore & Chamberlain, 1994; Weisz,
Weiss, & Domenberg, 1992). In the past two decades, writen have increasingly identified
less restrictive, and less costly, community-based, case-management, and in-vivo alternatives
to residential treatment (Bedell, Hunter, & Comgan, 1997; Brickman, 1996; Curry, 1995;
Luce, Christian, Anderson, Troy Br Larsson, 1992; Pems, 1992; Wiesz & Tomhns, 1996). A

broad set of seMces intended to provide in vivo problem-solving and skills training for atrisk adolescents have included the following: therapeutic foster care, school-based and
home-based treatments (including reunification and preservation), supported independent

living, and wraparound or inàividualized seMces (Bedell, et al., 1997; Cuny, 1995;
Duchnowski et al., 1993; Kimey et al., 1977; Luce, Christian, Anderson, Troy & Lanson,
1992; Mac Donald et al., 1995; McKenzie, Mikkelsen, Stelk, Bereika, & Monack, 1995;
Moore & Chamberlain, 1994; Nelson, 1997; Tate et al., 1995; Wells & Tracey, 1996).

Evaluation of senice types has been problematic. Histoncally, two general methods
have been used to study treatment approaches, laboratory and field research. Some writers

have noted that laboratory research on cbld and adolescent treamients does not necessady
generalize to practice settings (Kazdin, 1991; Weisz et al., 1992; Weisz et al., 1995).
Laboratory research studies typically use recruited children who are select subjects for

homogeneity, with a focus on one exclusive problem. Such studies use treatment approaches
that average eight to ten weeks in duration, lack parental involvement in treatment, and

focus on behavioral techniques. Another criticism of laboratory studies is that treatment
often occurs in groups, the studies use therapists immediately trained before therapy,
therapists rely solely on the techniques trained, and the therapists follow highly structured
treatment manuals (Kazdin, 1991; Weisz et al., 1992; Weisz et al., 1995). In addition,

standardized tests are often used in these research studies and these tests have been cnticized
for not being representative of, nor being meaningful for, clinical practice (Weisz et al.,
1992). In contriut, field-based treatment studies typically use children who are seriously
disturbed with heterogeneous problems and who are enrolled in prograrns directed at a broad

range of problems. Such services treat children over durations averaging six to twelve
months, involve the parents andior the family in treatment, and may not use behavioral
techniques. In addition, investigators using field-based research studies do not train
practitioners prior to the research, do not limit treatment to a few techniques, and do not
systematically use nor monitor the use of treatment manuals (Weisz et al., 1992; Weisz et al.,
1995). Thus, predominant research methods for shidying service approaches have a number

of faults and few conclusions can be made with methodological confidence. It is possible
that other new methods may need to step outside common research methodologies to shed
light upon a investigative field which is stuck in polar opposites of field versus laboratory
research.
Client needs and issues. Client issues and needs are another set of prograrn inputs
(Gillies, 1993; Grack, 1997; Kendall & Moms, 1991; Posavac & Carev, 1989). It is cornmon
for writers to define children receiving treatment services as those children and youth who
are at-risk of being taken f?om their n a d family home due to neglect; due to physical,
sexual, emotional, &or

psychological abuse; or due to requests by parents to remove

children fiom their homes because of the children's severe emotional or behavioral problems

(Brunk,Henggeler, & Whelan, 1987; Daro & McCurdy, 1994; Kazdin, 1985, 199 1 ; Kimey,
Madsen, Fleming, & Haapala, 1977; Nelson, 1997; Wells & Tracey, 1996). Some disorders
commonly associated with at-nsk children and adolescents include conduct disorder,
attention-deficit/ hyperactivity disorder, learning disabilities, depression, developmental
disorden, and reactive attachrnent disorder (Anglin, 1995; Chamberalin & Reid, 1994;
Patterson, Dishion, Chamberlain, 1993; Kazdin, 1985, 1991;Wright, 1995). Such
symptomatology is often classified by practitioners into overcontrolled or intemalized
problems, into undercontrolled or extemalized probl ems, and into problems of severe
dysfùnction (Fauber & Long, 1991; Kazdin, 1991;Pran & Moreland, 1997). In any case,
writen commonly describe these children as exhibiting emotional and/or behavioral
problems such as aggressive behaviors, antisocial behaviors, academic/school problems,
social skills problems, or involvement with deviant pers (Blase, Fixsen, Freebom, &
Jaegar, 1989; Camberlain, 1994; Chamberalin & Reid, 1994; Duchnowski, Johnson, Hall,

Kutash, & Friedman, 1993; Kazdin, 1985; Mac Donald, Boyd, Clark, & Stewart, 1995;
Moore & Shannon, 1993; Perel, 1992; Thornpson, Smith, Osgood, Dowd, Fnman, & Daly,
1996; Weisz, Weiss, & Donenberg, 1992; Wells & Tracey, 1996; Widlak, Greenley, &
McKee, 1992).
Sorne writen add to the list of client descripton by identifjmg: low family income;
parental psychopathology; farnily violence, abuse, and neglect; poor behavioral management

and communication patterns; children from broken homes and who have experienced
multiple famîly placements; children with physical or developmental impairments, families
who have parental, especially patemal, h g and alcohol abuse and criminal behavior; and

families with backgrounds fiom a minority status (Chamberlain & Reid, 1994; Fauber &
Long, 199 1;Fraser et al, 1996; Kazdin, 1985; Maluccio, Abramczyk, & Thomlison, 1996;
Patterson et al.. 1993; Santiçteban, Szapocmik, Perez-Vidal, Kurtines, Murray, LaPierre,
1996; Weisz, Do~enberg,Han,& Kauneckis, 1995: Weisz & Tompkins, 1996; Wright,
1995; Yegidis, 1992).
Kazdin ( 1985) States that it is often assumed in research that homogeneous diagnoses
of children and adolescents exist withn specific client samples. Some writers point out that
most clients exhibit multiple diagnoses, behaviors, needs, and presenting issues (Kendall &
Morris, 1991; Pietrzak, Ramler, Renner, Ford, & Gilbert, 1990). In addition, not only do
children receive treatment?but the children's parents, teachers, and/or significant others may
also be required as part of treatment plans (Kendall & Moms, 1991; Posavac & Carey,
1989). As a result, it may be important to note the potential utility of multiple diagnostic
categories which may potentially identiQ children's, as well as, families' symptomatology.
Protective factors. Another way to describe children and families receiving seMces

is to identib their protective characteristics. These can be Mewed as important input
variables. Less is written on protective factors when compared to client symptomatology,
although male children living in middle to high income levels seem to predict fewer
experiences with various type of abuse (Wells & Tracey, 1996). A secure relationship to a

main attachment figure is an extremely important protective factor (Fraser, Walton, Lewis,
Pecora, & Walton, 1996; Pems, 1992). A main attachment figure who acts as a secure base

and who is accessible and responsive may be very important, partlcularly during crisis or
setback (Anglin, 1995). It is possible that the therapeutic alliance can act in the role of this
secure attachment when children do not have supportive relationships in other settings.

Wolin and Wolin (1997) suggest that most protective factors are intrinsic to the
individual. They conclude frorn their research with children and adults who have suffered
great adversity in life that seven factors contibute to protecting a person from psychological
h m . These include relationships, insight, initiative, independence, humor, creativity, and

morality. Other writers suggest that healthy individuals have control over their cognitive
processes and have a sense of personal rnastery over a set of cornpetencies (Ellis, 1998;
Seligman, 1990).
Aae and gender. Age and gender are also important input variables because of their

association with developmental and cognitive level (Kazdin, 1985).For example, older
children are more likely to experience multiple foms of abuse or be labeled antisocial than
younger children (Panerson et al., 1993; Wells & Tracey, 1996). Antisocial adolescents,
especially boys, are most at-risk for physical abuse when parented by single parents with
mental health and substance abuse issues (Wells & Tracey, 1996). Other studies conclude
that females are more likely than males to have run away from home, to have suffered sexual
abuse, to have expenenced multiple maltreatment, to have made more suicide attempts,

and/or to have lower rates of aggressive and antisocial behavior (Kazdin, 1985; Chamberalin
& Reid, 1994). These sarne wnters state that male children were more likely than girls to be

perpetrators of abuse and to have committed more crimes.

Proaam obiectives. Program objectives are an important input variable. Program
objectives are the intended measurable results that al1 clients in a program can expect to
achieve from a service which are logically linked to the program mandate and client goals

(Bloom & Fischer, 1982; Pietrzak et al., 1990). In some cases, program objectives cm either
be aggregated statements of client goals or act as baseline critena for clients' achievement in

various aspects of knowledge, shlls, or affect. in other cases, program goals may also reflect
the needs of various stakeholden (Schorr, 1994). For exarnple, third parties, such as courts
and social workers, rnay demand intervention against the wishes of clients or their families

(Brody, 1993). Govements, funders, and professional bodies may develop specific
localized dernands on program services (AASCF, 1997; Ernst,Crandall, & Dalley, 1997). In
these cases, some service areas may have prescribed service requirements and goals.
Client goals. One of the biggest flaws of evaluation is that evaluation often occurs in
isolation from clients' goals. However, client goals are likely the most impurtant seMce
input (Young et al., 1994). Even though researchers often focus evaluation on clients'
symptomatology or personality change, clients expect their immediate problems and &y-to-

day functionality to be addressed (Pekarik, 1991). Thus, some writers suggest that an
analysis of inputs should baseline goals that clients and programs are trying to achieve
(Emst, 1998; Schorr, 1994; Young et al., 1994). Many writen recommend that goals need to
be clear, specific, measurable and clientîentered (Glueckauf, 1990; Pekarik, 1991;Keene &

Stewart, 1989; Pietrzak et al., 1990). Operationalized goals must identifi observable,
countable, and venfiable client skills, aîtributes, knowledge, and beliefs which will be
acquired by the end of the seMce (Bloom & Fischer, 1982; Hiebert, 1989).
Matchine various inoua. In some stuclies, client characteristics are associated with
specific s e ~ c types.
e
For exarnple, adolescents in residential care may be associated with a
greater degree of multiple behavioral, criminal, and addiction problems compared to those
receiving therapeutic foster care or family-based seMces (Hill, Triseliotis, Borland, and

Lambert, 1996; Pratt & Moreland, 1997; Thompson et al., 1996). In supponed independent
living, adolescents ofien have independence or self-suficiency as a treatment goal and they

may have mental health issues, such as schizophrenia and developmental disabilities (Ernst,
1 989; Ford, Young, Perez, Obermeyer, & Rohner, 1992; Hatton, Emerson, Robertson,

Hendenon, & Cooper, 1995; Sca~apieco,19%; Widlak et al., 1992).
Summarv of inputs. Sorne common program inputs have been described as program

type,prograrn objectives, client and farnily needs and issues, and client goals. inputs may be
considered one category of product descripton for hman services. Inputs are the program
cornponents that directly affect the nature of the client-practitioner relationship. As such,
inputs may have greater potential than system requirements as important variables for
service delivery. It is possible that client goals are one of the most important inputs
variables. Unfomuiately, rnany evaluators perceive prograrn inputs and other evaluation
criteria as more important than the achievement of client goals.
Processes
A third set of human service product elements can be categorized as the intervention

process. Processes have been defined as the senice procedures, delivery methods, or
therapeutic techniques intended to assist clients' change efforts and involve the direct
interaction beween clients and practitioners (Campbell, 1995; Chang & Hiebert, 1989;
Drozd & Goldfned, 1996; Egan , 1994; French et al., 1994; Gillies, 1993; Goodman,
Goodman, McGrath, & Goldsmith, 1987; Grack, 1997; Kellett, 1994; Lewis, 1991;Pearson,
IWO; Pietnak et al., 1990; Staff & Fein, 1994). Unfortunately, service processes are veiy
often overlooked and often confbsed with system requirements, intervention inputs, or the
treatment outcome (Flynn, 1994; Glueckauf, 1990; Grack, 1997; Pekarik, 1991;Staff Br
Fein, 1994). For example, in a study that surveyed 79 Canadian agencies, none described

process measures wittun their own program evaluation procedures (Bourque, Bradshaw, &
Leblanc, 1995).
During any process stage, or during the use of any process technique, a relationship

always exists between the client and practitioner. This relationship is said to be crucial to the
success or failure of any fom of treatment (Berg, 1994; Cormier & Cormier, 1991; Dow,
1986; Egan, 1994; Gehrs & Goering, 1994; Prochaska, 1995; Quim, Epstein, & Cumblad,
1995; Sonnanburg, 1996; Steenbarger, 1994; Stnipp, 1993, 1995; Weinberger, 1995).
Processes describe the interactions directed toward specific objectives which occur during
the therapeutic relationship.

Skills and stratemes taxonomy Many writes define counsellor ski11 sets by using a
continuum of separable elements of interventions that combine in various combinations to
produce a variety of counselling strategies (Berg, 1994; Chang, 1991;Cormier & Cormier,
1991;Grack, 1997; Kazdin et al., 1990; Kazdin, 1991; Lipsey & Wilson, 1993; Martin &

Hiebert, 1985; Shealy, 1996). Often writers suggest treatment providen should recognize,
and flexibly use, specific skills in child and family seMces to enhance the match between
the process and client needs (Campbell, 1995; Felce & Repp, 1992; Grack, 1997). A variety

of classification systems exist. For example, a number of writers separate therapeutic skills
into verbal and nonverbal skills (Egan, 1994; Cormier & Cormier, 1991; Martin & Hiebert,
1985). Cornier & Cormier (199 1) further separate a taxonomy of verbal skdls into listening
and action responses. Martin & Hieben (1985) describe reacting skills, soliciting skills, and
structuring skills within major areas of h c t i o n such as meaningfid specification, elicitation
of client behaviors, and the provision of w f u l client feedback. In many cases, researchers
sequence and integrate micro skills into specific purposeful treatment strategies (Blase et al.

1989; Cormier & Cormier, 1991;Egan, 1994; Martin & Hiebert, 1985). Some examples of

strategies include: participant modeling, problem solving, teaching interactions, cognitive
restructunng, relaxation, systematic desensitization, and self-management strategies (Berg,
1994; Blase et al. 1989; Cormier & Cormier, 1991; de Shazer, 1985; Martin & Hiebert,

1985).
Client Process. Sobel ( 1996) writes that clients are usually assumed to be passive
senice recipients, therefore they rnay not always be identified in the therapeutic process.
Although there is no guarantee that clients will follow intervention plans or programs, it has
been concluded that clients who are active during treatment and perfonn homework or
therapeutic activities between sessions display more favorable outcornes than do their less
involved counterparts (Egan, 1994; Hiebert, Kirby, & Jaknavorian, 1989; Hiebert, 1989;
Morch & Eikeseth, 1992; Smith, Parker, Taubman, & Lovaas, 1992; Steenbarger, 1994).
With this in mind, many writers recommend that complex patterns of behavior should be
divided into subskills or tasks for clients (Blase et al. 1989; Chang & Hiebert, 1989; Cormier
& Cornier, 1991). These writers suggest that client tasks should be aminged into a series of

task hierarchies in which clients can gradually increase the complexity of their behavion.

Process Stages. It is cornrnon for writers to separate therapeutic processes into
various stages or phases. Some common stage categones have been identified For example,
a pre-instnictional assessrnent phase may be useful for the collection of baseline data. This
stage is also a time when practitioners may identiQ clients' purposes to engage in the
senice; antecedents to client problems; and the range, severity, and prioritization of clients'
problems (affective, behavioral, cognitive, contextual, and relational) (Berg, 1994; Cormier

& Cormier, 1991; Egan, 1994; Quim et al., 1995; Wolin & Wolin, 1994; Sonnanberg,

1996).
In a service planning stage, an individualized treatment plan can be constructed
which outlines an intended intervention's outcome scenario (Berg, 1994; Cormier &
Cormier, 199; Somanburg, 1996; Stnipp, 1995). Some writers note that service planning is
often focused on creating meaningful client goals by describing goals in small simple,
achievable, and realistic social interactional ternis (Berg, 1994; Felce & Repp, 1992;
McQuaide & Ehrenreich, 1997; Wolin & Wolin, 1994). In Alberta, treatment or seMce

plans are required by al1 hwnan services professionals providing service to children and
families (AASCF, 1997; Alberta Family and Social Services, 1998; Ernst, Crandall, &
DalIey, 1997, 1998).
Writers also identiQ an instructional or action-oriented stage in which clients modiq
their behavior and professionals elicit and ampli@ clients' successes (Berg, 1994; Campbell,
, Brondino, 1990; Goldstein & Glick, 1994; Prochaska
1995; Egan, 1994; Forman, L i ~ e y&
et al., 1992, 1995; Quinn et al., 1995; Wassef, Collins, Ingham, & Mason, 1995). This stage
is described by these writers as a time when counsellon may reinforce client learning with
ongoing positive feedback which is specific, descriptive, behaviorai, and related to their
initial goals.
Many writers point out that evaluation procedures are an important part of the
treatment process (Berg, 1994; Chamberlain, 1994; Cormier & Cormier, 1991; de Shazer,
1985; Egan, 1994; Martin & Heibert, 1985; Pietrzak et al., 1990). For example, evaluation of
explicit client goal attainment cm be compiled and aggregated for overall prognun
assessrnent (Posavac & Carey, 1989). In some cases, such as in Alberta, evaluation of client

progress is a requirernent of professional bodies and govemmental standards for al1 seMces
to children and families (AASCF, 1997; Alberta Farnily and Social Senices, 1998; Ernst,
Crandall, Dalley, 1997).

Some writers suggest that continual review of goal attainrnent must occur so that
intended outcome scenarios are more likely to be acheved (Campbell, 1995; Quim et al.,
1995; Sonnanburg, 1996).Terminating senices ideally occun through mutual consideration
and reinforcement of clients' goal attainment in their everyday lives (Berg, 1994; Cormier &

Cornier, 1991; Quinn et al., 1995; Steenbarger, 1994). However, many writen point out that
after termination, and after a period without contact with treatment providers, follow-up
seMce and evaluation may provide evidence for continued treatment gains, as well as, for
therapeutic support to minirnizing relapse (Blase, Fixsen, & Phillips, 1984; Chamberlain &

Reid 1991;Kazdin et al., 1990; Kazdin, 1985; Kinney et al., 1977; Steenbarger, 1994).
Even though many writen point out common change process elements, people cm
change with or without the assistance of professionai assistance. In addition, the types of
processes or skills required by the practitioner or client at different stages can be highly
variable (Berg, 1994; Campbell, 1995; Cormier & Cormier, 1991;Egan; Felce & Repp,
1992; Prochaska et al., 1992, 1995). For example, developmental or age appropriate
matching of processes to client skills training, language, imageiy, abilities, readiness, and
commitment to action may be extremely important to enhance the probability of therapeutic
success (Chang & Hiebert, 1989; Egan, 1994; Campbell, 1995; Cormier & Cormier, 1991;

Prochaska, 1995; Prochaska et al., 1992; Steenbarger, 1994). Change is rarely a linear
process and most people recycle through a variety of stages before reaching their goals

(Berg, 1994; Martm & Hiebert, 1985; hochaska, 1995; Prochaska et al., 1992). Thus, given

the high degree of individual variability within the therapeutic process, strict adherence to a

stage mode1 in research may not prove instnictive. Instead, it rnay be better to monitor the
fiequency with which multiple processes occur within therapeutic interventions pnor to the
achievernent of particular sets of outcomes.
Process fidelitv. An important issue related to process is treatment fidelity. To make
daims that a service affects a cIient situation, researchers must demonstrate that service
practitioners engaged in particular sets of therapeutic behaviors as they were intended to be
implemented (Hiebert, 1989; Silverman, 1996).Some researchen, using meta analyses on
various m e s , conclude that treatment fidelity using manualized treatment increases the
probability that clients and counsellors wil l achieve planned treatment outcomes and avoid
potentially h m f ù l treatment practices (Kazdin, et al., 1990; Kazdin, 1991; Schulte, Kunzel,
Pepping, & Schulte-Bahrenberg, 1992; Stnipp, 1993; Weisz et al., 1995). Although
manualized treatment uses processes which are specific, focused, and stnictured, research
from manuaiized intervention may not reflect acîual practice because techniques within
actual practice often varies to fit specific circumstances (Beutler, Kim,Davison, Karno, &
Fisher, 1996). Because flexible applications of manualized treatments introduce treatment
variability, pst-treatment checks on treatment fidelity are important (Kendall & Morris,
1991).
An altemate approach to manualized treatment is one in which detailed process data

collection is integrated into service design (French et al., 1994; Staff & Fein, 1994). fhis
approach achowledges that the treatment process may be highly dependent on the nature of
the service providers' and clients' interactions. Monitoring process techniques integrated

into case management procedures also acknowledges that multiple processes have the
potential to act as antecedents to similar sets of outcomes.
Process Summarv. Process elements cm be viewed as important products of human
seMce businesses. These products may differentiate one set or type of services fiom
another. Evaluation techniques are not ofien used whch help to operationalize and monitor
service processes that occur in applied settings. In theory, fidelity to a set of process
techniques will increase service effectiveness and reduce the probability of h m . From a
research perspective, process elements c m be used as independent variables to help assess
which techniques are associated with specific outcomes for particular sets of client
problems. Research using defined sets of processes is rarely done. When such research is
conducted, the focus may be on treatment fidelity to manualized treatment in artificial
senings. This approach does not acknowledge that multiple processes may lead to similar
client outcomes. This study constnicts and uses evaluation technology that integrates process
monitoring into case management and enables measurement and cornparison of multiple
intervention processes.
Outcomes

The last set of product elements can be categorized as program outcomes. Outcornes

are often not well defined. Consequently, measurement of inputs or processes are often used
by evaluators as critena for s e ~ c results
e
@raice, 1996; Perry Fagan, 1995; Nagy, 1995;

Schorr, 1994). Outcomes are assumed to be the result of, or caused by, a process and they
usually refer to clients' statu at the end of service or treatment (Goodmanet al., 1987;
Grack, 1997). In general, the results or outcomes are the change in people's thoughts,
feelings, actions, and relationships to restore functioning within one's individual

developmental abilities (Gillies, 1993; Hemon, et al., 1994; Howard, Moras, Brill,
Martinovich, & Lutz, 1996; Kazdin, 1991; McEwan, 1995a; Posavac & Carey, 1989; Pratt &
Moreland, 1996; Rainer, 1996; Schlosser, 1996).Normal development and outcome
assessrnent are often confounded because children are in States of continuous development
of social, emotional, physical, cognitive, and behavioral change.
Deming ( 1993)suggests that when products are standardized toward result-based
service, program personnel may actually increase the probability that pracîice objectives,
organizational mandates, and their funden' needs will be met. h some cases, outcomes may
be largely prescribed by professional associations or bodies to ensure that practitioners focus

on meaninghil client-based outcomes (Ernst, Crandall, & Dalley, 1997).
Some writen suggest that client outcomes can be divided into different types. For
exarnple, one suggestion is to divide outcomes into a specimng level, or into improvement

of specific problems, and into an impact or global level (Davies et al., 1994; Kendall &

Moms,1991; Sechrest et al., 1996; Seligman, 1995). m e r writers separate the two levels
into client output and client impact (Ernst & Hiebert, 1998; Flynn, 1994; French, Hiebert, &
Benanson, 1994; Hiebert, 1994; Goodman, Goodman, McGrath, & Goldsmith, 1987; Grack,
1997; Schorr, 1994).
Ouî~uts.Outputs refer to the direct client-based results of intervention processes

(French et al., 1994; Osborne & House, 1995; Pietrzak et al., 1990). Output can be finther
separated into different types. For example, some writen refer to client progress as goal
anainment, or the degree, volume, or ratio to which service goals have been attained
compared against baseline levels (Flynn, 1997; Kellett, 1994; Posavac & Carey, 1989;
Schulte, Kunzel, Peppiag, & Schuite- Bahrenberg, 1992). Another type of client output is

client leaming. Client leaming refers to the specific skills, behaviors, attitudes, and
knowledge that clients retain by the end of the counselling process (French et al., 1994;

Hiebert, 1989; Kendall & Morris, 1991 ). Client leaming addresses the specific changes that
take place during treatrnent (Hiebert, 1994).Treatment outputs rnay be the most legitirnate
set of outcomes to smdy because clients and counsellors have more control over outputs than

over impact variables. In addition, it is possible that client leaming and progress outputs are
precursors to service impact.
Immct. Some writers define service impact as the degree to which presenting client

issues have or have not been addressed (Curry, 1995; Hiebert, 1994; Kellet, 1994; Kendall &
Morris, 1991; Schorr, 1994; Seligman, 1995). Recidivism, socioeconomic factors, and
standardized measures of psychological functioning are cornmon impact measures whch

atternpt to show that the treatment has an observable and meaningfûl effect (Fauber & Long,
1991).
Stakeholder or consumer satisfaction can be viewed as a specific type of seMce
impact. Consumer satisfaction is bea referred to as the consumer's subjective evaluation of
the extent to which the product that was prornised was delivered as expected (Hiebert, 1989;
Sechrest et al., 1996; Test, 1994). Satisfaction cm be a form of social vaiidity regarding the
acceptability or usehilness of goals, procedures, and outcomes. Satisfaction measures may

contain positive biases, that result in spurious favorable findings; rnay be dependent on the

type of stakeholder group being sweyed; and may not be associated with actuai impact on
client functioning nor quality of life ( M A , l996a; Josephson et al., 1992;Newman &
Tejeda, 1996; Pratt &: Moreland, 1997; Test,1994). Another criticism of satisfaction
measures is that satisfaction may be associated more with market changes rather than client

impact. A criticism of client impact rneasures is that clients and counsellors may or may not
have control over impact outcornes and they likely have less control over client impact than
client output meben, 1994).
Outcome content. Schlosser ( 1996) suggests that outcome content provides a guiding
framework to help practitioners to organize outcome observations. Some writers suggest that
hurnan services have been dnven by psychological and medical backgrounds focused on

problem-oriented content which stress dysfunctional interactions, disease, psychopathology,
and deviance (Benard, 1993; Brendtro & Brokenleg, 1993; Fauber & Long, 1991;Marsh &
Johnson, 1997; Quinn et al., 1995; Steenbarger, 1994).Other writers recommend that
outcomes can be created which use esteeming labels, positive traits, and strength concepts to
label client outcomes (Benard, 1993; Brendtro et al ., 1990; Coursey, Alford, Safà~~an,
1977;
Littrell, Zinck, Nesselhuf, & Yorke, 1997; Marsh & Johnson, 1997; McQuaide &
Ehrenreich, 1997; Wolin & Wolin, 1994, 1996, 1997).
It has been suggested that one common set of outcomes to achieve for al1 services is

the good health, safety, and security of clientele @mer, 1994; Schorr, 1994; Hiebert, 1991).
Interpersonal skills, support networks, insight, independence, self-responsibility, morality,
creativity, and even a sense of humor have al1 been suggested as other common outcomes
associated with human services (Benard, 1993; Brendtro et al., 1990; Brendtro & Brokenleg,
1993; Daro & McCurdy, 1994; Dow, 1986; McQuaide & Ehrenreich, 1997; Pems, 1992;
Prince, 1995; Steenbarger, 1994; Wolin & Wolin, 1994, 1997).
Client mastery of specific cornpetencies rnay be a particularly important set of
outcomes, especially for the development of interpersonal and cognitive functioning
(Brendtro & Brokenleg, 1993; Hardesty & Hirsch, 1992; Hiebert, 1991;Pems, 1992). With

respect to adolescent treatment, training in anger control, future goal setting, and parent
training in child and contingency management are cornpetencies associated with adolescent
behavioral self-control (Panerson et al., 1993). In any case, the content of outcomes have a
topical and temporal focus which describe some level of client functioning after service
deiivery.
Outcomes summarv. The most important product of human seMce businesses may
be their outcomes. Outcomes can be broken into a number of different categories, including

outputs and impact variables, and broken even M e r into client leaming, goal attainment or
progress, and client satisfaction. Although a program evaluation can measure a number of
outcome variables, it may be that the most critical types of client-centered outcomes are
those that the client and practitioner have control to produce. Tt is possible that service
impacts occur after client outputs have been attained. Unfomuiately, most outcome research
does not differentiate between client impact and output. When these concepts are separated,
it often occun withm theoretical witings. Research which identifies client impact occuning

after client output is rare.

Human services businesses can be categorized into a variety of products. 1 have
separated these products into 4 broad categories: system requirements, program inputs,
intervention process, and program outcome. Researchen often use these elements to
evaluate the effectiveness of programs. However, evaluations do not aiways incorporate al1
these components into the same evaluation, nor do researchen often state how the
components are integrated or linked together. Inaead, evaluators and researchen typically
separate one set of evaluation component, such as outcome, in exclusion to other

components in their design. In addition, rarely do evaluations focus upon the treatment
process and almost never do the evaluations embed the input-process-output process within a
business framework. In this dissertation, al1 4 categories will be used as variables to help
create the initial elements of a prograrn evaluation design that will then be embedded into a
business framework.
Supportive Hurnan Service Business Elements
Up until now, 1 have spent considerable tirne detailing the products found within

human s e ~ c businesses.
e
in this section, 1 will present aspects of human service businesses
that may help to support the viability of operating human seMce businesses. 1 will describe a
number of business elements that rnay be used as tools to help embed an evaluation of
program efiectiveness into the overail operations of a human service business. I will first
describe the stakeholder and accountability context in which businesses operate. 1 will then
briefly discuss some different business methods which hurnan seMces could adopt to
support their practices. Finally, 1 will review some marketing aspects which may have the
power to communicate results from human seMce evaluations and then be used to help

obtain quantitative evidence to assis? prograrn development and redesign.
Stakeholders
Many writers suggest that an important variable to consider within a business context
is the identification of stakeholders with serious interests in a program and its evaluation
(Barlow, 1996; Flynn, 1997; Kiebert, 1997; Hutchinson, 1997; Newman & Tejeda, 1996;
Posavac & Carey, 1989). Clients who are direct seMce recipients are usually defined by
writers as the primary set of stakeholders (Acklaw, 1991;Claiborn, 1994; Newman &
Tejeda, 1996; Pettifor, 1994; Strupp, 1996; Test, 1995). Other stakeholders whom evaluators

should consider have been identified as client families, seMce funders, agency staff and
practitionen, and community memben (Gabor & Gnmell, 1994; Josephson, Magee,
Alberts, & Selkirk, 1992; Newman & Tejeda, 1996; Test, 1995). Although there are a
multitude of stakeholders for each prograrn, program evaluations may target specific
stakeholder groups as coIlaboraton for evaluation design andfor implementation (French,
Hiebert, & Bezanson, 1994; Gabor & Grinnell, 1994; Gillies, 1993; Osborne & Gray, 1995).
Each group is likely interested in different types of issues, processes, and outcomes (French
et al., 1994; Schorr, 1994). It is possible that clients rnay not be the primary stakeholden of
interest in some situations. For example, if comments are required regarding details of
senice technology, then clients may not have the expertise to identie the human service
technology. During the design stages, it is important for evaluators to use stakeholders'
definitions of service issues, needs, goals, process, and program success to ensure the
evaluation design remains relevant (Brody, 1993; Flynn, 1997; Hiebert, 1997; HoroMtz,
1987; Hutchinson, 1997; Gersch & Townley, 1994; Jorde-Bloom, 1991; McEwan, 1995a;

Osborne & Gray, 1995; Tehrani, 1994; Weiner, 1994; Young, 1997). Stakeholders are ofien
interested in knowing the results or outcomes of services. It is suggested that these results
often give stakeholders information useful for decision-makmg processes to support specific
services (Kellett, 1994; Pettifor, 1994).
Summarv

Stakeholder perceptions can be an important variable to consider in prograrn
evaluation. It is possible that stakeholders support those seMces that can demonstrate
prograrn effectiveness. Even though this claim seems tntuitively accurate, it largely rernains

a hypothesis without supporting statisticai evidence. In fact, no writer in this literame

review gave empirical evidence to suggest that the presentation of seMce results preceded
and affected stakeholder decision making. It is entirely possible that stakeholder decision

making regarding which p h c u l a r services to support may be more related to the positive
relationships stakeholden develop with service administrators than with specific reports of
outcome.
Accountability as a Supwrtive Practice
Dnicker ( 1990) suggests that non-profit organizations have a tendency to downplay
e
are assumed to be built on foundations of
accountability because hurnan s e ~ c businesses
good intentions. Accowitability systems are designed to increase the probability that clients

will be exposed to adaptive leaming experiences, that harmful practices will be reduceà, and
that intemally directed improvement will be built into s e ~ c delivery
e
(Brownlee, 1995;
Curnmings, 1992; Jorde-Bloom, 1991; Hodgiunson, 1995; McEwan, 1995a; Schinnar et al.,
1992; Wetzel, 1992). Although programs rnay sometimes be modified as a result of
accountability evaluation, it is rare for programs to be abandoned because of a negative
evaluation (Gabor & Grinnell, 1994). Programs are more likely to be discontinued because
antiquated processes might have been useci, services might have been provided which
fbnders or consumers no longer desire, or because there are other political reasons unrelated
e
are
to consumer needs. In some cases, negative evaluation may mean that s e ~ c providen
provided with resources to become more effective (Ernst, Crandall, & Dalley, 1997). In any
case, it seems that accountability processes can be used as methods to address stakeholder
needs.

Cost-Effectiveness
Different types of accountability practices can be used to address stakeholder needs.
Cost effectiveness evaluation is one method (Daro & McCurdy, 1994 ; Earl, 1995). Cost
effectiveness evaluations use ernpirical information to direct improvement, decision making,
and policy development (Mordock, 1995: Perry Fagan, 1995). Cost-benefit analyses may
dernonstrate that difierent services produce different benefits at various cost levels, how
some services may produce better results by becorning more cost-effective, or how some
service results are only achievable with minimal funding levels (Longest, 1996; Reardon,
1996). In one cost-effectiveness evaluation, one treatment foster care program was identified

as providing service comparable to other like programs but was costing fbnders 40 to 50
percent more than most other similar services (Blakely, 1995). In this case, the program's
daiiy client charge was cut by almost 30 dollars per client per day.
Qualitv Assurance
Quality assurance has been identified as another tool to address sstakeholders'
accountability issues. Quality assurance uses conformity or integrity to specific requirement
statements, sets of standards, regulations, and/or practices (Byalin, 1992; Goodman et al.,
1987; Howe & Jacobes, 1995; Moldawsky, 1992; Mordock, 1995; Perxy Fagan, 1995) The

aim of quality assurance is to guarantee that a minimal level of client care is provided and
that no harm or little nsk results fkom service (Byalin, 1992; Gersch & Townley, 1994;
Goodman et al., 1987; Howe & Jacobs, 1995; wsik, Killip, Zaganelli, & Berrfeld, 1989).
Assurance methods appear to be valuable to detexmine those senices which are of poor
quality (Davies, Doyle, Lansky,Rutt, Stevic, & Doyle, 1994; Eckert, 1994; Edwards, 1994;

Hodgkinson, 1995; Maheu, 1995; McEwan, Peny Fagan, Earl, Hodgkinson, & Maheu, 1995;

Peny Fagan, 1995).

Another methodology which addresses stakeholders7accountability issues is
identified as quality improvement. Quality improvement methods use statistical, consumer,
and organizational personnel feedback as tools to suggest and irnplement actions for
continuous improvement (Batalden, Nelson, & Roberts, 1994; Brody, 1993; Davies et al.,
1994; Deming, 1982, 1993; Gabor & Grinnell, 1994; Gersch & Townley, 1994; HodgeWilliams et al., 1995). A continuous improvement process encourages flexible seMces
which use never-ending information feedback cycles as the stimuli for change (Batalden et
al., 1994; Deming, 1982, 1993; Eckert, 1994; Hodge-Williams et al., 1995). Such system
cycles have been termed iterations (Barton, 1994). In this case, human service business
iterations may be an appropriate term (Emst, 1998; Emst & Hiebert, 1998).
According to Barton (1994), iterations exist in noniinear self-organizing systems in
whch there may be pattems of solution sets resulting from the operation of cyclical systems.
The results fiorn the operation of one cyclical system becorne the stimuli for the operation an
another system. In this case, hurnan service businesses cm be perceived as having a nurnber
of interrelated systems interacting together with various cyclical iterations to produce sets,
patterns, or variability among its multiple outcornes. Barton suggests that studying one factor
of a system, in isolation from other systems, may not lead to useful howledge about the
behavior of a system as a whole. Thus, in this study, a service delivery iteration cm be
perceived as one cyclical system operating with a human service business that produces
outputs (such as evidence of client goal attainment) which, in tum, act as informational

stimuli for a business iteration. The business iteration uses the service delivery outcome
information as a factor in its cyclical operation which, in turn,produces outputs (such as
recommendations for service delivery changes, program mandate changes, or resource
reallocation) that are then used as a stimuli for the seMce delivery iteration. The senice
delivery iteration then uses the business feedback information as a factor in its cyclical
operation, and so on.
In the same manner, Deming (1993) emphasizes that cyclical business operations

often produce a hgh degree of variability among its business products. He suggests that such
variability, or lack thereof, may act as the stimuli to which quality improvement
recommendations are based. He also suggests that when a system acts upon the variability to
produce better products or services, such action almost always becomes an enhancement or
support of the business itself.
Qua1itv Indicators

Cost-effectiveness, quality assurance, and quality improvement approaches, al1 use
indicator systems to act as baselines for accountability (Mordock, 1995). Indicators can be
rwted in stakeholder conceptions of important organizational inputs, processes, or outcomes
to provide information regarding decisions for prograrn planning and practice (Earl, 1995;
Maheu, 1995; McEwan, 1995a, 1995b; Peny Fagan, 1995). Indicators may be particularly
useful when they allow multiple stakeholders to give feedback regarding the sarne
organizational parameten for service effectiveness (Eckert, 1994; Hodgkinson, 1995).
Siimmalv

As Gabor and Grinnell(1994)point out, cutbacks in services may have little to do

with quality of services. In fact, when cost-effectiveness, quality assurance, and quality

improvement methods are used for their intended purposes, accountability practices rnay
actually improve or enhance seMce delivery. If quality improvement is not well managed,

then irrelevant stakeholders may be surveyed and poor improvement feedback rnay result.
Quality is also subjective. It rnay be that improvement from one point to another is termed
by some stakeholders as exceeding or meeting quality assurance guidelines, whereas other
stakeholders rnay Mew the same improvement as still unacceptable. No accountability
practice exists in isolation to stakeholder groups and their needs and the purpose of
accountability evaluations must be well defined. It is possible that accountability methods,
when managed well, have the potential to be a highly supportive component of overall

hurnan service business operations.
Marketing and Cornmunicatine Results as a Supportive Practice
One way to maximize the enhancement potential of accountability practices is to

ensure that service results are marketed to specific stakeholders. Marketing can be defined as

finding out what people need, designing a product that will satisS; that need, satisfjmg that
need, measuring the degree to which needs have been satisfied, and infoming stakeholders
the degree to which consumer needs have been met (Acklaw, 1990; Woody, 1989j.

Unfortunately, some human s e ~ c professionals
e
have a distaste for the notion of marketing

and promoting their seMces due to marketing's mots in business and its association to selfinterest and profit taking (Acklaw, 1990;Koocher, 1994; Woody, 1989). This is in conwith the notion that, without some form of marketing, human s e ~ c organizations
e
rnay lose
contracts, and with other fonns of marketing, human service businesses rnay actuaily extend
and support their organizational life (Acklaw, 1990; Yenney, 1994).

The Suportive Nature of Marketing
An orgarhtion that meets its seMce mandate rnay use this information as a

marketing tool to create a steady supply of clientele (PAA, 1997; Woody, 1989). Whereas, a
service, which repeatedly communicates that it has failed to meet its clinical goals, rnay
decrease stakeholder support and rnay eventually flourider. Prograrns and agencies willing to

use program evaluation to demonstrate the achievement of mandated results rnay have a
greater chance of obtaining needed stakeholder support and funding (Schon; 1994). Some
writers have suggested that one of the best ways to ensure organizational survival is to target
seMces to the main customers paying for the service (Dessent, 1994; Lopes, 1994). AAer
securing funding, the ability to demonstrate the effectiveness of services can help to secure
additional or subsequent fimding (Luce et al., 1992). Other writers have suggested that
program survival rnay be dependent on its ability to target intemal personnel to support
prograrn practices (Beutler, Kim, Davison, Karno, & Fisher, 1996; Woody, 1989; Wolf,

Kingin, Fixsen, Blase, & Braukmann, 1995). Thus, the combination of prograrn evaluation
and marketing rnay provide both extemal and intemal feedback loops, which rnay not only
improve the delivery of services, but rnay also create more desire for these same services.
Marketing in hurnan services is becoming widely accepted as a corymunicative
process between funders and service agents (APA, 1996a; Acklaw, 1990; Dessent, 1994;
Koocher, 1994; Schinnar et al., 1992). Some writen suggest that communication should be
carried out in a systematic manner with clear objectives which can be evaluated (Acklaw,
1990; Earl, 1995). All marketing technologies aim to establish relationships between the
service provider and various stakeholden by presenting useful and understandable
information (APA, 1996a; Brownlee, 1995; Buckner, 1992; Davies et al., 1994; Frisch &

Reberg, 1991 ; Lopes, 1994; PAA, 1997; Schinnar et al., 1992; Woody, 1989). One method
of marketing can be simple reporting of p r o g m evaluation results (Beutler et al., 1996).
Summarv

Program evaluation based upon quality improvement rnay affect programs by
enhancing program qualitv, enhancing program reputations, and, in tum. creating M e r
demand for hi& quality programs (Cummings, 1992). Consequently, marketing, rather than
being antithetical to human services, rnay potentially be supportive for the development of
effective client senices. However, it should be noted that marketing in human services has
been imported h m business administration. As such, the processes used in business to
create product consumption rnay not be the same as those required in human seMces to
create satisfied stakeholders. Thus, simply communicating results as a supportive practice

for human services remains largely hypothetical. Funders rnay simply align their fimding
with service providers' requests or funding allocation rnay be determined by simultaneous

and interactive negotiation and bargaining processes. In any case, it rnay be that better

political alliances rnay be created through the creation of communication routes, such as
those that communicate service results.

Administration as a Sumortive Practice
Some M t e a recornrnend that successfbl organizational management also includes

an organized business or strategic plan (APA, 1996a; APA, 1998; Brody, 1993; Drucker,
1990; Fuller, 1993; Longest, 1996; PAA, 1997; Woody, 1989). A strategic plan specifies
future-onented organizational objectives and purposeful activities needed to meet human
s e ~ c mandates.
e
This plan also includes various means to address intemal stakeholder
concems so that agency personnel c m implement the service mandate.

Strateeic Planning
The supportive nature of cornmunicating information to stakeholders is only relevant
within a quality improvement context when the feedback loop affects service operations and
mandate. Ideally, this loop or iteration affects how an organization plans and utilizes service
activities and resources and how professionals structure their interactions with clients to
ensure quality service delivery and optimal client outcorne. Organizational planning occurs
when the organization defines its mandate, operationalizes its day-to-day fictions, and then
allocates its resources and personnel to reach its mission (Gabor & GrinneIl, 1994; Luce,
Christian, Anderson, Troy & Lanson, 1992; McEwan, 1995a). The strategic planning
process begins when professionals define their program goals and objectives. Some writen
suggen that program goals are ideally logically subsurned under the overall mission to act as
twls to steer the entire scope of program operations (Brody, 1993; Unrau, 1994). Specific
objectives are then linked to program goals and indicate specific aspects of knowledge,

shlls, or affect that clients within a program will be required to achieve (Longest, 1996).
Program goals and objectives which logically flow fiom the human seMce mission and
which are written into the strategic business plan, rnay increase the probability that the

business mission becomes actualized.
The communication of results to stakeholders may, hypothetically, create support for
specific seMce and product design and ultimately affect the nature of a service mandate.

Change in a program's mission, goals, and objectives may directly impact the basic udied
organizational orientation fiom whch organizational products are based (Brody, 1993;

Goodman, Goodman, McGrath, & Goldsmith, 1987; Grote & Baitsch, 1991;HodgeWilliams, Doub, & Busky, 1995; Jorde-Bloom, 1991;Margolis et al., 1992; Sawyer &

Woodlock, 1995). Thus, quality improvement loops may help to operationalize prograrn

structure, allocate resources, and provide direction for prograrn personnel. A criticism of the
Merature in this area is that although prograrn evaluation feedback is meant to gwe
information to human service businesses regarding how prograrns and seMces could be
structured, how such feedback actually affects human service businesses is largely
speculative and not based on empirically-based data.
Internal stakeholder support
One final consideration for implementing an evaluation within a human s e ~ c e
business is with respect to the intemal prograrn stakeholders, or personnel. Blase et al.
(1984) suggest that, for sewice technology to survive, program administrators must seek and

obtain the support of prograrn personnel to use the technology. In this context, if quality
improvement loops are to be used for service redesign and are implemented by program
personnel, then it will be extremely important to obtain personnel support. hogram
personnel are the people required who implement any improvement recommendations.

Internal stakeholder support can be maximized in a number of ways. First,
stakeholder support rnay increase when evaluators create internally dnven collaborative

evaluation designs (Patton, 1985). Another concept program evaluators rnay need to consider
to increase personnel support is the utility of &ta collection technology (Bloom & Fischer,
1982; Pekarik, 199 1). A measure, and accompanying methods, rnay be highly reliable and

valid, yet it rnay not reflect the program situation, rnay not increase understanding of a
service's processes and impact, or rnay require resources that are not available. In these
cases, it is possible that the mesures or evaluation rnethods will likely not be used, they will
have little functionality, and/or they will be perceived as offering little value to program

practice (Rainer, 1996). Accordmg to some writers, program evaluation models which assist
evaluators to tailor evaluation practices to specific practitionen, program activities, and
pro-mm objectives are more likely to be adopted without problems (Chamberlain & Reid,
1 99 1 ; Eisen & Dickey, 1996; Osborne & House, 1995; Worth Gavin, 1994).

In addition, integrative approaches whch use evaluation methods to concurrently
collect evaluation &ta while prograrns routinely operate rnay help to increase intemal
stakeholder support of evaluation (Bloom & Fischer, 1982; Domelas et al., 1996; Eisen &
Dickey, 1996; Gabor & GrinneIl, 1994; Hiebert, 1997; Patton, 1995; Posavac & Carey, 1989;
Silverman, 1996). Practical integrated data collection which provides timely, relevant, and
ongoing feedback; requires rninor procedural changes; and incorporates localized service
procedures; rnay reinforce client change, empower clients through self-monitoring, enhance
outcornes attainrnent, and/or reduce resistance to evaluation implementation (Gabor &
Gnmeil, 1994; Mitchell, 1990; Patton, 1995).
Another major way to encourage practical design rnay be for evaluaton to be flexible
with evaluation methods. Integrating evaluation into practice settings rnay mean that the

definition of acceptable measures rnay need to be broadened (Helmstetter, Peck &
Giangreco, 1994; Mitchell, 1990; Rainer, 1996). This rnay involve the construction of
surveys and instruments specific to program evaluations, the use of data bases as data
collection and analysis instruments, and the lettîng go of randomized clinical trials (Beutler
et al., 1996; Curry, 1995; Grack, 1997; Helmstetter et al., 1994; Sechrest et al., 1996).
Sumrnarv

It is possible that program evaluation information rnay influence how a human
e
For example, it is possible that program
service organization designs its s e ~ c mandate.

evaluation information could be incorporated into a saïitegic plan and, in tum, alter a
service's mission, goals, objectives and/or related human service products. Some writen
suggest that to ensure strategic plans are achieved, intemal stakeholder or personnel
concems must be addressed. In the case of implementing program evaluation technology, the
use of integrated, practical, and flexible research designs may be one way to address intemal
stakeholder needs which, in tum, would allow for evaluation feedback to be considered in
the design of strategic plans. However, these notions are largely hypothetical and empincal
data that supports these notions within prograrn evaluation may not exist.

Summary of Sumortive Human Service Business Elements
Deming (1993) suggests that feedback loops may be created so that stakeholden can

eive input on a service's mandate and its service delivery before the service occun, while the

C

seMce operates, and after the stakeholder receives evaluation information on the service's
results. This study uses the continual circular process of constant quality improvement as
described by Deming and othen as an evaluation sequence. The study creates a practical
integrated design to increase the probability of personnel acceptance. Cyclical evaluation

methods link service delivery evaluation to the business operations of an agency. The
marketing or communicating of results to stakeholders is used as a variable to determine if
such information statistically impacts stakeholder impressions of specific prograrn products.
Program Evaluation Model Summary
Evaluation Model
This dissertation's program evaluation mode1 is based upon a number of interrelated
concepts which rnay be broken into various smaller elements and tied together using human

service business iterations. The central concept is that hurnan senices can be integrated
within the context of a business paradigm. As such, hurnan services can be redefined as
intangible products divided into system requirements, program inputs, intervention
processes, client outputs, and client impact. These products are supported or maintained
through suppottive practices found withn hurnan sewice businesses, such as data
aggregahon and analysis, marketing or communicating results, seeking stakeholder
feedback, and strategic planning. nirough the acquisition of knowledge about and
Aggregating Results

Service Delivery

Figue 1. A Multidimensional Program Evaluation Mode1 htegrated within a Human SeMce
Business Paradigm.

involvement in service redesign and resource allocation, program personnel are encouraged
to adopt or inhibit specific human service practices for organizational service operatiom.
Quality improvement loops are another component in this model. These loops require
inform~ionto be circulated through its cycles, and in bis case, the communication of
prograrn evaluation results to stakeholders and program personnel is used as a stimuli for
stakeholden to suggest recommendations for quality irnprovement. 1 have termed this
particular type of quality improvement loop as a human service business iteration. This
empirically based feedback loop may eventually influence service redesign through the
revision of service mandates and accompanyng senice products.
Multiple continuous cycles or iterations exist within this model. The first evaluation
iteration aims at using stakeholder information and feedback to help collaboratively create

an integrated program evaluation. A seMce delivery iteration uses the information resulting
fiom the first phase of the evaluation to act as a tool to evaluate the effectiveness of an
organization's senices concurrently while the seMce operates its business procedures. The
business impact iteration uses the results fiom an initial evaluation as stimuli for
stakeholders to assess how services are valued and how they might be redesigned. A final
service redesign iteration acts upon statistically-based information compiled by the
stakeholders as stimuli for achial prograrn redesign and delivery. Thus, one continuous
iteration leads to stimuli for the following iteration to use wi\ithin its own continuous cyclical
operation. Practical technology to monitor these continuous quality improvement loops
which incorporate al1 these concepts does not exist. Thus, the purpose of this study is to
create, implement, and evaluate a practical, integrated, and multidimensional program
evaluation mode1 integrated withia a human service business paradigm.

Research Design
The study within this dissertation was designed to be an application of the model
depicted in figure 1 and was implemented in an agency-based semng over the period of a
number of research phases. During the first phase, program staff will be used in focus groups
to create evaluation technology that is practical, integrated within agency procedures, based
on these stakeholders feedback, and tested for reliable and valid data collection. The second

phase of the project will use agency staff as data collection personnel within the agency's
major program types to address and monitor client issues and needs and the associated client
leaming goals (inputs), to detail their specific service interventions (processes), and to assess
the effectiveness (outcorne) these interventions. Another phase of the research will use an
initial analysis of the senice delivery data as information presented to stakeholders to assess
the effect this information may have on stakeholder perceptions of service products future

service redesign. In this phase, two groups, one receiving evaluative information and the
other not receiving the same information, will be compared before and after evaluation
information is presented. In the last phase, analyses associated with various research

questions will be conducted.
Research Questions

The prirnary purpose of the study described in this dissertation is to design, create,
and field test a pragmatic program evaluation model for human services within a business
paradigrn. To field test the model, a nurnber of research questions are explored in three

project areas.

Service Delivent Ouestions
1.

What service delivery factors were associated with client change? This broad
question was explored using analyses associated with each of the following specific
questions:

a. How were clients' learning goals differentiated across programs and client issues?
b. What impacts occurred in each of Hull's programs for various client groups?

c. What outputs occurred in each of Hull's programs for various client groups?
d. How were counsellor processes differentiated across programs and client goals;
and to what degree did counsellon use the process strategies as planned?
Administrative Impact Questions
7. To what extent does program evaluation practice impact agency staff impressions of their
senice delive-? This broad question was explored using analyses associated with the

following specific questions:
a. What evaluation and service delivery factors were assessed by stakeholden as
important?
b. How are these factors impacted by program evaluation information?
Business Impact Questions

3. To what extent may program evaluation factors impact stakeholder expectations regarding
business practices and products? This broad question was explored using analyses associated
with the following specific questions:

a. What business products and factors were assessed by srakeholdea as important?
b. How are perceptions of business products and factors impacted by proevaluation information?

CHAPTER 3: METHODS
This chapter is divided into four sections, each detailing the major phases of the
project (see Figure 2). The first section details the rnethodology used to create the
evaluation instruments. The second section describes the data collection procedures for
the evaluation of the agency's s e ~ c delivery.
e
The third section specifies the research

procedures used to assess how program evaluation information may impact stakeholder
perceptions of human service business and administrative factors. The last section
sumarizes the dependent measures, independent variables, research design, and data
analyses.

Instrument Development Phase
William Roper Hull Child and Family Services (Hull) was used as an agency site

to assist in the construction, implementation, and testing of a pragrnatic, integrated, and
multidirnensional prograrn evaluation mode]. The agency had volunteered as a pilot site
to develop prograrn evaluation procedures for the Alberta Association of SeMces to
Children and Families (AASCF). This study took the lead in the development of the

prograrn evaluation pilot. The study used collaborative methodologies to ensure Hull
staff and management had input into instrument development and to encourage

investment in the evaluation's implementation. M e r ethics approval, the first step in the
evaluation process was to create integrated data collection instruments (see Figure 3).
Organizational Assessrnent

An initial assessrnent phase was focused on determiring Hull's organizational
service delivery procedures and the types of information which were possible to collect
within these procedures. Focus groups were the primary method for data collection. The
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procedure ended with the construction instnunents used for designing, monitoring, and
evaluating services at Hull.
Staff Sample

Hull staff were used as subjects in focus groups to help create instrumentation for
service delivery measurement. Al1 staff were invited to attend a 2 h o u focus group al
their program staff meetings. In total, 96 people volunteered and pamcipated These staff
represented 6 1 percent of Hull's 185 clinically based employees from al1 10 clinical
,
care workers, family
programs. Program directors, clinicians, program s u p e ~ ç o nchild
and childfyouth counsellors were al1 represented at these meetings.

Focus gr ou^ Procedure
Ten focus groups were conducted, one in each of Hull's programs. Staff attended
only one focus group held at each program. The focus groups followed a comrnon
protocol and each group was led by a single facilitator and an assistant. Each group began

I

by setting out the purposes of the focus group. The stated purposes for each focus group
were:

1) to begin estabiishing outcome and program evaluation mesures that will

address the Alberta Association of Services for Children and Families'
(AASCF) outcome standards;
2) to introduce the idea that data collection systems will change and become

more standardized across programs; and

3) to introduce the idea that various people will, within the next year, be
conducting research on service delivery and program evaluation.
Participants were then informed that each focus group ". .. was your opportunit-to
becorne involved in the design of what the new program evaluation, outcomes, and
information systems will look like." After this statement, two definitions related to
outcomes data collection were presented:
1) leaming outcomes: those outcomes we can control by teaching and producing

client leaming with specific staff activities.
2) impact outcomes: those outcomes we may or may not have control over.
Participants were then given a copy of AASCF (1996) outcome statements. For
their own program area, they were asked to read and review each standard statement.

Four open ended questions were asked in each focus group:
1) What do you already do whch address each outcome statement?

2) What client leaming needs to occur for each standard statement?
3) What staffpractices or teaching will produce client learnïng? And

4) What are the primary treatment issues versus historical or referral issues which

you cornrnonly address?

In each group, questions were asked in the above order. Participants were
informed that the questions were intended to be brainstorming stimuli and that there were
"no wrong answers." The assistant wrote participants' responses in point f o m on a flip
chart. Group responses were then collected together in one package and sent to the
investigator.
Service Deliverv Monitoring Instruments
Instnunent Construction
Content analvsis. Content analysis of focus group responses, such as descnbed by
Weber (1990),formed the bais for the data collection instruments. Responses were
organized into three broad categories: client needs and issues, client learning goals, and
counsellor task and strategies. Within these categories, responses were organized into
groups of themes and theme areas were broken into specific list items. Three resulting
lists of client issues, leaming goals, and counsellor tasks were compiled (See Appendices

B for final versions of the lists). Responses that occurred in more than one focus group

were retained as a list item. Responses that were specific to only one program area were
not included in the final three iists.
Content analysis of the focus groups also revealed that the seventy of client needs

or issues and client goals was often debated among participants. To accommodate these
discussions, a five point Likert rating scale was developed so that each issue or goal list

item could be rated. Another similar five point rating scale was developed to assess client
leaming and client progress or attainment of evidence that clients achieved their learning

goals. In addition, two scales were constructed to assess the degree to whch counsellors
used particular process tasks and strategies and the degree to which these same
counselIors perceived these tasks and strategies to be effective (See Appendix C for the

final versions of al1 rating scales).
Finally, the content analysis also identified four basic service points common to
al1 programs and which corresponded to AASCF accreditation critena for service
delivery. These senice points were identified as potential points of integrated case
management and data collection. The first common data collection point included the
collection of demographic and assessment information at client admission. The second
data collection point was service planning. The design of individualized services prior to

seMce delivery through the use of a seMce plan occurred at this tirne. The third data
collection point was the identification of dient change and progress through the use of a
progress review. The final data collection point was the identification of overall client

change and impact at or after completion of services through the use of a discharge
report.

An initial draft of four case management reports was constructed to correspond to

the above service delivery time points. Program evaluation data collection instruments
were embedded into the four case management reports. These data collection fonns were
used to collect &ta for this study. A needs assessment (see Appendix D) was integrated
into the admissions package (see Appendix E). A client goal form (see Appendix F) was
included in the client senice plan (see Appendix G). The goal form included provision to
collect Monnation on each client's leaming goal, an initial rating to assess goal

anainment, and the needs and issues each goal was intended to address. This form also

allowed counsellors to identifi the tasks and strategies that were intended to assist with
attainment of each goal and a rating of the frequency of intended usage of each strategy.
Finally, the goal form included space for a description of the evidence of success that
would indicate completion of the client learning goal.
A progress review (see Appendix H) forms allowed counsellon to review each

client's learning goal by providing a rating of the degree of goal attainment and a rating
of the degree of observed leanllng for each goal area. These forms also included
provision to rate the frequency that each strategy was used during service delivery and a
rating of counsellors' perceived effectiveness of each strategy. These forms were then
integrated into both the progress review package (see Appendix 1) and discharge
packages (see Appendix J). The progress and discharge packages also included forms to
rate the degree of attainment of each piece of evidence of success for each goal, as well

as, forms for a rating of the degree of issue severity for each client's original issues and
needs.
Lnstrurnent usage tirnelines. Data collection using the service delivery instruments
paralleled AASCF accreditation requirements for service planning. From November 1,
1996 to March 3 1, 1997, intake forms were completed for each client within 72 hours of

admission. Hull staff'completed seMce plans within 30 days of admission. Progress
e and discbarge
review foms were cornpleted no more than 90 days after the s e ~ c plan,
reports were completed upon termination of the client's senice with Hull.
Training and feedback. In November, 1996, the initial drafts of service delivery

twls were created and Hull's staff were trained to use each fom. At each Hull program,
a 2 hour training session was conducted by this author to train personnel how to use each

HOMES package and to answer questions regarding fom administration. The

administration of each form was explained line by line until al1 foms were completely
exarnined by sraff and dl their questions were answered.

The outcomes project director, this author, remained available for each program
throughout the data collection period. If questions arose, staff could telephone the
outcomes project director for points of clarification. In Ianuary and February of 1997, the
outcomes project director returned to each program to answer questions regarding form
administration. During these meetings, he requested feedback regarding the
administration of each form, as well as, for recommendations to improve the forms. In
addition, the project director met on four occasions with an AASCF representative and
Hull directors to ensure the forms met or surpassed AASCF accreditation standards, and
Hull's treatment and administrative policies.

Follow-UDreview cornmittee ~

U D S At
.

the end of March,1997, final

recommendations for changes to the seMce delivery tools were compiled. One
representative from each program, each of whorn participated in the original focus
groups, was invited to review the draft s e ~ c delivery
e
instruments, lists, and ratings at a
e
instruments became termed
follow-up focus group. At this point, the new s e ~ c delivery
The cornmittee was
the Hull Outcornes Monitoring and Evaluation Systern (HOMES).
asked to suggea revisions for the four basic components of the HOMES:a demographc

intake fonn, a predeatment seMce plan, a pst-treatment progress review form, and a
pst-treatment discharge form. The participants were asked:

1) how well rating scales and item lists within each form represented their

experience with addressing client needs and issues, by creating client goals and
using of counsellor processes, and
2) what changes would need to be made to easily implement each form into their

respective progams.
Service deliverv tools: Final ciraft. in April 1997, the completed version of the

senice delivery tools was initiated for use in each of Hull's programs. Based upon the
original focus groups and the feedback from the follow-up review cornmittee, a final

dr& of the four foms and accompanying lists and rating scales was compiled. The draA
foms were implemented in the various program areas for service design and evaluation
testing. Each form was to be used at common data collection points (admission, service
planning, progress reviews, and discharge points) and in cornpliance to AASCF
accreditation standards for each program area. All forms were to be completed for each

Hull client by the client's main treatment provider. Use of the forms in ail Hull programs

began after approvd fiom the agencyosdirectors and executive director.
Reliabilitv Trials
Test-retest and interrater reliability testing occwed for Hull's final drafts of its
service deiivery data collection instruments. Two sets of reliability ûails were conducted

and each set included 2 trials at 3 weeks intervais. The first set of triais was conducted
within the context of the admission procedures for the assesment of client needs and
issues and the senice planning procedures to identi@and rate client leaming goals. The
second set of reliability trials was conducted within the context of the reassessment of
client learning goals at a progress or discharge point in service delivery. Both reliability

sets produced reliability data for the dependent measures used in the service delivery
analyses of this study.
Comwsite client profiles. Pnor to reliability testing, the investigator supervised

an assistant who created 1 1 client profiles for the fim set of reliability testing. Profiles
were based upon actual referral packages of existing Hull clients. These packages
contained demographic information, a psychological assessment, and/or a family
assessment. Packages were chosen at random to develop client profiles. A paragraph
frorn each referral was rewritten with identi@ng infonnation (al1 names, dates,
institutional narnes, and helping professional references) removed in each profile, family
and siblinp infonnation was removed so that only one client was portrayed and a profile
was created which was similar to client information that Hull programs rnight receive
with a client referral. This procedure was repeated, each with a different referral

package, to produce 1 1 composite clients (see Appendix K).
A second set of composite client profiles was created to approximate reports

which might be presented at a client progress review or case conference. Profiles were
based upon actual progress reports of existing Hull clients. Progress packages were
chosen at random to develop client profiles. One goal fiom each progress report was
rewritten with identifjmg information (al1 names, dates, institutional narnes, and helping
professional references) removed In each profile, farnily and sibling information was
removed so that only one client was portrayed and a profile was created which was
similar to a progress report that a Hull staff may find on a client file. This procedure was
repeated, each with a different progress package, to produce I l composite clients (see

Appendix L).

Reliability procedures. hior to the reliability test, three packages of 10 composite
clients were created, one for each volunteer rater. The composite client descriptions were
randomly ordered in each of the three test packages. In reliability sessions, three
volunteer raten completed ratings scales found withn HOMES packages for al1
composite client profiles using the sarne procedures which occur within actud client
service delivery at Hull. During the fint set of reliability testing, which paralleled
e
procedures, subjects were given a stack of needs and
admission and s e ~ c planning
issue assessment forms (found within the client admission package, Appendix E) and
client goal planning foms (found withn the client senice planning package, Appendix

G). During the second set of reliability testing, which paralleled progress and discharge
reporting procedures, subjects were given a nack of client goal review foms (found

within the client progress and discharge packages, Appendices 1 & J).
First reliabili~trials. During the first reliability trial, reliability subjects first
reviewed how to complete each fom and its corresponding rating scales by completing,

as a group, one practice composite client. The subjects were then separated and asked to
read one composite client profile. Raten next independently completed the needs
assessment found within the HOMES intake form for each composite client. Raters chose
intake placement issues then rated each issue with a five point rating scale for issue
severity.

Each rater then completed a HOMES senice planning fom and chose leaming
goals for each composite client. Raters fint qualitatively described a goal that they felt
was appropnate for a particular composite client and then categorized the goal fiom the

list of goal items. They then rated the goal, based upon a five point rating scale, to set a

baseline for learning goal attainment. This procedure was repeated for each composite
client until raters were satisfied they had listed al1 appropnate and realistic goals for the
client. The entire assessrnent procedure was repeated for the remainder of the composite
clients until each rater completed intake and service planning packages for 10 composite
clients.
After the raters identified and rated al1 leaming goals for eveiy composite client,
they were asked to agree to choose one composite client. This composite client had three

common learning goals identified by the raten. For each goal, raters were asked to
independently identi@ the tasks and strategies from the list of strategies which they
wodd use to address each leaming goal. They then rated the intended frequency that they
would use for each task with the five point Likert scale.
Second reliabili~trials. During the second reliability trial, three new subjects
first reviewed how to complete each form and its corresponding rating scales by
compleiing, as a group, one practice composite client. The subjects were then separated
and asked to read one composite client profile. Raten next independently completed the
goal review forms found within the HOMES progress and discharge packages for each
composite client. Raters identified goal attainrnent, client leaming, and evidence of client
progress with three corresponding five point Likert rating scales. This procedure was
repeated for each composite client until raters completed al1 the goal review forms for
each of the ten composite client profiles.

Both sets of reliability testing were repeated 2 weeks apart to collect data on testretest reliability. Two weeks after conducting intenater reliability testing, the same three
raters were asked to repeat reliability testing using the same procedures and the same

profiles that were used in their original reliability testing session. The composite profiles
were randomiy reordered so that raters did not review the profiles in the sarne order as
the first reliability testing.

Validity Trial
Standardized instruments were completed concurrently with the HOMES intake
and service planning packages for 28 Hull clients. No one particular standardized test
was used across Hull programs at admission to Hull. Thus, the investigator approached

prograrn directors to seek staff and clients who would volunteer to allow administration
of some standardized tests. Four prograrns agreed to assess their clients at intake over a 1
month period. However, only one program, a group home, would allow the investigator
to train its staff to adrninister the tests. The other prograrns, two residential and one
independent living prograrn, wished to train its own staff test administration procedures.
Convergent and discriminant validity. One method which can be used to
determine evidence for scale validity is to conduct trials for convergent and discriminant
validity @eVellis, 1991; Magnusson, 1966). In this study, trials were conducted by using
the Devereux Scales of Mental Disorders (DSMD) (Naglieri, LeBuffe, & Pfeiffer, 1994),
the Social Skills Rating Scale (SSRS) (Gresham & Elliot, 1990), and HOMES

instruments with clients upon intake to Hull programs for a one month period. These
standardize test scores were correlated with the mean Likert ratings for client issue
severity and goal attainment, the total count of issues and learning goals, and the sum of
issue seventy and goal attainment ratings (HOMESscores) for each client.

The SSRS and the DSMD were chosen for this study for a variety of reasons.
First, the SSRS is a common measure of social skills functioning for children and youth

which has acceptable levels of reliability and validity (Fantuzzo, Manz, & McDermott,
1998; Flanagan, Alfonso, Primavera, Povall, & Higgins, 1996; Gresham & Elliot, 1990;
Stinnett, Oehler-Stinnett, & Stout, 1989). Similarly, the DSMD is a widely used measure
of behavioral and emotional disturbances for children and youth with good reliability and
validity properties (Goh, 1997; LeBuffe & Pfeiffer, 19%; Zimmerman, 1996). Also,
these instruments were already in use by some practitionen at the agency test site and
were viewed as cheaper, more useful, and easier to adrninister and interpret than other
instruments such as the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) (Achenbach, 1991). In fact, the
CBCL was discontinued as an instrument in some programs due to the instmments'
length, difficulty with its interpretation, and counsellors' perceptions that the CBCL was
not relevant for program and client goals. Such reasons for selecting these instruments

correspond with Green and Newman's (1996)suggested criteria for evaluating rival
instruments for outcome studies.

The items and ratings associated with the HOMES issue and goal lists were
largely based on counts and ratings of behavioral and emotional problems and pathology.
Consequently, it was assumed that standardized test profile scores that measured problem
behaviors and pathology (such as the profile scores of the Devereux Scale of Mental
Disorden) would correlate positively with client issue and goal ratings. Standardized test
scores whch measure positive social skills (such as most profile scores of the Social
Skills Rating Scale) were assumed not to correlate, or correlate negatively, with client
issue and goal ratings.

Administrative and Business Impact Survevs
A literature search revealed no standardized surveys that addressed the business

impact of a program evaluation. During the organizational assessrnent it was identified
and Business Impact
Instrument Development

l~dministrativeand Business Impact(
instrument Development

11

1

I

a. Agency Satisfaction Survey
Group
I

b. Draft Construction

1

b. Directors Feedback

1

e. Directors' and
Executive Director's
Approval

-

-

p

a. Agency Satisfaction Survey

b. Directors' Focus Group 1
b. Dr& Construction 1
d. Executive Director
Feedback

e. Directors' and
Executive Director's
Approval

Fi~ure4. Administrative and Business Impact Stmeys Development Stages
that Hull had once used a consumer satisfaction s w e y . The survey had a number of
questions accornpanied by Likert rating scales. This survey was used as the narting point

for the development of the Business Impact and Program Evaluation Impact sweys (see
Figure 4).
Business Impact Survey
Satisfaction themes were retained fiom the satisfaction survey in a first drafi of
the impact survey. In addition, the directors and executive director at Hull were poled
within one of their management meetings as to "what they thought were some important

themes to address for the business operations of their s e ~ c delivery
e
programs." Based
on their responses to this question, a number of broad concept areas were identified,

namely: satisfaction with stakeholden, service access, program use by stakeholders,
access to program types, quality and investrnent in intervention strategies, quality and
invesûnent in seMce outputs and impact, s e ~ c partnership
e
Cjoining with and sharing
with other programs), and service funding support. Questions were then developed in

each concept area and a five point Likert scale was developed for each question. Some
questions were constructed to enable subjects to address a nurnber of program types or
semice categories whch corresponded to the concept areas found within the service
delivery form service delivery lists. The draft questionnaire was then taken to the

Executive Director of Hull for revision and feedback. The resulting questionnaire was
then presented to Hull's program directon and board members for revision and approval.

The feedback fiom these groups was included in a final version of the questionnaire (See
appendix M). Factor analysis was used to provide evidence for the factors contained
within the swvey. Reliability alpha coefficients were calculated for subject responses
within each factor and question concept area to provide ehldence for the survey's intemal

consistency.
Administrative Impact Survev

The administration survey was designed to assess the program evaluation's
impact on the administration of Hull staff. An evaluation assistant was used to conduct a
focus group with staff in the Secure Treatment program at Hull. Staff were polled withm
a staff meeting as to "what they thought were sorne important themes to address for the
operations of their senice delivery prognuns and how could the HOMES instniments be
helpful for these operations." Based on their responses, a suvey was constructed which
centered upon concept areas that arose fiom the Secure Treatment staff focus group.

These five concept areas included: the employee perception of their professional role,
therapeutic interactions and planning with clients, effectiveness of stafkaregiver role,
awareness of broader program and agency issues, the program evaluation7simpact upon
their work, and workload. The survey was constructed to determine the extent to which
the program evaluation helped to improve Hull's personnel sense of cornpetence,
professional deveiopment, and role duties. A 5 point Likert scaie was developed for 30
quesrions withm the administrative impact questionnaire. For the remaining 4 questions,
yedno response questions were developed.
The draft questionnaire was then taken to the Executive Director of Hull for
revision and feedback. The resulting questionnaire was then presented to Hull's program
directors and board members for revision and approval. The feedback fiorn these groups
was included in a final version of the questionnaire (See appendix N). Factor analysis

was used to provide evidence for the factors contained withm the survey. Reliability
alpha coefficients were calculated for subject responses within each factor area to
provide evidence for the survey's intemal consistency.

Service Delivery Data Collection Phase

After the creation of the seMce delivery insmiments, Hull began to use the foms
in its case management procedures. Hull's procedures for using the foms were the sarne
in each program.
Subiects
Ten prograrns, withn six difZerent child and family seMce types, were used to
collect data for the initial phase of program evaluation data collection. The senice types
and prograrns included: 4 residential programs, 1 secure treaûnent program, 2 farnily-

based services, 1 independent living program, 1 treatment foster care, and 1 group home
treatment program. At any single tirne, the above programs serve approximately 150
children, youth, and families, and may serve up to 700 clients per year in the Calgary
region.
Preiirninarv Service Delivew Client Sarn~le
M e r one year of &ta collection using the HOMES packages, 577 client
admission packages, 347 client seMce packages, 122 progress packages, and 62
discharge packages had been collected from all programs (see Table 1).

Data were collected as counsellors completed clients' case management
packages. The clients used as a sample in the preliminary analyses were only those who

had completed intake/adrnission package, s e ~ c plan,
e and discharge packages entered
into the HOMES data-base. Thus, &ta from only 62 clients contained within the HOMES
data-base were used in preliminary analyses and used as the basis for conclusions
regardmg program effectiveness in a program evaluation report.

Table 1.
Preliminarv and Primarv Selvice Deliverv Sarn~les
Preliminary S e M c e Delivery Sample, Nurnber of Clients
(Used for the Program Evaluation Report)
Gender
Total
Program Type
Male
Female
~ a n ~da s~e d
Treatment
19
15
34
Residential Treatment
6
19
25
Group Home Treatment
3
O
3
- . -.

-

-

.

-

-

p
.

--

-

-

-

Prirnary Service Delivery Sample, Number of Clients
(Used for the Study's Senice Deliveiy Research Questions)
Gender
Total
Male
Female
Program Type
independent Living
18
9
27
115
304
419
Secure Treatment
Family Based Treatment
120
104
224
Residential Treatment
53
9
62
13
-3
15
Group Home Treatrnent
Treatment Foster Care
6
4
10
Pnmarv Service Deliverv Client Sarn~le

By the end of a 15 month period, 1498 admission reports had been completed by
Hull staff and entered into the HOMES data-base. For these client admissions, staff

created 1,O 19 initial service plans, 6 17 progress reports, and 762 client discharge reports
(see Table 1.). For al1 primary service delivery analyses, a complete set of pre and post
data were required which was based on the data contained within admission packages,
service plans, and discharge reports. Thus, only the data frorn the 762 clients, whose
counsellors had cornpleted intake, seMce planning, and discharge reports and whose
data were entered into the HOMES data-base, was used for the primary analyses of this

study. Within this data set, 5 reports were incomplete, thus the total sarnple included 757

clients. This clients sample was used for analyses related to the study's seMce delivery
research questions.
Data Collection Procedures

Data were collected by Hull paraprofessionals for each new client who was
admitted to the agency's progTams using the HOMES packages of foms (see Figure 5).
Prior to Intervention:
i

a. Identification of Client Needs and Issues

I

I
Client Service Plan

,

b. Initiai Issue Severity Rating

a. Identification of Client Learning Goals
For each Goal,
b. Initiai Goal Arcainment Rating
c. Identification of Cou~lseliorTasks and
Strategies
d. Identification of Evidence of Success

.---

After at least 3 months of Intervention:
For each Goal, every 3 months during treatment,
,............. ......
b. Goal Anainment Rating
c. Counsellor Tasks and Strategies
Frequency of Use Rating
d. CounseUor Tasks and Strategies
Effêctiveness Ratings
e. Client Leaming Ratings
f Client Progress Ratings, toward reaching
success indicators
g. Issue Severity Rating
"...M

(not used in study
analyses)

After Client Discharge:
Goai, after treameat,
....-.. .........For each
b. Final Goal Anainment Rating
c. Finai Counseiior Tasks and Stra!egies
..*.

Frequency ofUse Rating
d. Final Counseiior Tasks and Strategies
Effectiveness R a ~ g s
e. Final Client Learning Ratings
f Final Client Progress Ratings, toward
reaching success indicators
g. Final Issue Swerity Rating

Figure 5. Service Delivery Evaluation Data Collection Flow Chart

Data collected using each fonn package were then entered into the HOMES data base. A
copy of the computer data base files was created and client names were removed. The
files were then aven to the investigator at the end of March, 1998 for the preliminary
data analysis and at the end of June, 1998 for the primary data analysis.

Data Collection Procedures for Case Management Packages

Intake &ta collection procedures. The intake form collected demographic and

needs assessrnent information with accompanying ratings scales. As required by AASCF
accreditation and certification standards, the intake report was completed within 72 hours
r main treatment
of a client admission to a program. The client's treatment s u p e ~ s oor
provider, in conjunction with the social worker, client, andlor parent completed the fom.
After completion, the fonn was sent to Hull's information system department to be

entered into computer files and retwned for use in the client's specific program. The
needs assessment withn the intake package fint required Hull staff to choose fiom a list
of needs and issues al1 those issues which were relevant to the client's case. Personnel
were then required to rate each of these issue items along a five point Likert rating scale
which noted the degree of severity for each presenting need or issue. Those issues which

where not chosen fiom the need and issue lia were assumed to have the lowest rating on
e
the Likert scale, i.e., ^at ail times, this is notho longer a s e ~ c issue."
SeMce plan procedures. The client's service plan collected information regarding
each of the client's learning goals and the processes which counsellors intended to use to
address each goal. Each goal was first qualitatively descnied and an individuaiized
description was written to describe how the goal pertained to the client. Next, the goal

was categorized using the list of client learning goal categories found within the HOMES
seMce plan. The details of plans to achieve the listed goals were noted by documenting a
baseline rating used to assess goal attainrnent, placement issue(s) that were being
addressed with each goal, a listing of the evidence which would indicate the goal being
achieved, and the date for review of the goal. The processes used to achieve the goals
were detailed by identifjmg the tasks and strategies counsellon planned to use to achieve
each goal and the fiequency the counsellor intended to use each task or strategy.
The client's main treatment provider (counsellor) completed the form, in

conjunction with the client, parents, therapist, social worker, and other members of the
treatment team. Typically, a team meeting was conducted to fonalize and approve
leanllng goals and processes. According to AASCF accreditation and certification

standards, each s e ~ c plan
e was completed pnor to treatment implementation and within

an assessrnent period of no longer than 30 days fiom admission. Once seMce plans were
completed, a copy was sent to Hull's information system for data entry.
R o ~ e s and
s discharae packages procedures. According to AASCF accreditation
and certification standards, the client progress report was completed for each client every
3 months after the s e ~ c plan
e was created and when the client was discharged fiom the

program. Progress and dischge procedures were identicai. The progress report detailed
the progress which clients achieved for each leaming goal that was written into the
original seMce plan. Counselloe documented progress by identifjmg a goal attainment
rating for each goal, a rating of the observed client leaniing that occurred since the

s e ~ c plan,
e a progress rating for the listed evidence indicators of goal achievement, and
additional steps required to achieve the original learning goal. Treatment fidelity was

noted by counsellors when they rated the degree of fiequency that each task and strategy
was used to achieve each goal. in addition, cowellors rated the degree of effectiveness

associated with each task or strategy. Also, counsellors again rated the severity of each
client need and issue.

The client's main treatment provider completed the progress and discharge forms,
in conjunction with the client, parents, therapist, social worker, and other members of the

treatment tearn. A progress review meeting was conducted with team members to
identifi progress and to suggest new learning goals. Once progress review foms were
cornpleted, a copy was sent to Hull's information system for data entry.

Discharge reports were completed only &er the client was discharged fiom a
program. The discharge report contained progress review forms and an additional form
which collected demographic information regarding the nature of the temination and the
placement for the client. This report was also completed by the client's main treatment
provider. The report was copied, sent to Hull's information system department, and
entered into the computer data base.
Data
-

HOMES data collection and case management packages were used by al1
programs for each of Hull's clientele fiom April 1, 1997 to March 31, 1998. During this

period, an ACCESS 9 F relational data base was developed Two clerical assistants
entered the data contained withm the HOMES packages into the data base. At the end of
this period, a copy of the data were requested fiom Hull to be used as archivai data for

this midy. A preliminary analysis of this data set was used for the creation of a trial fim

quarterly report of Hull's senices in 1998. This analysis became the b a i s of a program

evaluation repon that acted as an independent variable (the presentation of evaluation
information) in the last stage of data collection for the dissertation. Hull personnel
continued to collect client data and in June 1998, a second qumer data set was copied

and the primary analysis of the data were used for the analyses associated with this
midy's research questions.

Only Hull staffcollected &ta for their information system department. None of

the program evaluation personnel, including this author, collected client idonnation. No
additional daia were collected on children to assess service effectiveness for the
dissertation project. Only data that was already collected by Hull and entered into their
computer &ta base system was examined. Client identity was not included in the data
offered for t h s study.
Analysis of Data
Preliminarv analyses. A trial analysis of the data contained withn the HOMES

data base was used for a preliminary analysis. The purpose of this analysis was to elicit
responses fiom agency directors and to use their conclusions to create a short program
evaluation report. The report was then used as stimuli for an independent variable in the
administrative and business impact phase of the study. Descriptive statistics were used to
describe the moa cornrnonly occurring client issues, client leaming goals, and counsellor

tasks and strategies within the agency. In addition, repeated measures analysis of
variance and rnultivariate analysis of variance were used to assess changes in issue
severity ratings, goal anainment ratings, client leaming ratings, and client progress
ratings. The results fiom the descriptive analyses were reported in three tables of a
program evaluation report. Directors' conclusions from these analyses were reported in a

table of conclusions for the prograrn evaluation report (see Appendix O for the prograrn

evaluation report).
Primarv analvses. The second analysis set of the data contained within the

HOMES data base was used to answer the service delivery research question of this
shidy. Analyses were conducted to answer the specific research questions using
descriptive and inferential statistics (such as repeated measures analysis of variance and
multivariate analysis of variance that is described in Tabachmck & Fidell, 1989). The
results fiom these analyses are reported in chapter 4 of this dissertation.
Business impact Data Collection Phase
Subiect Selection and Assiment to G r o u ~ s
Stakeholder groups were identified by each of the prograrn directors at Hull. From
these groups, a list of potential research subjects was compiled for the business impact

phase of the dissertation. Although the list was reviewed by Hull's executive director for
revision and approval, no changes were made to the list of subjects. Directors identified
26 1 Hull staff and 88 extemal stakeholden for inclusion in the fint mailing of surveys
for this study. Al1 349 stakeholders were sent the sarne survey package in the first

mailing. Stakeholden who retunied surveys in the first mailing were then randomly

assigned to two experimental groups for the second and third s w e y rnailings. The
experimental group received program evaluation feedback between two survey times.

The control group did not receive program evaluation feedback between two suntey
times.

Business Impact Sample Description

The sample who responded to the business impact s w e y included 83 subjects.
They were 45 Hull staff and 38 other stakeholders not employed by Hull. Subjects were
randomly assigned to one of 2 experimental groups (experimental or control group, see
Table 2). Chi-square and analysis of variance was used to determine differences between
control and experimental groups. No differences were found.
Table 2.
Business Imvact and Administrative Impact Sarnvles
Business Impact Sarn~le

Conîrol Group

Experimental
Group

Administrative impact Sample
Control
Group

Experimentd
Group

Stakeholder gr ou^
Agency Employees
ûther Stakeholders
Total Subjects

33
20
43

22
18
40

23
O
23

-77

16

20
20

13
10

11
11

22
O

Survev Time

First Survey
Second Survey
Gender
Males
Females

27

37.85
35 .29
34.91
37.26
Age (years)
Association with
5.25
5.59
5 -90
7.59
Hull (years)
Note. Chi-squares and analyses of variances deterrnined that no significant differences
occurred between the experïmental and control groups.

Administrative Im~actSample Description
A subset of the business impact sample was used for the administrative impact

sample. Al 1 Hull staff had administrative impact surveys included in their survey
packages. Administrative impact surveys were returned by 45 agency employees (see
Table 2). During the first survey time, 23 control and 22 treatment subjects completed
and returned their surveys. During the second survey time, 13 control and 13 treatment

subjects completed and retumed their second surveys. Chi-squares and analyses of
variance were used to determine if differences occurred between experimental. No
ciifferences were found in these analyses.
Procedures
First Survev Mailing

While service deliveiy data were being collected with HOMES packages, the
implementation and business impact tools were administered to Hull stakeholder groups
in the winter of 1998 (see Figure 6). Initial packages consisting of an introductory letter
and instructions, study background and consent foms, a stamped addressed envelope, a
coded demographic form (see Appendices P and Q), and a business impact questiomaire
(see Appendices M). Only Hull personnel also received the program evaluation impact
survey. Hull personnel received the research package through interoffice mail. Other
subjects received the packages through standard mail service.
The introductory letter directed subjects to complete the consent form and
sweys, then to r e m the completed forms in a starnped envelope addressed to the
University of Calgary. If subjects did not wish to be involved in the study, they were
insmicted to disregard the iatroductory letter and survey package. Once questionnaires

were completed, subjects were insmicted to insert their questionnaire and one signed
consent form into a starnped envelope addressed to the University of Calgary (included in
the package). Subjects then mailed the research surveys.
1 . First Survey Mailing for Al1 Subjecîs

l

pz%q T;r;;n*l
Business Impact,

2. Random Assignment of Subjects to Control or Experimental Groups

4
3. Second Survey Mailing (Control Group M y )

CONTROL GROUP
Administrative
impact, '2 Survey

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Business Impact,

4. Presentation of Program Evaluation Report

Presemation of
Program
Evaluation

Repon

Presentation of
Program
Evaluation
Repon

5 . Third Survey Mailing (Experimental Group Only)

Administrative
Impact, zd Survey

Business Impact,

Fimire 6. Administrative and Business Impact Evaluations Data Collection Flow Chart

Second Mailing
Before the second questionnaire mailing, subjects were randomly assigned to
experimental or control groups. The control group subjects were sent another
introductory letter (see appendix R) and the same questionnaires that were used in the

fim survey mailing. The experimental group did not receive the questionnaire package in
this mailing.
Program Evaluation Rewrt

The first quarter program evaluation report was based upon preliminary seMce

delivery data collected with the HOMES insüuments over a one year period. The report
was based upon the analysis of available data within the HOMES data base. Descriptive

statistics were used to create three data tables and another table summarized directors'
conciusions from analyses related to data collection over a one year period. The report
was created with the intention that subjects in the experimental group wouid read the

report. After the four tables were created, questions were developed and embedded
within the report to assess whether or not subjects actuaily read the report. A draft was
sent to the directors of Hull's programs and a meeting was conducted to ensure the
directors gave their input regarding the report's format and its findings. Directors
requested that uiforrnation regarding the effectiveness of prograrns with respect to
program, gender, and cultural groups be included in the conclusions. A report was made

which included this request and submitted for approval at a meeting of al1 agency
directors. The final report was written using a descriptive format (see Appendix O).
Recommendations for program changes and comments regarding the validity of the data
analysis were not included in the report.

Third Mailing

In a third mailing, the program evaluation report was sent to al1 subjects who
completed and retumed the survey in the first mailing. The experimental group received
the program evaluation report and a research survey package. This group was directed to
read the repon before completing the questionnaires. Instructions were included

regarding how to mark the report itself to ensure subjects read the tables (see Appendix

S). Subjects were not idorrned that rnarking the program evaluation report was intended

as a measure of whether or not each subject read the report. The experimental group then
completed the administrative and business impact surveys. Once complete, the subjects
retumed the s w e y s in a stamped envelope addressed to the University of Calgary.
As evidence that the experimental group read the evaluation report, they were

instructed to circle or place check marks beside items in the four tables presented in the
report. In addition, space was provided for subjects to give comments. On the issues

table, the experimental group subjects circled, checked, or wrote other marks a mean of
17.32 times; and the number of marks per subject ranged from O to 34 marks. Two

subjects did not mark the client issue table. On the learning goal table, subjects circled,
checked, or wrote other marks a mean of 7.00 times; and the number of marks per

subject ranged from O to 12 marks. Three subjects did not mark the learning goal table.
On the counsellor task and strategy table, subjects circled, checked, or wrote other marks
a mean of 6.91times; and the number of marks per subject ranged from O to 14 marks.

Four subjects did not mark the counsellor task and strategy table. On the 5 conclusions
included in the last table, subjects circled, checked, or wrote other marks a mean of 5.18

times; and the number of marks per subject ranged from O to 13 marks. Four subjects did
not mark ths 1st table.

Measures, Designs, and Analyses
The final section of ths chapter describes the dependent measures, independent

variables, research design, and analyses, whch included seMce delivery (see Figure 7),
administrative impact (see Figure 8), and business impact (see Figure 9) areas of this
study.
Pnmaw SeMce Deliverv Measures. Design. and Analyses

Various dependent measures were taken before and after clients' treatment to
assess the seMce deliveiy question, "What service delivery factors are associated with
client change?'Dependent measures were taken to monitor and assess program inputs
that included client needs and issues and client leaming goals. Dependent measures were

also analyzed to assess seMce delivery effectiveness through an assessrnent of client
output and impact. Finally, dependent measures were analyzed to describe counsellors'
treatment processes and counsellon' fidelity to these processes.

I n ~ u de~endent
t
measures. The fint question wu, "How were clients' leaming
goals differentiated across prograrns and client issues?" The dependent measures

included the frequency that various client issues were identified for each client at
admission and the frequency that various client leaming goals were identified for each
client within his or her s e ~ c plans.
e
Counsellors identified client leaming goals using
the client goal lia and they identified client needs or issues using the placement issue lin.

What service delivery factors are associated with client change?
Designs
Dependent Measures
Independent Variables
80 Issues by 6 Program
How were clients' learning goals differeniiated Ftequency of Client Needs Client Need and Issue
across programs and client issues?
and Issues
Categories and Program 'Types Types
Restarch Questions

Frequency of Client
Learning Goah
What impacts occurred in each of Hull's
programs for various client groups?

Mean Issuc Severity
Ratings

What outpiits occurred in each of Hull's
programs for various client groups?

Mean Goal Aitainment

Client Learning Goal
Categories and Pro~ram'Types
Client Learning Goal
Categories and Client Need and
issue Categories
Program Types, Gender,
Measurement Time
--

Ratings
Mean Client Learning and
Client Progress Ratings

How are counsellor processes differentiated
across programs and client goals. .
.

Frequency of Coiinseilor
Tasks and Stratcgies
. . .and to what degee did counsellors use the
process strategies as planned?

Mean Task and Strategy
Frequency of Use Ratings
Mean Task and Strategy
E ffectiveness Rat ings
Mean Task and Strategy
Frequency of Use Ratings
and Effectiveness Ratings

Figure 7. Surnmaty of Service Delivery Design Features
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Program Types, Gender,
Measurernent Time
Prograni Types and Gender
Task and Strategy Categories
and Prograrn Type
Task and Strategy Categories
and Client Learning Goal
Cate~ories
Program Types, Gender,
Measurement Time
Program Types and Gentler
1:reqiiency Ratings as lni tially
Intended before Intervention
vs. Observed afler Intervention

Analyses

Crosstabs

13 1 Goals by 6 Program
Types
80 Issues by 13 1 Goals

Crosstabs

6 Program Types by 2
Genders Pre/Post
Reoeated Measures
6 Program Types by 2
Genders PreIPost
Repeated Measures
6 Program Types by 2
Cienders

Repeated Measures
Analysis of
Variance
Repeated Measurcs
Analysis of
Variance
Mult ivariate
Analysis of
Variance
Crosstabs

1 19 Tasks and Sirategies
by 6 Program Types
1 19 Tasks and Strategies
by 13 1 Goals
6 Program Types by 2

Genders PreIPost
Repeated Measures
6 Program Types by 2
Genders
Correlational Design

Crosstabs

Crosstabs
Repeated Measures
Analysis of
Variance
Analysis o f
Variance
Pearson
Correlations

Rram evaluation practice in
Dependent Mcasures
Ratings for Questions
Grouped within Each
Factor

act agency staff impressions ~ftheir service deliverv?
lndepcndcnt Variables

Experimental Groups and
Survey Time

Experimental Groups and
Mean Likert Hatings for 5 Survey Tirne
Ouest ions
Experimental Ciroups and
Interactions with clients
Survey Time
Factor, Mean Likert
Ratings for 12 Questions
Ëxperimental Groups m d
ECTectiveness on the Job
Survey Time
Factor, Mean Likert
Ratinus for 5 Questions
Organizational Role
Experimental Groups iind
Survey Time
Factor, Mean Likert
Ratings for 7 Questions
Experimental Groups and
Impact on Work Factor,
Frequency of 4 Yes or No Survey Time
Response Questions
Experimental Groiips aiid
Workload Factor, Mean
Srirvey Time
Likerî Ratings for I

-

Dcsigns
2 Experimental Groups by
PrdPost Time Factor

Analyacs

2 Ëxperimental Groups by
PrdPost 'rime Factor

Multivariate analysis
of Variance with
Rcpeated Measures
Multivariate analysis
of Variance with
Repeated Measures
Multivariate analysis
of Variance w i ~ h
Repeated Measures
Multivariate analysis
of Variance witli
Repeated Measures
Chi-Squares Analysis

.
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2 Experimental Groups by
Pre/Post Time Factor
2 Experimental Groiips by
PrdPost Time Factor
2 Experimental Groups by
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2 Experimental Groups by
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Descriptive
Statisitics

Analysis of Variance
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Input indewndent variables. The first independent variable associated with the

input question was prograrn type.The different prograrn types included: secure treatrnent,
residential treatment, family-based senices, supported independent living, treatment
foster care, and group home treatment. The second independent variable associated with
the input question was client issue categories, which included the 80 categories contained
within the client issue list developed for this study. The third independent variable
associated witb the input question was client learning goal categories, which included the
131 categories contained within the client leaniing goal list.

h ~ udesign
t
and analvses. One issue categoq by program type design was used to
describe the various types of client needs and issues for each program. One goal category
by program design was used to describe the various types of client learning goals for each

program. One issue category by goal category design was used to describe the various
types of goals used to address various client issues. Three crosstabs were used to identify:
the fiequency of client needs or issues within each program, the fiequency of client goals

within each program, and the fiequency that each client learnhg goal was created to
address various client needs and issues.
Analvsis of Client Impact
Imwict dewndent measwes. The dependent mesures included Likert scale
ratings associated with each client need or issue for the question, "What impacts
occurred in each of Hull's prograrns for various client groups?". Ratings for each

identified client issue were completed before (at admission) and again after treatment (at
discharge) using a 5 point Likert issue severity scale developed for this study.

Im~actinde~endentvariables. The first independent variable was program type.

Based on which program clients were adrnitted to, they were separated by one of the six
program types. Another independent variable was client gender, male or fernale. The
final independent variable was time of measurement: a pre-treatment time point occurred
at admission and a pst-treatrnent time point occurred at client discharge.

Im~actdesign and analvses. A 2 (gender) by 6 (program type) repeated measures
(pre and p s t treatment) design was used to assess the impact of seMce delivery. One
analysis of variance for repeated measures was used to analyze issue seventy ratings
before and after service delivery.
Analvsis of Client Oumut
Outout dependent measures.The dependent measures included Likert scale

ratings associated with each client learning goal for the question, "What outputs occurred

in each of Hull's programs for various client groups?" Ratings of each client goal
occurred both before and after treatment using a 5 point Likert scale to measure goal
attainrnent. After treatment, another Likert scale was used to assess the degree of
progress toward achieving each piece of evidence related to the client learning goal. In
addition, the degree of client learning associated with each goal was assessed using

another Ldcert scale after treatment had occurred.
Oumut indemndent variables. The tint independent variable was program type.
Clients were grouped into one of the six program types. Another independent variable

was client gender. The final independent variable was time of measurement: a pre-

treatment time point occurred at the seMce planning and a pst-treatment time point
occurred at client discharge.

Oumut design and analvses. A 2 (gender) by 6 (program type) repeated measures

(pre and p s t treatment) designs was used to assess the output of service delivery. One
analysis of variance for repeated measures was used to analyze goal attainment ratings
before and after service delivery. One 2 (gender) by 6 (program type) multivariate
analyses of variance was used to analyze client leaming ratings and client progress
ratings afier service delivery.
Analvsis of Counsellor Processes

Process dewndent measures.The dependent measures and analyses, for the
question related to process, were separated for the two parts of the question. The
dependent measures included the fiequency that various cowellor strategies were
identified in client semice plans for the question's first part, "How are counsellor
processes differentiated across prograrns and client goals... " Counsellor tasks and
strategies were identified and associated with each client leaming goal.
The second part of the question was, ". ..and to what degree did counsellors use
the process mtegies as planned?" Dependent measures included Likert scale ratings of
the fiequency that counsellors intended to use the various strategies pnor to treatment for

the process question's second part. Mer treatment, the same Likert scale was again used
e
At this time,
to assess the frequency that each strategy was used during s e ~ c delivery.

another Liken rating was associated with each strategy to assess counsellors' perceptions
of the strategy's effectiveness.
Process indemndent variables. For the first part of the process question, the first
independent variable was program type. The second independent variable associated with
the process question was counsellor strategy category. The counsellor strategy categories

included the 1 19 categones contained withn the counsellor strategy list developed for
this study. The third independent variable associated with the process question was client
learning goal categories.

Independent variables included program type,client gender, and time of
measurement for the second part of the process question. Time of measurement was
separated into a pre-treatment time point, which occurred at the service planning time,
and a pst-treatment time, which occurred at client discharge.
Process desim and analvses. For the first part of the process question, a
counsellor strategy category by program type design was used to describe the various
types of counsellor strategies used for each prograrn. A counsellor strategy category by
goal category design was used to describe the various types of counsellor stmtegies used
to encourage the achievement of various client goals. A crosstabs was used to analyze the
counsellor strategies used within each prograrn. Another crosstabs was used to analyze
the cowellor strategies used for various client learning goals.
For the second part of the question, a 2 (gender) by 6 (program type)repeated
measures (pre and p s t treatment) designs was used. The design was used to analyze the

ratings of frequency that counsellors used strategies during s e ~ c delivery
e
compared to

the ratings of frequency that they initially planned to use the same cowelior strategies.
Analysis of variance for repeated measures was used to anal-

this design. A 2 (gender)

by 6 (program type) design was used to analyze the srnitegy effective ratings that

counsellors assessed after seMce delivery. An analysis of variance was used to analyze
this design.

In addition, a correlational design was also used to analyze counsellor processes.
Pearson product moment correlation was used to conelate the intended fiequency of
strategy usage before treatment with the fiequency of strategy usage during treatment (as
assessed after treatment) to help assess the degree of process fidelity. In addition, the
ratings of counsellor strategy effectiveness were correlated with the fiequency of strategy
usage before and after treatment.

Administrative Irn~actMeasures. Desim and Analvses

The broad question, "to what extent does program evaluation practice impact
agency staff impressions of their service delivery?" was created to assess administrative
impact. This broad question was explored using analyses associated with two specific
researc h questions.
Analysis of Administrative Factors
Administrative factors dewndent measures. Dependent measures included mean
Likert scale ratings for 30 questions and a fiequency count of yeslno responses to 4
questions in the administrative impact survey for the question, "what evaluation and
senice delivery factors were assessed by stakeholders as important?" Al1 questions were

grouped into 6 factor areas which were then used as dependent rneasures.
Administrative factors indewndent variables. The first independent variable
associated with the analyses of the administrative factors was survey time. The second

independent variable was experimental groups, the experimental group received program
evaluation information about the agency and the control group did not.
Administrative factors design and analvsis. A descriptive 2 (expenmental group)
by 2 (survey time) design was used for the analyses of the factors withm the

administrative impact questionnaire. Descriptive statistics were used for the analysis of
Likert scale response questions and crosstab analyses were used to analpe yes/no
response questions.
AnaIvsis of Evaluation Imoact on Administrative Factors
Administrative irn~actdermdent measures. Dependent measures included the
mean Likert scale ratings for 30 questions and a Frequency count of yesho responses to 4
quesions in the administrative impact survey for the question, "How are these factors
irnpacted by program evaluation information?"
Administrative imvact indewndent variables. The first independent variable was
the time of measurement using two survey mailings. The second independent variable for

the administrative impact p&on of the study was informational feedback from a
program evaluation report using one control and one experimental group. Subjects were
randomly assigned to either a control or a experirnental group. The experimental group
subjects received evaluation information fiom a program evaluation report before their
second survey. The control group subjects did not receive the program evaluation report
before their second survey.
Administrative impact design and analvsis. A 2 (control and experimental group)

by 2 (fint and second survey) design was used to analyze the multiple dependent
measures (each question's mean Likert rating) contained within the administrative

impact questionnaire. Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to
analyze how program evaluation intOrmatioa impacted subjects' perceptions of 29 survey
questions contained within the four factors of the administrative questionnaire. In
addition, one analysis of variance was used to analyze data fkom the "work load"

question and chi-square analyses were used to analyze yesho responses to the "general
impact on work" questions of the survey.

Business Impact Measures, Design, and Analvses
A broad question was created to assess the business impact of this study, "To

what extent may program evaluation factors impact stakeholder expectations regardmg
business practices and products?" This broad question was explored using analyses
associated with 2 specific research questions.
Analvsis of Business Factors
Business facton dewndent measures. " M a t business products and factors were
assessed by stakeholders as important?" was the first research question. Dependent
measures for this question included mean Likert scale ratings for each concept area
contained within the business impact survey. Five point Liken rating scales were
developed for each question. The mean Likert ratings for the 19 question concept areas
were grouped according to 4 business impact factors, which included se~ce/product
,
and communication with
investment, satisfaction and quality of s e ~ c e sfarniliarity
services, and seMce access and usage factors.
Business facton indemndent variables. The fim independent variable associated
with the business factors was survey time. The second independent variable associated

with the business factors question was stakeholder group, including agency personnel and

other stakeholden. The third independent variable was group, including experimentd or
control goup. Subjects were randomly assigned to either a control or an experimental
group. The experimental group received evaluation information fiom a program

evaiuation report pnor to their second survey. The control group did not receive the
program evaluation report before their second survey.
Business factors design and analvsis. A 2 (control and experimental group) by 2
(first and second survey) by 2 (agency personnel and other stakeholder group) design was
used to assess the multiple concept areas (mean Likert ratings for each question),
grouped according to the factors contained within the business impact sruvey.
Descriptive statistics were used to report mean Likert ratings for each concept area.
Analysis of Evaluation h m c t on Business Factors
Business impact dewndent measures. The second research question was, "How
are perceptions of business products and factors impacted by program evaluation
information?" Dependent measures included mean Likert scale ratings for each concept
area, and grouped accordmg to a factor analysis.
Business impact indewndent variables. The first independent variable associated

with the business factors was survey time. The second independent variable associated
with the business factors question was stakeholder group, including agency personnel and

other stakeholders. The third independent variable was experimental groups, which
included experimental or control groups.
Business imract desien and analvsis. A 2 (control and experirnentai group) by 2
(first and second survey) by 2 (agency personnel and other stakeholder group) design was
used to assess the 4 questionnaire factors (mean Likert ratings the questions contained in
each factor). Four muhivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) were conducted to
analyze how program evaluation information irnpacted subjects' perceptions of each
factor contained within the business impact survey.

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
The results of this study are reported in two sections. Findings related to
instrument development are presented in the first section. This section reports evidence
for reliability and validity for service delivery instruments, and evidence for various
factors and intemal consistency for the adminimative and business impact instruments.
The results related to the various research questions are presented in the second section.
This section reports and summarizes the findings for each research question.
Evaluation Instruments

ï k s study used program evaluation tools integrated into case management fonns
to produce s e ~ c delivery
e
instruments that were developed collaboratively to evaluate a
number of research questions. Analyses were conducted on three item lias and five
accompanying Likert rating scales. Two additional instruments, an administrative survey

and business s w e y were used in the final data collection phase. Factor analyses were
conducted to determine the factors within the surveys and how the &ta collected using
these instruments should be analyzed. Results from these factor analyses are also
presented in the first section of this chapter.
Evidence for Reliabilitv
Two reliability trials were conducted The fint trial was conducted in the context
of the admission and service planning procedures used in the test site. The second trial
was conducted in the context of the test site's progress and discharge reporting

procedures. Each trial addressed test-retest reliability with a 2 week retest interval. The

first reliability trial used the data collection instruments found in admission and service

planning forms. The second reliability trial used the data collection instruments found in
the progress and discharge forms.
First Reliabilitv Trial
The first reliability trial collected &ta for interrater and test-retest reliability. As

well, agreement among raters was calculated for their choices of items regarding client
issues, client learning goals, and counsellor strategy lists.
Evidence for item agreement. The first reliability aial pertained to an assessrnent
of client needs and issues, leaming goals, and counsellor strategies. Client needs and
issues were chosen fiom a list of 80 issues items, client learning goals were chosen fiom
a list of 131 goals items, and counsellor strategies were chosen fiom a list of 119 tasks
and strategies items. For each item in each list and for each composite client, raters

indicated whether the item was relevant, or not relevant, to the particular composite
client profile. The percentage of agreement among the raten that the item was chosen, or
not chosen, as relevant to the parricular case was calculated. For example, if two out of
three raters chose the item as relevant for the particular case, then the item agreement for
that item was calculated as 2 i 3 x 100. This calculation was created for every item in
every list and for each composite profile. Mean item agreement for each list item was
created Ultimately, the mean item agreement was calculated for the client need and issue
list, the client goal list, and the counsellor strategy lists.

Mean item agreement for the client need and issue list was 98.25% at time one
and 97.83% at t h e two. Mean item agreement for the client goal list was 93.13% at time

one and 95.16% at time two. Item agreement for the counsellor tasks and strategy lia was
96.92% at time one and 96.76% at time two.

Evidence for interrater reliabilitv. Raters first chose an issue item as relevant to a
particular composite client and produced a rating of issue severity. Afienvards, they
identified relevant client learning goals and p~oducedbaseline ratings for the degree of
goal attainment. For each goal, they identified appropriate counsellor tasks to achieve
each goal and for the intended fiequency of tasks or strategy use. Interrater reliability on
the Likert scales was calculated using canonical correlation Interrater reliability for issue
seventy was .78 (y2=102.61, p.c.01 ) across 99 relevant issues. Intemater reliability for
=
e.<.O 1) across 68 relevant goals. Interrater
baseline goal attainrnent was .87 ( ~ 2 100.14,

reliability for counsellor task usage was .90(y2=35.40, p.e.01) across 24 relevant
strategies.
Evidence for test-retest reliability. Test-retest reliability was calculated over the 2
week retest interval using Pearson correlations. Test-retest reliability was .55 @.<.O 1) for
issues severity, -55 (g.<.O1) for baseline goal attainment, and .58 (g.e.01) for frequency
of counsellor task and strategy usage.
The Second Reliabilitv Trial

The second reliability trial occurred within the context of the test site's
procedures for case management and discharge. Item agreement was calculated for the
choice of goal list items. Reliability was calculated for client goal atrainment ratings,
client learning ratings, and ratings of progress evidence.
Evidence for item aereement. The three staffmembers were required to chose
relevant learning goals from the list of 13 l client goals for the second set of 10 composite
client profiles. Item agreement for the client goals list was 95.83% at tirne one and
97.22% at time two.

Evidence for interrater reliabilitv. Canonical correlations were again used for
interrater reliability. Interrater reliability for goal attainment ratings was .93 012'87.73,
e.<.Ol)across the 44 client learning goals for the 10 composite clients. Interrater

reliability for client leamhg ratings was -94 (y2=10 1.32, gc.0 1) across 44 client learning
goals. Interrater reliability for ratings of the evidence of progress was .94 ( ~ 2 4 2 3 . 1 8 ,
gc.01) across 44 client leanllng goals.

Evidence for test-retest reliabilitv. Pearson correlations were again used for testretest reliability. Test-retest reliability associated with the 44 client learning goals was
.81 (2.<.0 1) for goal attainment, .81 @.<.O 1) for the client learning, and .85 @.<.O 1) for

ratings of the evidence of progress.
Sunimm

Al1 together there were five scales involved in the reliability trials: issue severity,
goal attainment, fiequency of counsellor strategy use, client leaniing, and ratings of the
evidence of progress. Item agreement for counsellor choice of client needs and issues,
client leaming goals, and counsellor intervention strategies was consistently high. Given
a specific client profile, counsellors consistently agreed on which issues required
attention, which learning goals were appropriate, and which counsellor strategies should
be used However, test-retest reliability of the scales was mixed The reliability of the
issues, goals, and strategies scales was moderate at the first reliability trial while
reliability for ratings of goal attainment, client learning, and ratings of progress evidence
was hi& at the second reliability trial. Interrater reliability was consistently higher than

test-retest reliability at both triais.

The construction of the composite clients that were used as stimuli in the
reliability trials may have contributed to the mixed reliability results. The composites in
the first trial were based on open ended and unstrucnired referral information. Whereas,

the composites in the second trial were based on structured progress reports that had a
common presentation format common across agency programs. Thus, stnichired and
bformly formatted client information may contribute to higher reliability results, such
as produced in the second test-retest trials, than unstnictured client information.

Evidence for Validitv
Standardized instruments were completed concmently with the intake and
service planning foms for 28 clients. Standardized instruments were correlated with
scores contained in HOMES forms to assess validity. Four Hull programs volunteered to
participate in the validity triai. Only one of the four programs allowed the invesîigator to

train its staff to administer the standardized tests. Thus, the analysis is reported for the
entire sample as well as for the group that received test administration training and the
group that did not.
Evidence for Convereent and Discriminant Validin:

The Devereux Scales of Mental Disorders @SMD and Social Shlls Rating Scale

(SSRS)were administered to clients upon intake to Hull programs for a 1 month period.
This produced standardized scores and HOMES scores for 28 clients. These test
profiles were used to assess convergent and discriminant validity for HOMES scores. A
mean issue severity and goal attainment rating was calculated for each client. Pearson
correlations were then calculated between standardize test scores and mean issue severiîy

and goal attainrnent ratings to assess the validity of HOMES scores. in addition, a count

of the number of issues and goals, as well as, the s u m of issue and goal attainment ratings

Evidence for Convergent and Discriminant Validitv Pearson Correlations between

HOMES and Standardized Test Scores
Anticipated
Vdidity
Evidence
HOMES
Scores

Validity Triai Fidings
(Pearson correlations)

HOMES Scores
Goal Attainment Rating
issue Severh Rating
All
Subjœts

n=X?
HOMES Ratines
Issue Severity
Goal Attainment

Devereux Scales of Mental Disorders
Conduct
Delinquency
AAety
Depression
Autism
Acute Probiems
Extenializing
Intemaliang
Pathology
Total Score

.O8

f
*

+
i

+

+

+
-+

Social Skills Ratinn Svstem

Coopcration
Assertion
Responsibiiity
Self Control
Extemalking
Internalizing
Social Skills
Behavior Problems

.46*
.23
.20
.28
-10
.29
-26
.lS
.12
.21

f

+

O or
O or
O or

-

-.46*

-.O3
-.19
-.39*

Oor-

-+
+

Oor-

+

.16

.24
.26
-.29
.13
- -

"+" denotes an aotiapated positive correlation, "-" s ncprrtive comhtia and "0" nonc; 'p.C.05; O* p.c.01

.50

.OS

was calcdated for each client. Pearson correlations also were calculated between the

standardized test scores and the count of client goals and issues, as well as, the summed
ratings of client issue and goal attainment.
Mean issue and goal ratinns. For the entire validity sample, the leaming goal
ratings correlated positively with the conduct score of the DSMD C ~ . 4 6p.c.05),
,
and
negatively with the cooperation score ( p . 4 6 , p.<.05)and the self-control score Cr.39,
g.e.05)of the SSRS. The mean issue severity ratings did not significantly correlate

positively nor negatively with any of the DSMD or the SSRS scores (see Table 3).
For the 10 subjects who were tested by staff who received training on test
administration, the mean goal attainment ratings correlated positively with the
p.c.05).The mean issue severity ratings
delinquency score of the DSMD (~.66,

correlated positively with the DSMD scores of anxiety (gg.80, p.<.01), depression e . 7 1 ,
g.<.05), acute problems (11.63,
g.<.05), intemalizing ( r . 8 2 ,p.<.01), and the total DSMD

p.<.OS). The mean issue and goal attainment ratings did not significantly
score (r.72,
correlate positively nor negatively with any scores of the SSRS.
For the 18 subjects who were tested by staffwho did not receive training on test
administration, the only significant correlations with the mean ratùigs and standardized
tests occurred with the mean goal attainment rating and scores of conduct in the DSMD
&.68, gc.0 l), and scores of cooperation in the SSRS C ~ . 5 4~, ~ 0 5 ) .

Leaniin~noal counts and sums. The total count of client leamhg goals correlated

positively with the following DSMD profile scores: conduct @.72, p.c.0 l), depression

Cr.63, p.c.0 1), autism c~.48,
~.<.05),acute problems Cr.64, g.c.0l ), extemalkittg
Q=.jO, pS.0 l), htemalin'ng C ~ . 4 5p<.OS),
,
pathology Cr.58,p.c.0 1), and total Lr.59,

p.<.O1) scores of the DSMD.The total surn of leaming goal anainment ratings correlated

positively with the conduct Cr.75,g.<.01), depression (-r=.59, g.<.0 1), autism Cr.47,
g.<.Oj), acute problems (r.63, pc.0 1), extemalizing (r.
5 1, gc.0 1 ), pathology (r.54,

e.<O 1), and total (r.5p.c.0
6, 1), scores of the DSMD. Neither the total count of learning
goals nor the total sum of leaming goal ratings correlated significantly with any SSRS
scores.
For the 10 subjects who were tested by SMwho received training on test
administration, the total count of leaming goals for each client correlated positively with
rnost DSMD scores. These correlations occurred with DSMD scores of conduct @89,
p . 0 1), depression Lr.93, p<.01), autism (r.70,
~.<.05),acute problems (r.92,

p.c.01), extemalizing (r.70, p . O S ) , internalizing ( r . 8 3 , p.c.0l), pathology CF.87,

g<.O 1 ), and the total DSMD score (-.92,, p.<.01).The total count of leaming goals also
significantly correlated with the extemalizing ( r . 7 8 , p.01),and the problem behavior
scores of the SSRS ( r . 8 4 ,p c . 0 1).
The same pattern of correlations occurred between the total s u m of goal
attainment ratings and the DSMD and SSRS scores. These correlations occurred with

DSMD scores of conduct CF.~1, p<.O1),depression p . 9 0 , p.c.0l), autism c~.71,
~.<.05),acute problems Cr.95, gc.0 1), extemalizing Cr.80, gc.01), internalizing

Cr.79, gc.0 1), pathology Cr.89, g.<.0 1), and the total DSMD score &=.94,, gc.01). The

total sum of goal anainment ratings for each client also significantly correlated with the

extemalking C~.80,g<.0 1), and the problem behavior scores of the SSRS C~.88,
p.<.01).

For the 18 subjects who were tested by s t a f f who did not receive training on test
administration, the only significant correlation occurred between the total sum of the
learning goals and the assertion score of the SSRS L~-.48,
g.c.05).
Issue counts and sums. The total count of client needs and issues did not

significantly correlate with any DSMD or SSRS score. The total sum of need and issue
severity ratings correlated positively with their conduct scores from the DSMD ( 5 4 5 ,
p.c.05). The total sum of need and issue severity ratings for each client did not

significantly correlate with any scores from the SSRS.
For the 10 subjects who were tested by staff who received training on test
administration, the total sum of issue severity ratings correlated positively with conduct

CF. 65, ~.<.05),and their externalizing scores ( r . 71, g.c.05), of the DSMD.None of the
scores frorn the SSRS significantly correlated with the total surn of issue severity ratings.

In addition, for these 10 subjects, no DSMD or SSRS scores significantly correlated with
the total count of client needs and issues.
For the 18 subjects who were tested by staff who did not receive training on test
administration, no significant correlations occurred between the total count of client
needs or issues or the total sum of issues severity ratings and the DSMD or SSRS scores.
Summw

The greatest number of significant correlations occurred between the DSMD
scores and the total count of learning goals, and between DSMD scores and the total sum
of goal anainment ratings. Some positive correlations did occur with some DSMD scores
and the mean issue severity and goal attainment ratings. This pattern was especially the
case for the clients in the program where staff received training in test administration

Most of the correlations were moderate or hi&. Some negative correlations did occur
between the SSRS scores of social skills and the ratings developed for this study.
However, most correlations with the SSRS were close to zero or not significant. Thus,
there is some support for the contention that HOMES scores have convergent validity
with measures of behavioral problems and discriminant validity with measures of

prosocial skills. Because the greatest number of correlations occuned with the group who
received training on test administration procedures for the DSMD and the SSRS,
consistent training may be a factor which helps to reduce the variability among client
related scores.
It should be noted that there was a difference in results between the group who

received test administration training and those who did not. Considerable time was spent
with the group that received test administration îraining to ensure that these agency staff

understood the test protocols for the DSMD, the SSRS, and the HOMES packages and
ratings. The same attention to instruction on test protocols was not possible for the group
without test administration training. This observation may undencore the importance of
training in any evaluation. Training evaluation protocols may be an important variable to

minimize variability arnong evaluation data and thus increase the soundness of evaluation
results. It is also possible that the two groups conducted testing on different client
samples. The group that received training in test administration submitted client tea
results from only one program and the results associated with this group may reflect a
homogeneous client set. The group that did not receive test administration training
submitted client test results from multiple programs and may reflect a heterogeneous
client set.

Factor Analvses of the Evaluation Impact Instruments
Factor analysis was used to help determine how data collection from questions
and ratings within the administrative impact and business impact surveys should be

analyzed The following factor analyses are the 1 s t portion of t h s section that details
instrument development for this study.
Administrative h ~ a cSurvev
t
A survey was constructed in collaboration with agency staff and directors in order

to collect data for the administrative impact portion of this study. The survey consisted of
six broad question areas. For each item, subjects responded to the question, "using the

HOMES packages have helped me.. . ,".
Evidence for Factors. Al1 questions from the six broad question areas were
grouped together and used in the factor analysis. Principal component factor analysis
with varimax rotation was used to determine how questions loaded on various factor
components. Six factor were extracted accounting for 78.18 percent of the cumulative
variance (see Table 4) using a default eigenvalue of 1.00 as a cut off.
Loadings of questions on factors resulted in 6 distinct groups of questions. The
first group of questions referred to interactions and interventions with clients. The second
group of questions referred to awareness of the organizational role, or "awareness in the
bigger picture." The third group of questions referred to effectiveness with clients. The
fourth group of questions referred to counsellors' awareness of their professional role.
The fifth group of questions referred to the general impact of the evaluation instruments
on work tasks. The last question referred to evaluation instruments' impact on
counsellors' workload.

Table 4.
Factor Analvsis Summarv of the Administrative Impact Survey: Factor Loadings,
Communalities. and Eigenvalues
Factor Analysis Sumrnaq of the Administrative impact Survey
Survey Question Factor 1

34

-.O 1

Q u E s u ~ ~ u ~ i n6-e16,21
with Factors

Factor 1
Eigenvalues
Cumulative

17.96
52.81

Factor 2

.O9

22,23,
25-29

Factor Loadings
Factor 3 Factor 4

Factor 5

.ll
-.O3
26
17-20,
1-5
30-33
24
Totai Variance Explainecf

Factor 2
2.42
59.93

Factors
Factor 4

Factor 3
2.08

1.67

66.04

70.96

Factor 6

Communalities

.80

.73

34

Factor 5
1.38
75.02

Factor 6
1.O7
78.18

Evidence for intemal consistencv. Intemal consistency using reliability alpha
coefficients was assessed for those facton of the administrative impact survey that were
associated with groups of response items. These findings are presented in table 5.
Table 5.
intemal Consistency for the Administrative Immct Survev Factors
Factor

-n

Item Meaq

Standard DMation

Alpha Coefficient

Professional Role
Interactions with Clients
Effectivenesswith Clients
Awareness of Bigger Picture
Impact on Work

63
63

3.03

.91
.95

3.32

.75
.77
.75

3.15
1.58

.68
.50

.94
.84

64
64

60

3.39

.92

Business impact Survey
A s w e y was consmiaed in collaboration with agency directon in order to

collect data for the business impact portion of this sîudy. The s w e y consiaed of broad
questions each followed by a set of multiple questions, representing 19 survey concept
areas. Subjects responded to multiple question sets on 5 point Likert rating
scales, fiom 1 to 5. Scores from the questions were aggregated to produce a mean score
for each of the 19 concept areas.
Evidence for facton. Principal component factor analysis was used to determine
how mean scores fiom the 19 concept areas and the associated questions loaded on
various factor components. A single factor analysis that included d l questions fiom the
business impact s w e y was not used due to the small sample size and a large number of
variables in the factor analysis. Consequently, a factor analysis, which used mean ratings
fiom the 19 concept areas, was conducted.

Four factors were emacted and accounted for 70.55 percent of the cumulative
variance (see Table 6) using a default eigenvalue of 1.O0as a cut off. Loadings of
questions on factors resulted in 4 distinct groups of questions. The first group of
questions referred to inveshnent or shanng with other agencies in, broad senice
categories, needs and issues, therapeutic strategies, and leaniing goal categones. The
second group of questions referred to satisfaction and quality of service categories, needs
and issues, therapeutic strategies, and leaming goal categories found with the agency.

The thrd group of questions referred to familiarity, cornrnunication, and knowledge
about the agency. The last group of questions referred to questions about access and use

of services.
Evidence for internai consistency. Internai consistency using reliabiiity alpha
coefficients was assessed for the four factors and 19 concept areas of the business impact
swey. Alpha coefficients ranged fiom .85 to .90 for the four factors and .77 to .96 for
the 19 concept areas. These findings are presented in table 7.

Table 7.
interna1 Consistencv for the Business I m ~ a c Survey
t
Factors and Associated Questions
--

- -

Factors and Associateci Ouesbons

-n

Item
!!&a! Standard Deviation

-

Abha Coefficient

Factor 1:
New hvestnient in Exisring SeMce Types
New Investment in New Service Types
Join with Existing Semce Types
Join with New Service Types
invest in Services, Tasks and Strategies
Lnvest in Services, Client Needs and Issues
Invest in SeMces, Client Goals
Invest in Services, Tasks and Strategies
Factor 2:
Satisfaction with Programs
Quality of Service, Tasks and Strategies
Share Expenise in Tasks and Strategies
Quaiity of Service, Client Needs and Issues
Share Expertise in Client Needs and Issues
Quaiiîy of Service, Client Goals
Share Expertise in Cliem Goals
Factor 3 :

F a d m with Program
Communication with Programs
Knowiedge about Programs
Factor 4:
Use of Program Services

S m a r v of Administrative and Business Impact Survey Factor Analyses

The administrative impact s w e y factor anaiysis of questions produced one large
factor component and 5 smaller factor components. Al1 questions from this survey were

retained for use in the survey for the administrative impact evaluation of this stwly. The
factor andysis of 19 mean scores compiled from the items of the business impact survey
produced a 4 factor solution. These factors included groups of questions regarding the
investment in and joining with program services, needdissues, learning goals, and

strategies; satisfaction and quality of prograrns, and sharing with other programs;
farniliarity, communication, and knowledge about prograrns; and access and use of
program services. Analyses conceming the intemal consistency of the ratings for both
surveys consistent1y produced high alpha coefficients.

Evaluation Instrument Summary
Evaluation instruments for monitoring client and program service delivery,
administrative impact, and business impact were developed for this study. Lists
corresponding to client needs and issues, client leanilng goals, and couosellor tasks and
strategies were complied from focus group responses in the test site's programs.
Counsellor agreement for choices fiom these lists to describe service delivery was high.
Rating scales developed to accompany counsellor choice fiom the lists were also created.
interrater and test retest reliability were mixed for these rating scales. Moderate to high
reliability was attained for scales that were developed for counsellors to complete prior to
treatment. High reliability was attained for scales that were developed for counsellon to
complete after treatment. Data collection fiom these instruments occmed while
cowellors completed case management reports. In addition, two surveys, an
administrative and business impact survey, were also created for t h s study. A factor
analysis for the administrative impact survey detemined that the s w e y contained six
factor cornponents. Factor analyses for the business impact survey detennined that this
survey contained four factor components. The intemal consistency for both the
administrative and business s w e y s was hi@.

Ill

Research Questions Results

The second section of this chapter presents the results of the analyses related to
each research question. The section is organized into s e ~ c delivery,
e
administrative, and
business impact results.
Senice Deliverv Results

The original service delivery research question was "what service delivery factors
are associated with client change?" This broad question was explored using analyses

associated with three other research questions. The data used in these analyses were
compiled over a 15 month period. Data analysis occurred at the end of the second quarter
of 1998. Repeated measures analyses of variances, mdtivariate analyses of variances,
descriptive statistics, and Peanon correlations were used. Client gender (male and
female) and program type (secure residential treatment, independent living, family-based,
residential treatment (other than secure treatment), group home treatment, and treatment
foster care) were also used as independent variables.
Sade

When the data were analyzed, 1,498 admission reports had k e n completed by
Hull staff. For these client admissions, stacreated 1,O19 initial senice plans prior to
treatment, 6 17 progress reports during treatment, and 762 discharge repotts afker client
treatment. For al1 analyses, a complete set of pre and p s t treatment data was required,

thus each client needed to have a completed admission report, service plan, and discharge

report. Of the 762 clients for whom pre and pon treatment reports were available, a
sarnple of 757 cornpiete client data sets were used in the following analyses.

Client Issues

The service delivery question, "What impacts occurred in each of Hull's
prograrns and for various client groups," was addressed using descriptive statistics. The
757 clients, for whom complete data were available, demonstrated 2,088 client needs at

admission (see Table 8).

Table 8.
Client Needs and Issues Distributed across Promm Twes
Number of Clients with Various Issues Distributed Across Program Types*
Total
Program Type
Clients
within
Issue
Categories
Treatment
Secure
Family
Residential Group
End.
Foner
Treatment
Home
Living Treatment Based
Treaunent
Treatment Care

Client Issues:
Extrcme
Defiance & Out
of Control
Needing
Stnicnire
Experienced
Violence
Abused
Runs Away
Wpulative
Seff-Ham Risk
Tarim

Drug/Alcohol

1

25

96

44

15

O

183

O

1

56

20

4

O

81

4

3

37

32

4

O

80

8

2
39

52

7

11

68
68

O

14
18
4

O

O
4

67
65
64

46

30
3
40
7

O
3
1
6
3

O
O

1

14
34

20

O

3

O

4

1

1
3
1
1

39
2

O

62

Abuse

Ernotiondy l
Verbaiiy

1

56

Abusive

Chiid-Parent
O
2
#
8
O
O
54
Conflict
Note: Numbers m y not appear to match the sanipie size due to multiple issues, goals, and nrategies
associated with each client. As weii, only the ten most cornmonly i d d e d client issues and needs are
presented in this table.

Summarv. The most cornmon issues in the agency presented at admission
included extreme defiance and out of control behavion, the need for structure,

experiences of violence, expenences of other abuse, ninning away problems, clients who
present as manipulative, self-harm risks, tantrumming, and drug or alcohol abuse. These
presenbng needs and issues seem to Vary in fiequency within different programs. For
example, the most common issues in family based treatment were extreme defiance,
clients requiring structure, abuse issues, and chld-parent conflict. In secure treatment,
drug and alcohol abuse was the most frequently identified issue. Other fiequently

identified issues included running away and self-harm risks. Other program types had

various ne& and issues occur at different kquencies.
Client Irn~act
A 3 factor, program type by gender by time factor, repeated measures amlysis

Table 9.
Main and 2 Wav Interaction Effects for Client Impact
Issue Severity Ratinpls at Intake and Discharge
Mean Ratings for Tirne Main Effect
Time Factor
Sarnpie Size
Pre
Post
n
2.98

Program Type by

2.91

2.08 1

interaction*

Tirne Factor
pro-

ProName
independem living
Secure Treaûnent
Family-Based
Residential
Treatment
Group Home
Treatment
Treatment Foster

Post

Pre
2.81

2.88

n
57
3 37
1,018

3.15

3.19

2.97

2.84

2.92
2.72

3.5 1

3.O5

73

2.90

3 .O5

20

576

Care

Gender by T h e interaction*
Gender
Males
Fernales
Note. * ~ . < . 01

Tie Factor
Pre
2.93
3 .O5

Post

n

2.83

1,263

3 .O3

818

of variance was used to mess changes over time in issue severity. The main effect for
time was not significant, ~(1,2,069)=.0
1, g.c.95. The program type by the time factor

interaction was significant, E(5,2,069)=3.92, pc.0 1. The gender by time factor
interaction was significant, E( 1,2,069)= 17.46, e.c.01. The program type by gender by
time factor interaction was also significant, -(5,2,069)= 12.23, p.e.01. Cell means for
the main and two way interactions are reported in Table 9 Ce11 means for the three way

interaction are reported in Table 10.

Table 10.
P r o m bv Gender bv Time of Measurement Interaction Effects for Client Immct
Three Way Interaction Effects for Ratings of
Client Issues, Sim. Level p.01
Time Factor
Re
Males

Fernales

Post
Males

Fanales

Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed that mean issue severity ratings at admission for
clients in group home treatment were higher than independent living, farnily based and

residential treatment, al1 p.c.01. Also, at admission, residential treatment ratings were
lower than secure and group home treatment, both ~ ~ c1..Post
0 hoc Scheffe tests revealed

that mean issue severity ratings at discharge foi residential treatment were lower than
. addition, secure treatment ratings were
secure and family based treatment, both ~ . < . 0 5In

hgher at discharge than residential or fmily based treatment, both g.<.01.
Ce11 means for the change of ratings fiom pre to post measurement among
programs was veiy small. For example, most programs' mean issue severity ratings did
not reduce by more than .10 on a five point rating scale. The group home treatment mean
reduced by -46 and treatment foster care actually increased by -15. In addition, al1 group
ratings remain slightly above or below 3.00. This raMg indicates that client issues before
and after treatment are "major issues." Greater differences were demonstrated with the

three way interaction ce11 means. Ratings for females in residential treatment decreased.
However, rahngs for females increased in independent living, group home treatment, and

treatment foster w e . The opposite effect occuned with males, ratings for males
decreased in independent living, group home treatment, and treatment foster are.
S u m q . Counsellors identified 2,088 client needs and issues distributed across
six program types at client admission. Associated with these issues were pre and p s t

treatment ratings of issue severity. Repeated measures analysis of variance was used to
indicate changes over time for issue sevenv ratings. This analysis did not demonstrate a
significant main effect for tirne. Although the mean rating of issue severity did decrease
slightly, the agency as a whole did not appear to have an impact on client needs and
issues. However, the program type by t h e factor was significant. This indicates that
some programs did have an impact on client issues, whereas other programs did not. The
gender by time factor effect was also significant indicating that ratings for males
decreased over time more than for females, although very slightly. However, because dl

groups' mean ratings were close to 3.00, the scale indicates that clients generally still
have "major issues" whch require treatment.
The three way interaction effect provides more detail on the impact of

intervention on client issues. Ratings for males decreased in independent living, group

home treatment, and treatment foster care; whereas, ratings for females increased in
these sarne programs. Ratings for femaies in residential treatment decreased slightly.
Client Learning: Goals
Another question, related to client leaming goals, was "How are the client
learning goals and related outputs differentiated across prognuns and client issues."
Table 11.
Client Leaminn Goais Distributed across Promm Types
Number of Clients with Various Goals Distnibuted Across Program Types
Program Type
Total
Clients
within
Goal
Categories
Treatment
Senire
Famiiy
Ind .
Residential Group
Foster
Living Treatment Based
Treatment Home
Treatment
Treatment Care
Client Goals:

A n w Ma=~m=t

1

41

79

20

2

7

155

This question was addressed using descriptive statistics. The 757 clients, for whom
complete data were available, identified 1,156 client learning goals in their service plans.
Client goals seemed to occur with various fiequencies across programs (see Table
1 1). In client seMce plans, counsellon identified the needs and issues intended to be

addressed by each client goal. A crosstab was also used to determine the fiequency witb

which various types of goals associated with various types of client issues (see Table 12).
The types of client learning goals seemed to v a q across types of client needs and issues.

Table 12.
Client Leaniing Goals Designated to Address Cornmon Client Issues
~ o t number
d
of
Clients Issues
Addressed
within Goal

Clients Goals Intendeci to Address Various Client Issues

Issue Type
Exûrm

Violence

Defiance &
Out of
Conml
&ha\.ior

Selfhann
iùsk

Tantrums

11

18

Rus
Ana>

Nœdang
Seucm

Chdd
pmnt

Abu

DNp
Alcohol

Cantlict

Abuse

Cticm Goals:
Anger Management

30

25

16

3

9

13

13

Summaw. Counsellors identified 1,156 client learning goals within client service
types that were meant to address numerous client needs and issues. Anger management,
stabilization, and parenting skills were the three most common goals w i t b the agency.
The most common goals were to create stabilization for clients within secure treatment,

to leam parenting skills in family based treatment, and to leam anger management in
residential treatment. Anger management was the second most cornmon goal in secure
treatment and family based treatment. The goal to learn basic social skills was also
cornrnon in family based treatment and residentiai treatment.
Client goals were developed to address a large number of vanous issues. For
example, anger management was fkequently used to address defiance, violence,
tantrumming and running away issues. Stabilization was frequently used to address these
same issues, as well as drug and alcohol abuse and self-harrn risks. Parenting skills were
fiequently used to address extreme defiance, children requiring structure, abuse issues,
child parent conflict, and violence issues. Basic social skills were used to address
extreme defiance tantnimming and violence issues. Other goals less fkequentiy address

these and a large variety of other issues.
Client Oumut
Related to the leaming goals was the question, "What outputs occurred in each of
Hull's programs for various client groups?"A repeated measures analysis of variance
was used to assess changes over time in goal anainment ratings and a multivariate

analysis of variance was used to assess differences among groups at discharge using

client leaming and client progress ratings.
Goal attainment. For goal attainment ratings, counsellors rated 1,114 goals before

and after treatment on a five point Likert scale ranging fiom -2 to +2. The main effect for
time was sigmficant, E(1, 1102)= 147.40, ~.<.01.The program type by tirne factor
interaction was also significant, l35, 1 102)= 14.23, g.e.01). The gender by time factor
interaction effect was significant,

r(1, 1102)= 8.07,p.<.O 1. The program type by gender

by time factor interaction was also significant, F(5, 1102)= 9.12, g<.0 1). Cell means for
the main and two way interactions are presented in Table 13. Cell means for the three
way interactions are presented in Table 14.

Table 13.
Client Outaut for Goal Attainment Ratings, Main and 2 Wav Interaction Effects
Goal Attainment Ratings at Service Planning and Discharge
Mean Ratings for the Main Effect*
Tirne Factor
Sampie
Pre
Post
n
Progam by Tirne Factor interaction
EfEects*
Program
Program Name
independent Living
Secure Treament
Famiiy-Based
Residential
Treatment
ûroup Home
~reakent
Trement Foster
Care

Gender by T i e Factor Interaction

Tirne Factor
Pre

- 1 .16
- 1.60

Post
-.77

n

-1.28
-1.44

-29
-.78

11 1
234
557
154

-1.35

.39

23

-1.49

-1.20

35

-34

Time Factor

Effects*
Gender
Males
Femaies

Pre
-1.36
-1.37

Post

n

-.38

647
467

-.49

'~5.01

Post hoc Scheffe tests revealed that ratings at service planning for independent
living were higher than secure neamient @.<O 1) and for residential treatment @.<.O 1);

and scores for family based treatment were higher than secure treatment (p.c.01). At
discharge, p s t hoc testing revealed thai goal aîîainrnent ratings were lower for

independent living compared to secure @.<.O 1 ), family-based @.<.O 1 ), and group home
treatment (g.c.01). Residential leaming goal anainment ratings were also lower than
secure @.<.O 1 ), family-based @.<.O 1), and group home treatment @.<.O 1). Treaûnent

foster care goal anainment ratings were also lower than secure @.<.O1), family-based
( p . 0 i), and group home treatment @.<.Ol).

Group home goal attainment ratings were

greater than secure treatment's goal atîainment ratings (~.<.05).The difference between
family based and group home goal attainment ratings was not significant.

Table 14.
Client Output for Goal Attainment Ratinns, Prosam bv Gender bv Time of Measurement
Interaction Effects

Three Way Lnteraction EfTects for Goal Attainment Ratings,
Sign.Level e.e.01
Time Factor
Post

Pre

Groups
Males

Gcadtr

-

-

-

-

-

-

Fcmales

--

Mala

-

--

Fcmales

-

-

Ce11 means for al1 group ratings were higher at discharge compared to ratings

pnor to service. The largest increase in goal attainment rating occumd for client goals
associated with group home treatment The least change occurred in matment foster
care. Males demonstrated slightly more change in ratings over tirne compared ?O fernales.
'The ody mean ratings above 0.00 on the five point scale, which indicates that at least

some learning goals have been removed from service plans, occuned for males in group

home treatment and secure treatment. Ratings for females in these programs increased

but remained below 0.00, as did al1 other group ratings. Females in treatment foster care
and independent living demonstrated the least amount of change in ratings.

Client learning and prowss. A multivariate analysis of variance was used to
assess differences among groups at discharge in client leaming and client progress
ratings. Counsellon rated client learning and progress for 1,093 of the 1,156 goals after
treatment on a five point Likert scale ranging fiom - 1 to +3. The main effect for program
type was significant, F(10,2,160)= 14.63,gc.0 1. The main efYect for gender was
significant, E(2, 1,080)= 4.55, ~ ~ 0The
1 program
.
type by gender interaction effect was
significant, E( 10,2,160)= 4.57, p.c.01.

Post hoc Scheffe test revealed that at discharge client leaming ratings in treatment
foster care were lower than al1 other program types, g.c.01. Client leaming ratings were
higher in Secure Treatment compared to Family Based Treatment, g.c.05. Ce11 means for
the main interactions are presented in Table I S. Ce11 means for the interaction effect are

presented in Table 16.
Post hoc Scheffe test revealed that at discharge client progress ratings in
Treatment Foster Care were lower than al1 other program types except independent
Living, g.c.01. Client progress ratings were higher in Group Home Treatment compared

to al1 programs, g.c.01. Client progress ratings were also higher in Secure Treatment

compared to al1 programs except for Group Home Treatment, e.c.05.

Table 15 .
Client Oumut for Client Leaminp and Promess Ratinas. Cell Means for the Main Effects
Client Learning Ratings at Service Planning and Discharge,
Mean Ratings for both Dependent Measures

Cell Means for Program Type
Effects*
Program fiame
Independent living

Program

Secure Treatment
Family-Based
Residential
Treatment
Group Home
Treatment
Treatment Foster

Ce1 Means for Gender Effects*
Gender
Males
Overall Mean

*&<.O1

Dependent Measure
Client
Client
Leaniing
Progress
Rating
Ratinp,
1.47
.82

n
101

1.74
1.5 1
1.49

1.45
1.O4

206
576

1.O3

153

2.05

1.73

22

-66

.54

35

Dependent Measure
Client
Client
Learning
Progress
Rating;
Rahg
1.57

1.O6

Client
Learning
Rating

Client
Progress
Rating

1.53

1.O9

n
620

1,093

Table 16.

Client Oumut for Client Leaniing and Client Promess Ratings. Ce11 Means for the
Program T m bv Gender Interaction Effect
--

-

Program Type by Gender Interaction Effect for
Ratings of Client Leaming and Rogress,
Sign. Level Q.<.O 1
Dependent Measures
Fernales

Males

Groups
GatQ

Client

C h t

Clicni

Chent

Group Home
Trcamnit
n

2.00

1.67
(18)

2.25

2.00

(18)

f 4)

(4)

Ce11 rneans for client leaming and client progress ratings were highest in group
home treatment and lowest in treatment foster care. Males again rated higher than did
females in al1 programs, although the difference between genders was mialler for client

progress ratings than for client leaming ratings.
Sumniaq. Pre and poa Likert raîings associated with client learning goals were

used to indicate the degree of client goal attainment. Repeated measures analysis of

variance was used to indicate differences in client goal attainment over time. This
analysis demonstrated a signuicant main effect for time as well as a significant program

by time, gender by time, and program type by gender by bme interactions. Counsellon

also rated evidence of success for each client leaning goal. At discharge, counsellors
rated the client leaniing associated with each goal and the client progress toward
achieving the evidence of success for each client leaming goal. A multivariate analysis of
variance was used to indicate differences at discharge for male and female clients in the
various programs. This analysis demonstrated significant main effects for program type

and gender, as well as, a program type by gender interaction.

Analyses baseci on client goal attainment, client leaming, and client
progress suggest that some positive outcomes were achieved in al1 programs. Some
prognuns achieved greater outcomes than othen. For example, at discharge, the mean
rating for goal attainment and client leaming was greater for group home treamient than
for al1 other prograrns. Whereas, the mean rating for aeatment foster care was lower than
for al1 other programs. Males also seemed to atrain their goals to a greater degree and
achieve more learning than females. This effect was accentuated for goal anainment in
group home treatment. The sarne pattern occurred for goal attainment and client learning
in secure treatment. On the other hand, client learning ratings for f d e s in group home
treatment were higher at discharge than ratings for male clients. Overall, clients achieved
more of thetr progress indicators in secure and group home treatment than in other
prograrns. The lowest levels of achievement of client progress indicators was f o n d in

treatment foster care and independent living.
The results for treatment foster care shouid be interpreted with caution. The ves,
small sample may not be representative of clients who generally receive services fiom
treatment foster care. In addition, results fkom this sample were produced fiom data

collected over a very short period of time. Whereas, treatment foster care waç designed
for long-term treatment of children. Thus, the sample for this study may have been
representative of a transitory group of children who were placed in treatment foster care
while they waited for more appropriate or intensive treatment placements. In this case,

the little or no pre to p s t results for treatment foster care may be expected.
Process

Tasks and strateeies. The final service delivery research question was "How are
the processes differentiated across programs and goals and to what degree did
counsellors use the process strategies as planned?"The first part of this question was
Table 17.
Counsellor Process: Strateeies used across Promun Twes
Number of Counsellor Tasks identifid in SeMce Plans and used within Program Types
Propfam Type
Ind.
Residemial G o u p Treatrnent Total number
Family
Secure
Treatment
Horne Foster
of times task
Living Treatment Based
Treatment
Care
was ideritified
within service
plans

Counsellor
Teaching

3

O

257

O

54

145

11
52

9
22

9
8

28 1

Relationship

2

6

130

14

17

22

19 1

25

116

22

19

O

3

183

16
O

5
66

51

56
55

O

9

4
4

132

1
1
1
5

4
O
O

72
109

O

83

13

46
3
3
20

4

75
31

18

Developrnem
Behavior
Management
Supervising /
Monitoring
Praise
Lndividual
Thefapy
SkilkEhctice

Structuring
ReacMg
Life Space

Interviews
Counsebg
Contingency
Statements

O
5

43

105

11

O

280

133

O

3
O
9
O

122

16
O

3
O

109
97

10
4

126
123

122

addressed using descriptive statistics. Counsellon identified 3,9 14 counsellor tasks and
strategies to address the 1,156 client leaming goals. The most fiequently occuring

strategies in each program are presented in Table 17.
A crosstab was also used to determine the extent to which various types of

strategies were associated with various types of client leaming goals. The most frequently

occumng strategies associated with the most fiequently occming client learning goals

are presented in Table 1 8.
Table 18.
Counsellot Process:Strategies used for to Achieve Various Client Leaminn Goals
CounselIor Stratepjes used for various Client Goals
Goal Types
m m

Statnluie.

Management

Parenmg
Skills

Basic
Social

lntcrpaso~l Roblcm
Comm.
Soivmg

Resourcc

Acccptrnp

Acquis.

Fccdbeck

Skills

Dru@
Alcohol
Manage.

Strategies:

Teaching
Retationship
Development
Behavior
Management
Supenising/
Monitoring
Behavior
Praise
lndividuai
Therapy
Skills Practice
Smicnuing
Reacting
Life Space

59
28

5
31

65
31

30
20

12

19

5

O

15

4

4

O

1
1

27

6

46

22

1

6

1

O

1

32

79

3

4

O

3

O

2

1

8
21

3
41

19

14

1

3

1
1

2

O

23

5

25

35

3

17

3
2

14

22

10
6

26

4

5
2

46

7

16
2

5
12

2

2

O

28
13

O
O

1

O

1

2

O
6

O

O
8

O

O

3

The above analyses prompted the following observations. The most commonly
occurring strategies included teaching, relationship developrnent, behavior management,
supervising/monitoring behavior, and the use of praise. However, different programs
seemed to use different strategies with varying frequencies. For example, secure
treatment used supervision, life space interviews, and individual therapy most comrnonly.
Farnily based treatment used teaching, relationship development, behavior management,
stmcturhg, and reacting strategies mon comrnonly. Residential treatment used praise,
individual therapy, relationship development, and skills practice as its most cornmon
strategies. Strategies were also used to varying degrees to assist with the achievement of
various client goals. For exarnple, teachng, praise, and ski11 practice were al1 most

commonly used to assis with anger management, parenting skills, and basic social skills.
SupeMsing/monitoring behavior, individual therapy, life space interviews, and
contingency statements were al1 used to assist with stabilizing children. Relationshp
development was a comrnonly used strategy to address stabilization, anger management,
parenting shlls, social skills, and interpersonal communication goals.
Fidelitv. Repeated measures analysis of variance and Pearson correlations were
used to answer the second part of the process question, ". ..to what degree did counsellors

use the process strategies as planned?" Counsellors identified tasks and strategies for
each client goal then rated how often they intended to use these strategies on a 4 point

Likert rating scale which could range Erom O to 3. After treatment was over, counsellors
rated how often they actuaily used each stmtegy. For the 3,9 14 counsellor strategies that

were identified, counsellon rated their fiequency of use, before and after sewice, for

3,812 tasks and strategies. The main effict for time was significant E(l,3,800)= 62.96,
p.c.01. The prognun type by time factor interaction was also significant E(5,3,791)=

27.32,g c . 0 1. The gender by time factor interaction was not significant F(1,3,791)= .03,
p.<.87.The time factor by program type by gender interaction was significant E(5,

3,79 1 )= 1 5.13,gc.01. Ce11 means for the main and two way interactions are presented in

Table 19. Ce11 means for the three way interaction are presented in Table 20.

Table 19.
Freauencv that Process were Planned comwed to Frequencv that Process were Used,

Main and 2 Wav interaction Effects
Ratings of Frequency for Tasks at Service Planning and Discharge
Mean Ratings for the Main Effect*
T h e Factor
Sample
Post

Pre

Mean Ratings for Program Type by
Time Factor interaction Effect*
R o V
Program Narne
independent living
Secure Treatment
Family-Baseci
Residential
Treatment
Group Home
Treatment
Trament Foster
Mean Ratings for Gender by Tie
Factor Interaction Effect*
Gender
Gender moup
Males

Fernales
* ~ . ' . 01

n

Time Factor

Pre

Time Factor
Post

2.50
2.56

2.27
2.24

n
2496
13 16

Post hoc Scheffe test revealed that, at service planning, task fiequency for
independent living @.<.O 1 ), secure treatment @.<.O 1 ), group home treatment @.<.O 1),

and family-based treatment (g.<.Ol)was higher than in residential treatment. At

discharge, task frequency for independent living was higher than ratings in family-based
treatment @.<.0 1), residential treatment @.<.O 1), and treatment foster care @.<.O 1). In
addition, task fiequency for secure treatment was higher than in family-based treatment
( p . 0 l), residential treatment @.<.O l), and treatment foster care @.<.O 1). Similarly, task

fiequency for group home treatment was higher than ratings in family-based treabnent

@.<.O 1), residential treatment @.<.O 1), and treatment foster care @.<.O 1).
Table 20.
Frequencv that Process were Planned comwed to Freauencv that Process were Usecl,

P r o m bv Gender bv Time of Measurement Interaction Effects
Three Way Interaction Effects for Frequency Ratings of
Counsellor Tasks, Sign. Level pC.0 1
Time Factor

Pre

Groups
Gzn&

--

Fcmalcs

Males

-

Post
Males

Fcmales

- -

Effectiveness of counsellor strateeies. An analysis of variance was used to assess
differences in the counselloa' perceptions of their task and strategy effectiveness.

Mer treatment was completed, counselloa rated the effectiveness of each strategy on a
Likert scale from O to 3. The main effect for program type was significant E(S,

3,789)=35.59,p.<.01. The main effect for gender was not significant E(1,3,789)= -42,
g.c.36. The program type by gender interaction effect was sigmfiwit E(5, 3,789)= 6.1 1,
g<.0 1. Ce11 means for the main effects are presented in Table 2 1. Ce11 means for the

interaction effect are presented in Table 22.
Table 2 1.
Effectiveness of Counsellor Processes, Ce11 Means for Main Effects
Effectiveness Ratings of CounseUor Tasks at Service Planning and Discharge
Mean Ratings Program Type*

Task and Strategy
Effedveness Rating

n

Program Name

Program

Independent living

Secure Treaunemt
Family-Based
Residemid

2.20
2.12
1.89
1,66

Treatment

Group Home

2.17

Treatment
Treatment Foster
Care

1.40

Mean Ratings for Gender
Gender Group

Gender

Males
Fernales

ûverall Ratings

Task and Strategy
Effectiveness Rating
1.88

1.91

n
25 19
1282

Task and Strategy
Effectiveness Rahng

n

1.89

3801

*~.==.01

Poa hoc Scheffe test revealed that task effectiveness ratings for independent
living, secure treatment, and group home treatment were al1 htgher than for family-based

trament, residential treatment and treatment foster care, al1 at a significance level of
gc.0 1. In addition, treatment foster care had lower task effectiveness ratings than all

other programs @.<.O 1). Residential treatment had higher ratings of task effectiveness

than treatment foster care @.<.O 1), but it had lower ratings of task effectiveness than al1
other programs.
Table 22.
Effectiveness of Counsellor Processes, Prog;ram T m by Gender Interaction Effects
Two Way Interaction Effects for Effectiveness Ratings of
Counsellor Tasks, Sign. Level p . 0 1
Groups
hder

Task and Strategy Effectiveness Rating
Males
Fernales

Group Home

Trtaunent
a

2.16
(152)

Pearson correlation results. Additional analyses were used to help determine the
degree to which counsellon used the strategies as planned A Pearson correlation
between counsellors' ratings of fiequency of strategy use before (at service planning) and

after (at discharge) treatment was conducted. In addition, counsellon' ratings of the
fiequency of strategy use before and afier treatment was correlated with their ratings of
strategy effectiveness after treatment. These correlations are presented in Table 23.

Table 23.

Pearson Correlations among Ratings for the Planned Fre~uencvof Use of Counsellor

StratePies. their Freauencv of Use Durina Services, and their Perceived Effectiveness

Pearson Correlation among Ratings for Tasks and Strategies

-

Frequency Ratings:
Pre (Planneci)

Effectiveness Rating:
Post @unng)
*p<.o1

Frequency Ratings
Time Factor
(plGed)
mZ (During)

-

.40*
(n=3 8 12)

.15*

.50*

(n=3801)

(n=3 72 1)

Summarv. Before treatment, counsellors rated the frequency that they intended to
use various tasks or stnitegies then, after treatment, they rated how often they had used
each task or strategy. After treatment, they also rated the perceived effectiveness for
using each task or strategy. Repeated measures analysis of variance was used to indicate
differences in the ratings of fiequency of use for each task or strategy and ratings of task.

Al1 main and interaction effects were s i p f i c m except for gender by tirne interaction.
This indicated that counselloa used tasks and strategies with less frequency than they
had onginally intended. This pattern occurred more for treatment foster care and family

based treatment. Whereas, group home and secure treatment used strategies with the
degree of fiequency that was planned. No program used strategies more fiequently than

onginally intended Pearson correlations indicated a moderate relationship between pre
and post treatment fiequency ratings of task and strategy use, confirxnuig that planned

strategies were not always being w d as intended Analysis of variance was used to

assess strategy eflectiveness after treament. Strateges were rated as more effective in
independent living, secure treatment, and group home treatment compared to other
program types. A very small correlation occmed between the initial fiequency ratings of

task and strategy use and ratings of tasks and strategy effectiveness. A larger correlation
occurred between effectiveness ratings and ratings of tasks and strategy use afler
treatment. 'Ihis rnay indicate that tasks and strategies which get used more fkquently are
associated with perceived strategy effectiveness.
Service Deliverv Results Summarv

Various analyses were conducted using data collected over a 15 month period by
the service delivery instruments. These analyses provided a description of client impact,
client output, and counsellor processes. Counsellors at the test site identified multiple
client needs and issues in each program. These needs and issues were addressed using a
large variety of client leaming goals, assisted by a wide diversity of cowellor tasks and
strategies. The overall impact of services on client needs and issues ,as indicated by the
difference of client severity ratings over time, was not significant. However, the program
type by time interaction was significant which indicated that some prograrm were more

effective than othen in reducing the severity of client needs. The overall outcome of
seMces on client leaniing goals, as indicated by ratings associated with goal attainrnent,
client Ieaming, and progress evidence, was significant. The attainment of client leaming
goals did occur, but was not complete and differed among the program types.
Counsellon used the tasks and strategies that they identified in client treatment plans
slightly less than what they had originally planned. This effect differed among the
programs. A M e r measure of treatment fidelity,the correlation between the intended

frequency of task and strategy use and acnial use, was only moderate. A very low
correlation occurred between the intended fiequency of strategy use and its effectiveness.
A higher, moderate, correlation occumed between actual frequency of strategies' use and

the effectiveness of these strategies.
Administrative Results

The original administrative impact research question was, "To what extent does
program evaluation practice impact agency staff impressions of their service delivery?"
This question was analyzed using a nurnber of different analyses each associated with six
facton f o n d in the administrative impact survey.

To answer the main administrative impact research question, two other research
question were first analyzed. The fim question was, "What evaluation and seMce
delivery factors were assessed by stakeholders as important?" This question was explored
by exarnining the mean scores of the staff groups at each s w e y time. The second
question was, "How are these facton impacted by program evaluation information?" This
question was addressed by analyzing the difference of dependent measure scores in the

experimental groups and their interaction with tirne.
Administrative Impact Factors and Survev
A factor analysis determined that the administrative impact s w e y responses

contained six factors. As a result, four multivariate analyses of variance, one analysis of
variance, and one Chi-square analysis was conducted Questions grouped into the factors
were used as multiple dependent measures in each analysis. Subjects were randornly
assigned to experimental groups, experimental and control groups, and subjects
completed the survey twice. The expenmental group completed the survey once prior to

the mailing of a program evaluation report and again &er the mailing of this report. The
control subjects were sent the survey a second time prior to the mailing of the program
evaluation report.
The four multivaxiate analyses of variances for repeated measures were used to
assess questions associated with the first four factors, namely: counsellors' professional
role, interventions and interactions with clients, effectiveness on the job, and
organizational role awareness. Chi-squared analysis was used to assess questions
associated with the general impact on work factor. A univariate analysis of variance was
used to analyze the question associated with the workload factor.
Survev Resuits

Professional role awareness. An expenmental group by survey time multivariate
analysis of variance was conducted on the five questions in the professional role
awareness factor. The main effect for expenrnental groups was not significant, E(5,55)=

The two
1.29, g.<.28.The main effect for time was significant, E(5, 55)= 2.69,~.<.05.
way interaction effect was not significant, I35,55)= .73, ~.<.60.Between-subjects effects

for the repeated time factor were significant for three of the five dependent measures,

question 3, E(1, 11O)=4.75, p.05;question 4, E(1, 110)=5.40, gc.05; and question 5 .
Ce11 means for questions in ths factor are presented in Table 24.

Means ratings for questions which asked staff if the evaluation tools had

helped them identi@ areas to improve, become more effective, and track their own
professional development increased nom the first to the second survey time. This
suggests that the staffperceived that the evaluation instruments helped them more withn
their own professional roles at the last survey time compared to the first s w e y time.

Table 24.

StaE answers to the following questions:
"Using the HOMES packages have helped me:"
Questions:
I . Clmy role
Control Group

n
Experimental Group
n
Overail Mean

First Measurement Tirne
3.05
(22)
3.00
(1 9 )

3 .O2
n
(41)
2. Become more aware of areas 1 need to improve

Control Group
n
Experimental Group
n
Overall Mean

First Measurcment T h e
3.27
(22)
2.94

(19)
3.12

Second Measnement T i e
3.33
(12 )
3.20
(1 0)
3.27
(22)

Second Measurement Tirne
3.50
(12)
3.30
(10)
3.35
(22)

(41)
3. Become more aware of what 1 need to improve
Second Measurement Tirne
Fust Measurernent Time
3.42
3.00
Control Group
n
(22)
(12)
Expenmental Group
2.89
3.30
n
(19)
(10)
2.95**
3.36**
Overd Mean
n
(41)
(22)
4.Become more aware of the areas 1 am most effective
Second Measurement Time
First Measuremem Time
3 .O5
3.75
Control Group
n
(72)
(12)
Experimentai Group
3.21
3.60
(19)
(10)
n
3.12**
3.68**
Overall Mean
n
(41 )
(23)
5. Bener track rny own professional development
Second Measurement Time
Firn Measurement Time
3
.O0
3.50
Control Group
n
(23)
(12)
Experimental Group
2.94
3 -20
n
(19 )
(10)
2.97*
3-36'
Overail Mean
n

Interactions with clients. An experimenral group by s w e y time multivariate

analysis of variance was conducted on responses to 12 s w e y question within the

interaction with clients factor. The main effect for experimental groups was not
significant, E( 12,48)= .65, e.<.79. The main effect for time was not significant, J
ï 12,
48)= 1.48, p.<.16. The experimental group by time factor interaction effect was not

significant, E(12,48)= .8l, p.64.(see Table 25 for the ce11 means for questions withn
this factor). Ce11 means for ratings for questions withn this factor increased fiom the first
to the second survey tirne, although not significantly.
Table 25.
Administrative Immct Survev: Interactions with Clients Factor, Mean Responses to
Questions

Cell Means for Experimental Groups by Time Interaction
Survey Question Item:
6. Become more tmstworthy and competent evduator
Fust Measurement T h e
Second Measurement Time
Control Group
3.24
n
(2 1)
Experimentd Group
3.00
n
(19)
Overail Mean
3.13
-

-

--

7. Become more accountable for the activities 1carry out with ciients
Second Measurement Tirne
First Meastuement Tirne
Cormol Group
3.38
3.67
n
(21)
(12)
Experimentd Group
2.21
3.45
n
(19)
(1 1)
Overall Mean
3.30
3.56
n
(40)
(23)
8.Develop client individual program pians more effectively

Second Measurement The
First Measurernent T i e
Control Group
3.24
3.92
n
(12)
Experimental Group
3.11
3.72
n
(19)
(1 1)
Overall Mean
3.18
3.82
n
(40)
(23)
9. Become more responsive to the needs and interests of the client
F i Mea~ufementTirne
Second Maurement Time
3.33
3.92
Control Group
n
(21)
(12)
Experimentd Group
3.O0
3.64

15. Better understand how tasks and strategies assist in produMg positive client outcome
First Measurernent Time
Second Measurement Tirne
Control Group
n
Experimentd Group
n
Overail Mean
n
(40)
(23)
16. Respect and protect the rights of the cIients more effectively
Second Measurement T i e
First Measurement Tie
Control Group
3.38
3.83
n
(2 1)
(12)
Experimental Group
3.16
3.55
n
( 19)
(1 1)
ûverall Mean
3 .28
3.70
(40)
(23)
n
2 1 . Become more prepared for case conferences
Second Measusement Tirne
Fust Measurement Time
3.19
Control Group
n
(21)
Experimental Group
3.1 1
n
(19)
3.15
Overall Mean
n
140)
(23)
Note. No sigm6cant ciifferences among groups occurred for this factor.

Effectiveness on the job. An experimental group by survey time multivariate
analysis of variance was conducted on responses to five survey questions within the
effectiveness on the job factor. The main effect for experimental groups was not
significant, l35,56)= 1.19, g.c.33. The main effect for time was not significant, E(5,56)=
1.97, ES. 10. The experimental group by tirne interaction effect for time was not

significant, &5,56)= .50, g.c.78. An examination of the ce11 means for ratings aûociated
with this factor slightly increased fiom the fint to second survey time, but not

significantly. Ce11 means are presented in Table 26.

Table 26.
Administrative Impact Survev: Effectiveness on the Job Factor, Mean Resmnses to

Ouestions
--

.

~ eMeans
j for Experimental Groups by Time Factor
Survey Question Item:
17. Better understand how tasks and strateges relate to Ieamhg goals
Second Measmement Time
F m Measusement Time
Control Group
3.23
3.54
n
(22)
(13)
3.21
3.54
Experimental Group
n
(19)
(1 1)
Overd Mean
3.22
3.54
n
(4 1)
(24)
18. &ter understand how learning goals relate to placement issues
First Measuremem Time
Second Meamernent Time
Control Group

n
Experimental Group
n
Overail Mean
n
(41)
(-24)
19. Bmer understand how learning ~ o a l srelate to client outcorne
Second Measuremem Time
Fust Measuremem Tine
3.23
3.84
Control Group
n
(22)
(13)
Expetimental Group
3 .O5
3.36

n
Overaii Mean

(19)
3.15

3.63

(1 1)

n

(41)

(24)

20.Bener understand how tasks and strategies relate to client outcornes
Second Measurement The
First Measurernenî T h e
3.18
3 -62
Control Group
n
(22)
(13)
Experimed Group
3.00
3.36
n
(19)
(1 1)
3.10
3.50
0verai.i Mean
n
(41)
24. Realize the effdveness of my prosmm for the clients served

Fust Measurement Time
3 -23

(24)

Second Measurement Time
3.83

Control Group
n
(22)
(13)
Expérimental Group
3.05
3.30
n
(19)
(1 1)
3.15
3.59
Overd Mean
n
(41)
(24)
Note. No significant diffîerences among groups occurred for this factor.

-

Oreanizational role. An expenmental group by survey time multivariate analysis

of variance was conducted on responses to seven s w e y questions within the
Table 27.
Administrative Impact S w e v : Organizational Role Factor. Mean Reswnses to Questions
Ce11 Means for Experimental Groups by Time Factor
Survey Question Item:

22. Better understand the mandate of my program within the agency
Second Measusernent Time
First Measurement Time
3.18
3.67
Control Group
(22)
(12)
n
Experimental Group
2.95
3.60
n
(19)
(W
3 .O7
3,64
Overall Mean
n
(4 1)
(?2)
23. Better understand the mandate of the agency within the human senice systern
Second Measurernent T h e
First Measurement Time
3 .O9
3.75
Control Group
n
(22)
(12)
Experimental Group
2.89
3.30
n
(19)
(10)
3.00
3.55
Overail Mean
n
(41)
(22)
25. Become more aware of where my role fits into the agency
Second Measurement Time
First Measurement Time
3
.O0
3 .50
Comol Group
n
(22)
(12)
Expcrimental Group
3 .O0
3 20
n
(19)
(10)
3 .O0
3.37
Overall Mean
n
(41)
(22)
26. Become more aware of why people with my role camy out the activities that they do
Second Measurement T i e
First Measurement T h e
2.95
3.58
Comrol Group
n
(22)
(13)
Expairnental Group
2.95
3.20
n
(19)
(1 1)
Overd Mean
2.95
3.4 1

27. Become more aware of why supervisors, prcgram directors, and psychologists cany out the activities they do
First Meanirement Time
Second Measurernent Time
Control Group
2.9 1
3.42
n
(22)
(12)
Experimental Group
2.95
3.10
n
(19)
(10)
Overail Mean
2.93
3.27
n
(4 1)
(22)
28. Better understand who the different stakeholders are in connection to the agency
Second Measurement Time
First Measusement Time
3 .O0
3.58
Control Group
n
(22)
(12)
Experimental Group
2.89
3.30
n
(19)
(10)
2.95
3.45
Overall Mean
n
(4 1)
(22)
29. Better understand what the different stakeholders want the agency to accompiish
Second Mea~u~ement
Time
First Measurement Tirne
Corn01 Group
3.00
3.58
n
(22)
(12)
Experimentai Group
3,OO
3.30
n
f 19)
(10)
Overd Mean
3 .O0
3.45
n

(41)

(22)

Note. No significant dBerences among groups occureci for this factor.

organizational role factor. The main effect for experimental group was not significant,

F(7,54)= .63,ES-73. The main effect for time was not significant, &7,54)= 1.78,
p.<. 11. The experimental group by time interaction effect was not significant, FJ7, 54)=

-76,~ . < . 6 3Ce11
. means for these questions are presented in Table 27. Ce11 means for
ratings associated with this factor slightly increased fiom the first to second survey t h e .

This may sipi@ that staff perceived the evaluation instruments to be slightly more
helpful by the second survey time, but that this increase was not significant.

General impact on work. A Pearson chi-square analysis was conducted for
questions within the general impact on work factor to determine the differences of
responses in the two experimental groups at both survey measurement times. Only one

chi-square test was significant, the chi-square test for question 33 at the first s w e y

measurernent tjme, ~ 2 ( 1 ) =4.98, gc.05 (refer to Table 28 for al1 subject responses and ~2
tests).
Table 28.
Administrative Impact Survey: Generaf Impact on Work. Chi-Square Tests and
Reswnses to Questions

General Impact on Work, Chi-Square Tests
and Responses to Questions
Survey Question:
30. Helped me become more organited
Nurnber of Subjects
Yes
No
19
19
15
8

Tirne of Survey
First Measurement Time
Second Measurement Time

12 and Si,gn. Leve!
x2=.42,g.c.37
x2=.52, p.x.39

3 1 . Assisted in demonstrating to my supervisors what I am doinp;on the job
Number of Subjects
Yes
No
~2 and Sign. Level
Time of Survey
First Masurement Tirne
23
15
~2=1.96,p.C.16
Second Measurement T h e
15
8
x2=.52, p.<.47

32. Assisted in demonstratinp, to my supervisors that 1 am doing competent work
Nurnber of Subiecis
Time of Survev
Yes
No
~2 and Sipsi. Levef
First Measurement T h e
77
15
xP3.78, ~ . < . 0 6
Second Memement Tirne
12
11
x2=1.11, p.c.29

--

--

-

33. Provideci general evidence of my success on the job
Nuniber of Subjects
Time of Survev
Yes
No
First Mea~uternentT h e
21
16
Second Measurement Time
14
9

~2 and Si.gn. Level
~ 3 ' 4 . 9 8 e.C.05
,
x2=1 .25, p.C.27

Workload. An univariate analysis of variance was conducted on subjects' Likert
ratings, rated 1 to 5, for the last administrative survey question related to the workload
factor. The main effect for experimental groups was not significant, E(l,3)= 3.06,
e.e.09;the main effect for time was not significant IJ1,3)=.58, e.e.45;. and the

experimental group by time interaction effect was also not significant E( 1, 3)=.02, p . 9 0

(see Table 29 for mean ratings).
Table 29.
Administrative Imuact Survey: General Impact on Work Mean Ratings
General Impact on Work, Mean Ratings
Survey Question:
34. What has been the impact of the HOMES packages on your workload?

Tirne Factor
Experimental Group

Fust
Measurement

Second
Measurernent

-

Connol Group
n
Treatment Group
n

4.20

(20)
3.78
(18)

4.00
(13)
3.64
(1 1)

Administrative Im~actSummarv
Four muitivariate analyses of variances were used to assess factors within the
administrative impact s w e y . The first four factors included counsellor perception of
their professional role, intervenhons and interamons with clients, effectiveness on the
job, and organizational role awareness factors. Chi-squared analyses were used to assess
the factor regarding the general impact on work, and one univariate analysis of variance
was used to analyze the factor regardmg counsellor's workload. Almost al1 analyses

produced no significant main or interaction effects for each factor area However, there
was a time factor multivariate effect associated with the "professional role" factor. The

mean scores for these questions increased slightly over time, indicating that counsellon
felt the evaluations tools had helped them more by the second measurement time

compared to the first measurement time to identiQ areas to improve, to become more
effective, and to track their own professional development. The mean ratings of questions
in the other questions increased from the first to the second survey time, but not

significantly. Although more subjects responded that the evaluation instruments did
impact their work, affirmative responses were not different frorn those subjects
responding negatively to these questions. Also, the evaluation instruments did seem to
increase counsellor's workloads "a little," but these ratings did not change over time, nor
were there differences between groups at either survey time.The lack of experimental
groups by time interaction effects indicated that the presentation of evaluation
information did not have an impact with regard to any of the administrative facton.
Business impact Results
The research question, "To what extent may program evaluation facton impact
stakeholder expectations regarding business practices and products?" was addressed
using a number of different analyses, each associated with a factor found in the business
impact survey.
To answer the main administrative impact research question, two other research

question were first analyzed. The fint question was, "What business products and facton

were assessed by stakeholders as important?" This question was examined using
descriptive statistics of subjects' mean ratings for each of the survey questions. The
second questîon was, "How are perceptions of business products and factors impacted by
program evaluation information?' T h s question was examined using four muhivariate
analysis of variances on each of the four facton contained within the swey. The factors
included investment in and joining with program services, satisfaction and quality of

*

programs, farniliarity and communication with programs, and access to and use of
programS.
Subjects were given the survey once prior to the mailing of a program evaluation
report. Subjects were then randomly assigned into experirnental and control groups. The
control subjects were again sent the survey for a second measurement time, pnor to the
experirnental group, without inclusion of a program evaluation report in their survey
packages. The experimental group was then sent their second s w e y package, which
included a program evaluation report. The experimental group was instructed to read the

report before completing the second survey. Subjects responded to the survey questions
on five point Likert scales, which ranged from 1 to 5.
Imwrtant Stakeholder Factors
Service investment. A multivariate analysis of variance was conducted on the 7
questions in the service investment factor. The main effect for experimental groups was
not significant, F(7,83)= 1.27, p.c.28. The main effect stakeholder groups was not
significant, F(7, 83)=.2 1, p.c.98. The main survey time factor effect was significant, F(7,
83)= 7.17 p.c.05. Al1 two way and one three way interaction were not significant (refer to

Table 30 for the mean scores). The repeated effect for time was significant for questions
refening to invesmient in tasks and strategies, F(1,89)= 11.96, p.c.01; client issues, F(l,
89)=6.02, p.<.OS; and client leaming goals, F(1, 89)=4.70, p.<.O5.

Mean ratings for each question indicated that subject responses for invernent in

and joining wiul program seMces decreased for al1 questions. However, the decreases
were significant only for questions refemng to investment in tasks and strategies, client
issues, and client leaming goals.

Table 30.
Business Imoact Survev: Mean Ratings for Questions Corresponding to the Investrnent in
Services Factor

Mean Ratings for Questions Corresponding to
the Investment in Services Factor
Experimental Group by Survey Time

If Hull were to create additional senrices, how much of its resources should Hull
invest in the followinp;"Existing Services?"(Program SerMce Types)
Fust Survey
Second Survey
Experimental
Conti01
n
Experimental
n
Overall
n

4.13
(36)
4.11

(5 1)
4.12
(67)

If Huii were to create additional services, how much of its resources shodd Hull
invest in the following "New Services?" (Program Service Types)
First Survey
Second Survev
Experimental
Group
Control
3.99
3.90
n
(36)
Experimental
4.11
n
(31)
ûveraii
4.05
n
(67)

How much shouId this programjoin with the following semice areas so that clients
may have better services? (Existing Pro,qram Service Types)
Fist Survey
Group
Control
n
Experirnental

n
ûveraii
n

3.92
(36)

4.02
(3 1)
3.96
(67)

Second Survw

3.92
(1 5 )
3.68
(15)

3.80
(30)

How much shoutd this program join with the following service areas so that clients
may have better services? (New Program Senice Types)
Firn Survey
Second Survey
Experimental
~ r o u ~
Control
3.07
3.98
n
(36)
(15)
Experimental
4.18
3.76
n
(3 1)
(15)
Overail
4.12
3.87
n
(67)
(30)
in which areas should this program invest more of its resources? (Counselling
Stratepjes)
First Survey
Second S w e y
Group
Control

n
Experimental
n
Overall

n

3.69
(36)
3.92
(31)
4.80**
(67)

2-55
(15)
3.51
(1 5 )

3.53**
(30)

In which areas should this program invest more of its resources? (Needs and
Issues)
First Suwey
Second Survey
Experimentai
~roup
Control
3.72
3.57
n
(36)
(15)
ExperimentaI
4.87
3.48
n
(31)
(1 5 )
Overd
3.79*
3.52*
n
(67)
(30)
in which areas should this program invest more of its resources? (Client Learning
Goals)
First Survey
Second S w e y
Experimental

Group
Conuol

3-79

3.78

Satisfaction and aualitv of service. A multivariate analysis of variance was
conducted on the seven survey questions in the satisfaction and quality of service factor.
The main effect for experimental groups was not significant, E(7, 70)= 1-55, g.<. 17. The

main effect for stakeholder group was not siwficant, E(7, 83)=1.22,p.<.; 1. The main
effect for time was not significant, E(7,83)= 1.46, gc.20. Al1 two way and one three way
interactions were not significant (refer to Table 3 1 for a description of mean scores).

Although the mean stakeholder ratings of the quality of services were slightly
higher and their ratings indicating desire for the agency to share its expertise were
slightly less at the second s w e y time compared to the first, these differences were not
significant.
Table 3 1.
Business lmmct Survev: Mean Ratings for Questions Correswnding to the Satisfaction
and Oualitv of Service Factor

~ e a Ratings
n
for Questions Correspondmg to the Satisfaction and
Quality of Senice Factor
Experimentaî Group by Time

How satisfied are you with each of hull's e>risting progams?
First Survey

Control
n
Experimental
n
Overail

3.87
(35)
3.62
(39)
3.74

Second Survey

How would you describe the quaiity of services this program provides in the
following areas? (Counsellinpr Stratepjes)
First Survey
Second Survey
Experimental
Group
Control
3.74
4.07
n
(3)
(1 3)
Experirnental
3.82
4.05
n
(29)
(17)
Overall
3.79
4.06
n
(54)
(3O)
How would you describe the quality of senrices this program provides in the
following art&? (Needs and Issues)
First Survey
Second Survey
Experimemal
.

Cornrol
n
Experirnental
n
Overail

.

.

-

3.66

(25)
3.86

(39)
3.77
n
(54)
(30)
How would you describe the quality of seMces this program provides in the
following areas? (Ctient Leamhg Goals)
First Survey
Second Survey
Experimental
-

-

Control
n
Experirnentd
n
Overall

3 -48

3.91
(13)
3.65
3.79
(29)
(10
3.84
3.57
n
f 54)
(3 O)
How much would you k e this program to share ils expertise with other agencies?
(Counseiiinq Strategies)
First Survey
Second Swvey

Control

3.76
(25)
3.90
(29)
3.83

3.65
(13)
3.68

(54)

GO)

n
Experimentai
n
Overd
n

(W

(17)
3.67

How much would you like this program to share its expemse with other agencies?
(Client needs and Issues)
First Survey
Second Survey
Experimental
Conuol

3.57

n

(25

Experimentai
3.97
n
(29)
Overd
3.79
n
(54)
(30)
How much would you Iike this program to s h e its expertise with other agencies?
(Client Learning Goals)
Fust Survey
Second Survey

Group
Control

3.53

3.57

Note No differences occwred among groups across both survey urnes.

Famil i k t v and comrnunication with seMces factor. A multivan'ate analysis of
variance was conducted on the three survey questions in the familiarity and
communication factor. The main effect for experimentd group was not significant, E(3,

1 14)= 3.00,p.c.27.The main effect for time was not significant, F(3, 1 14)= 1.15, p.C.33.
However, the main effect for stakeholder group was significant, F(3, 114)=3.89,p.<.01.
Al1 two way and one three way interactions were not significant (refer to Table 32 for the

mean scores). The stakeholder group between subjects effect was significant for the
question refemng to program familiarity, E( 1, 1 l6P7.72, p.<.O1 ;and communication
with programs, E(1, 1 16)=7.87,p . 0 1. Mean ratings indicated that agency personnel had

more familiarity and communication with agency programs than other stakeholders.

Table 32.
Business Impact Survey: Mean Ratings of for Questions Corresmnding to the Promam

Familiaritv. Communication. and Knowledae Factor

~ean&atin~s
of for ~ u e s s o n sreferring to the Program
Familiarity, Communication, and ffiowledge Factor
Experimental Group by Stakeholder Group by Survey Time
Survey Questions:
How tàmiliar are you with each of huii's existing pro.qrams?
-4gency Personnel
Other Stakeholders
ExperimentaI
First
Second
First
Second
.group
Survey
suwey
Suwey
Suwey
2.90
3.47
Control
3.76
3.58
n
(23)
(1 3)
(20)
(7)
2.58
3 .S 1
Experimentai
3.3 1
3.33
n
(22)
(15)
(18)
(6)
Overaii
3.50*( ~ 7 3 )
2.91* (n=51)
How much communication do you have with each of Hull's existing pro.arams?

Experimentd
!WuP

Control
n
Expenmental
n

Overaii

Agency Personnel
Fi
Second

swey

Suwey

2.68
2.72
(23)
(13
3.6 1
2.77
(32)
(1 5 )
2.68* (n=73)

ûther Stakeholders
F i
Second
Survey
swey
2.2 1
2.75
(20)
(7)
1.90
2.17
(1 8)
(6)
2. 17* (n=51)

How knowledqeable are you about each of HUI'Sexistinq prop~rams?
Agency Personnel
Other Stakeholders
First
Second
First
Second
Experimental
Swey
group
Survey
Survey
Swvey
3.50
3.51
2.86
3.48
Control
N
(23)
(13)
(20)
(7)
Experimental
2.33
3.12
2.50
3 -36
N
(22)
(15)
(18)
(6)
Overall
3.37 (n=73)
2.88 (n=5I)
*~.<.01

Promam access and usage. A multivariate analysis of variance was conducted on
the two questions in the program access and usage factor. The main effect for
experimental goups was not significant, F(2,8O)= .61, p.c.55. The main effect for time

was not significant, F(2,80)= .24, p.<.79. The main effect for stakeholder groups was

also not significant, F(2, 80)=3.06, p.<.06. Al1 two way and one three way interactions
were not significant (refer to Table 33). Although mean ratings for stakeholden were less
than those of agency personnel, the differences were not significant.

Table 33.
Business Impact Survev: Mean Ratings for Questions Conesmndmg to the Program

Access and Use Factor
Mean Ratings for Questions Corresponding to the
Program Access and Use Factor
Experllnental Group by Stakeholder Group by Survey T h e
How often have you used each of Hull's existing programs within the last year?
Agency Personnel
Other Stakeholders
Experimentai
First
Second
Fust
Second
Swey
Suwey
Swey
Survey
soup
Control
2.43
2.81
2.61
2.33
n
(17)
(9)
(13)
(2)
E'rperimental
2.79
2.52
2.13
1.71
n
(17)
(13)
(13)
(5)
Overd
2.62 (n=56)
2.27 (1143)
How easy has it been to access each of the foiiowing program services?
Agency Personnel
ûther Stakeholders
Experimental
First
First
Second
Second
Survey
Survey
Survey
group
Survey
3.40
3 -46
3.75
3.81
Control
n
(17)
(9)
(13)
(2)
3 62
4 19
3.39
3.27
Experimental
n
(17)
(1 3)
(13)
(5)
3.77 (n=56)
2 -42 (n=33)
Overd

Four multivariate analyses of variance were conducted on the items within each
of the factors on the business impact survey namely, investment in and joining with
program services, satisfaction and quality of programs, familiarity and communication
with prognuns, and access to and use of programs. Only two main multivariate effects

occurred The first effect determined that a significant time effect for investment in and
joining with program services occuned. Mean ratings indicated that subjects felt they

would invest less in strateges, issues, and goals at the second s w e y time compared to

the fint survey tirne. The second effect determined that a significant stakeholder effect
occurred for the familiarity and communication with programs factor. Mean ratings
indicated that agency staff were more familiar with and had more communication with
their agency than agency stakeholders. Because no significant experimental group by
time effects occurred for any factor, evaluation information likely had no impact on
subjects feelings regarding any business survey factors.

Summary of Results
The primary purpose of the study was to design, create, and field test a pragmatic
program evaluation model for human services within a business paradigm. To field test
the model, research questions were explored in three intenelated areas. Evaluation
instruments were developed for monitoring clients' and programs' senice delivery,
administrative impact, and business impact.
Lists of client needs and issues, client learning goals, and counsellor tasks and
strategies were created based on the content of 10 focus groups. Rating scales were
developed to monitor client impact, client goal attainment, client learning, and client
progress toward indicaton of success. Scales were also created to incûcate the intended
frequency that counsellors would use counselling strategies and another scale was
developed to assess the effectiveness of these sîrategies. This entire set of evaluation
instruments was then integrated into case management reports. inter-counsellor
agreement for the items pertaining to service delivery was hi&.

Interrater and test retest

reliability of the rating scales were mixed. Moderate to high reliability was attained for
scales completed prior to treamient. High reliability was attained for scales that were

completed after treatment. A vaiidity trial for issue severity and goal attainment ratings
was conducted and some convergent and discriminant validity was demonstrated.

Two other instruments were also developed, an administrative impact s w e y and
a business impact s w e y . A factor analysis for the administrative impact survey
determined that the survey contained six factor components. Factor analyses for the
business impact survey determined that this survey contained four factor components.
Both instruments had hgh intemal consiaency.
Data collection using the seMce delivery instruments occurred while cowellon
completed case management repons. Counsellon identified 2,088 client needs and issues
at client admission distributed across six program types. Counsellon also identified 1,156
client leaming goals that addressed these client needs and issues. These goals were
distributed among various programs and it appeared that different sets of goals were used
to address different client issues. Counsellors identified 3,914 counsellor tasks and
strategies meant to help clients achieve these learning goals. These strategies were also
distributed among various programs and diflerent sets of strategies appeared to be used to
achieve various sets of client leaming goals.
Results of repeated measures analyses of variance were mixed. No sigmficant
time effects were found for ratings of client issue severity. This indicated that program
services did not have an impact on the issues that clients originally presenred. However,
the program type by gender by time interaction effect indicated that independent living,
group home treatment, and treatment foster w e had the greatest impact with client

issues associated with males. Aithough issue severity ratings for females in residential
treatment did decrease, these ratings for females actually increased in independent living

group home treatment, and neatment foster care. The opposite effect seemed to occur
with males. Ratings for males decreased in independent living, group home treatment,

and treatment foster care.

Main effects, and some interaction effects, did occur for goal aîtainment, client
learning, and client progress ratings. This indicated that clients did achieve some output
with respect to their iearning goals whle at the agency. Clients achieved more in some
programs compared to others. For exampie, clients in group home treamient generally
achieved more than other programs. Whereas, clients associated with treatment foster
care achieved the least. Males also seemed to attain their goals to a greater degree and
achieve more learning than females. This effect was accentuated more in group home
treamient for goal attainment ratings. The same effect occurred for goal attainment
ratings and client leaming ratings in secure treatment. Convenely, client leaming ratings
for females in group home treatment were higher at discharge than ratings for male
clients. The lowest levels of achievement of client progress indicators were found in
Beamient foster care and independent living. These results need to be interpreted with
caution to account for small and unequal sample sizes and the short duration of data
collection and client involvement in programs. For example, it is possible that treatment

foster are, which was designed for long-tem treatment, may have demonstrated better
results if data was collected from a larger group of clients who remained in treamient

foster care over a longer periods of time.
Repeated rneasures analysis of variance was also used to indicate differences in
the frequency of use for each task or strategy. Al1 main and interaction effects were
signifiant except for the gender by time interaction. Pearson correlations indicated that

moderate correlations occurred between pre and p s t treatment ratings of task and
strategy use, as well as, post treatment ratings of task and strategy use and ratings of its
effectiveness. A veq smdl correlation occurred between the initial fiequency of task
and strategy use and ratings of tasks and strategy effectiveness.

Four multivariate analyses of variances, one Chi-squared analysis, and one
univariate analysis of variance were used to assess the impact of evaluation information
on administrative and business factors. Few main or interaction effects were found using
these analyses on the administrative survey. However, there was a time efTect for the
questions associated with the professional role awareness factor. This suggests that the
evaluation instruments were perceived as helping staff slightly more by the second survey
time. The evaluation instruments were perceived as increasing staff workload slightly,
but this perception did not change over time.
Four multivariate analyses of variance were conducted using business impact
survey factor components as dependent measures. The survey time factor multivariate
effect for the investment in and joining with program senices factor was significant for
the dependent measures associated with investment in tasks and strategies, client leanùng
goals, and client issues. Subjects were less inclined to invest in these service components
over time. The stakeholder main multivariate efTect was significant for the farniliarity
and communication with programs factor. This simply indicated that agency staff were
more familiar with agency program than people not employed by the agency. No main or
interaction multivariate effects were associated with the experimental groups, indicating
that evaluation information was not associated with changes of subjects' perceptions in
any of the survey's construct areas.

CHAPTER 5 : DISCUSSION
The primaq purpose of this study was to create, implement, and evaluate a

practical, integrated, and rnultidimensional program evaiuation mode1 embedded within a
human service business paradigrn. In doiag so, this study explored a nurnber of research
questions. This chapter first presents conclusions regarding the shidy's major findings.
Then, limitations and strengths are presented followed by suggestions for future research.
Finally, the implications and conclusion of the study are presented at the end of the
chapter.
Major Findings
Senice Deliverv
It has been suggested that studies rarely explore the "black box," or inside

workings, of human seMces (Staff & Fein, 1994).This sîudy broke open the black box to
examine s e ~ c delivery
e
factors associated with client change in the areas of client
impact, client outcorne, and counsellor process.
Client Impact
The major finding associated with client impact was that test site prograrns taken

as a whole did not show a pre to post decrease of seventy issue ratings presented by
clients at the time of admission. However, issue severity associated with male and female

clients in different programs did Vary. For females, issue severity actually increased fiom

pre to pst measurement times in independent living, group home treatment, and
treamient foster care programs. For males, issue seventy decreased in these same

programs. Severity ratings for females in residential treatment decreased. Even though
ratings did change, depending on the program type and client gender, al1 group rnean

ratings remained above scale scores that indicated treatment issucs continued to penist,
and in many cases mean scores remained above levels indicating that "major7' treatment
issues were present. This may indicate that, with the excepbon of a few, clients'
presenting problems and issues at admission were just as severe when they left the
agency.
It should be noted that most of the agency's programs are mandated to intervene

with clients for very short periods of t h e : secure treatment fiom 3 to 30 days, farnilybased for no more than 4 months, and one group home treatment and many clients in
treatment foster care for no more than 90 days. It is possible that client needs and issues
could be a measure of long-standing symptomatology of childhood psychological
disorders. If this is the case, then pre and p s t assessrnent of syrnptoms in programs
designed for short-term intervention rnay not be appropriate. Short-terni programs, may

be better suited to address short-term goals regarding persona1 functioning. In this
context, other short-term rneasures, such as goal attainment, may be better indicators of
client and program achievement.
Client Output
The major finding associated with client output was that pre to post client goal
attainment, client leaniing at discharge, and progress toward achievement of success at
discharge occurred in al1 programs. Some programs achieved greater output than othen.

For example, at discharge, the mean rating for goal anainment and client leaming for
group home treatment was greater than for al1 other programs, whereas the mean rating
for treatment foster care was lower than for al1 other programs. Males also seemed to
attain their goals to a greater degree and achieve more leaming than fernales. This effect

was accentuated more in group home treatment than other programs for goal anainment

ratings. Ln secure treatment, males also achieved and learned more than females.
Conversely, client leaming for females in group home treamient were higher at discharge

than ratings for male clients. With respect to progress, clients achieved more progress
indicators in secure and group home treatment than in other programs. The lowest levels
of client progress were found in treatment foster care and independent living. However,
these results need to be interpreted with caution. These programs were designed for long-

term treatment, yet the clients in the study's sample for treatment foster care and
independent living used these programs for oniy shon periods. Consequently, it is
possible that these client outcomes exempli& outputs for transitory placements and are
not representative of outcomes for long-term treatment foster care or independent living.
Again it is important to note that mean group ratings at discharge for goal
artaiment indicated that client leming goals were not yet completed. Perhaps due to the
nature of the short-term programs, it is likely that some learning goals had been achieved
b clients and that other goals remained as they moved to other services or back to their

family homes. It is also possible that many of the leaniing goals identified in service
plans rnay not have been treatment related, but were associated more with their long-term
developmental needs. If this is the case, then goal attainment ratings would likely be kept
quite low.
It should also be noted that mean client progress ratings at discharge indicated
that only in group home treatment was success close to what was planned. Al1 other
programs met only some of its progress indicators for learning goals. This finding may
suggest that client learning goals may not increase to levels indicating goal completion

until al1 success indicators have been met. Indeed, the only program mean rating of client
goal aitainment that approached "requiring no [treatment] attention" was From group

home treatment. The lowest mean goal attainrnent rating at discharge occurred in
treatment foster care. This rating corresponded to thc lowest mean progress rating. A
similar pattern occurred with client leaming ratings. As such, it is possible that a certain
degree of client leaming and client progress is required before acceptable levels of client
goal attainment may occur. A longitudinal time series design may be able to address this
notion From a human service product perspective, client goal attainment, learning, and
progress outcomes may prove to be a more useM business product than compared to
client impact.
Counsellor Processes
The major finding associated with counsellor processes and treatment fidelity was

that counsellors used tasks and strategies with less fiequency than what they had
origxnally intended This patîern occurred to a greater degree in treatment foster care and
fmily-based treatment. Group home and secure treament used mategies as planned.
Low Pearson correlations for the entire agency between pre and p s t treatment fiequency

of task and sîrategy use, cofirmed that planned strategies were not always used as
intended.
It is possible that strategies that are used as intended are associated with greater
effectiveness. This notion may be supported by the moderate correlation between strategy
effectiveness and ratings of tasks and strategy use. It should be noted that the lowest
strategy effectiveness ratings occurred in treatment foster care. This program also had the
lowest client goal attainrnent, client learning, and client progress ratings, as well as one

of the lowest ratings for frequency of use of tasks and strategies. Conversely, group home
treatment had the highest task effectiveness rating, used strategies as planned, and had

the highest ratings of progress, client learning, and goal anainment. This program also
had the greatest decrease in issue severity ratings. Thus, it is possible that fidelity to
intervention is associated with greater levels of strategy effectiveness, higher rates of
client outcorne, and greater degree of client impact.
Description of Senice Delivev
An important descriptive f i n h g was the detailing of counsellor processes

intended to achieve specific client goals created to address specific client issues. For
example, counsellors were able to identify the multiple issues that programs were
requested to address for each client. The most common admission issues in the agency
included extreme defiance or out of control behaviors, the need for structure, and
expenences of violence. These issues occurred at various wuencies within propum.
Similarly, client leming goals were identified in client senice planning. hprovement in
anger management, stabilization, and parenting shlls were the three most common goals
withm the agency. Goals occurred with various fiequencies in difZerent programs. The

most commonly occurring smtegies included teaching, relationship development,
behavior management, supervisingl monitoring behavior, and using praise. Again,
different programs used different strategies with varying fiequencies.

The rnethod created that identifies and monitors intervention details was just as
important as the identification of the details themselves. The service delivery instruments
created in this study could potentially detail specific streams of client interventions by
identifjmg client needs and issues, the goals intended to address these issues, and the

strategies used to help achieve these goals. For example, using this format, one can
determine that counsellon within this study commoniy addressed childhood abuse issues
by helping parents improve parenting skills. This goal was most frequently encouraged

through counsellors' use of teacbg, behavior modification, reacting to parent behavior,

and doing skills practice. Now that this Stream is defined, it may be possible to determine
different or altemate strearns of interventions and compare the differential outcornes and

impacts associated with different intervention activities. The use of intervention streams
as an independent variable may identifj hierarchies of best pmctices for specific needs

and issues. The identification of products such as intervention strearns may have great
utility for human seMce professionals, stakeholders, and h d e r s .
Administrative hmcr
The major finding associated with the administrative impact portion of the study

was that no significant interaction effects for any administrative concept were found.
This indicated that the prograrn evaluation information, which was used as a stimulus for
the experimental group for the second survey, did not impact subject ratings in the

experimental group. Also, the evaluation instruments seemed to increase counsellors'
workloads "a little," but these ratings did not change over time, nor were there
differences between groups at either survey time.
niere was one time factor multivariate effect for the questions associated with the
"professional role awareness". The questions associated with this effect suggest that the
evaluation instruments helped staff to identiS> areas to improve, to become more
effective, and to track their own professional development more by the second survey

time.This finding may also indicate that the benefits of integrated program waluaîion

technology in some areas rnay not be immediately evident and rnay occur over time.
Counsellors rnay need to become farniliar with evaluation instruments and use thern over
a period of time before they experience a benefit for their professional roles.
Business Impact

Few significant main or interaction effects occurred for any factor included in the
business impact sswey. However, like the administrative impact survey, the one finding
for the business impact survey was related to the time factor. The time effect for the
investment factor was significant for questions associated with tasks and strategies, client
leaming goals, and client issues. Subjects felt that they would invest slightly less in these
strategies, issues, and goals at the second s w e y time compared to the first survey time.

It is difficult to determine why stakeholders rnay not have wanted to invest in the
agency to the same degree over tirne. However, one reason rnay have been due to the
length of the survey, the business impact survey was very long and detailed. Some
subjects rnay have become disinterested in completing the survey by the second
measurement rime and simply rated question items in a fashion to quickly complete the
survey. In addition, there was a high &op out rate in survey participation, almost half.

This rnay be evidence that disinterest in the survey was a problem. Given these problems,
decrease in subjects' ratings for investment in seMces may simply reflect problems with
construction of the instrument.
Program evaluation information did not impact any business impact s w e y factor,

as indicated by no significant findings for the expenrnentai group by time interaction
effects. It is possible that the evaluation instruments simply confirmed existing beliefs
about the agency. In fact, agency directon indicated that this was mie. nius, the

conclusions they created, which were placed in the program evaluation report, had likely
been stated to stakeholders on previous occasions. Confirming stakeholders' beliefs that
an agency is "doing fine" may convince some stakeholden that additional investment is

not required. In this case, program evaluation information may actually counter attempts
to support or enhance program viability. However, because experimental group by time
interactions were not significant for any of the factors, evaluation information likely had
no impact on subjects' feelings of wanting to invest in program services, strategies,
issues, or goals. Perhaps if evaluation information was extremely divergent fiom
directon and stakeholders pre-existing views, then information may have had more
impact.
It should also be noted that the evaluation information given to stakeholders was a
one-time presentation. Yemey ( 1994) suggests that part of a marketing campaign is the
ongoing presentation of information about an organization's effectiveness and the
dernonstration to the customer that the organization is meeting its clients' needs. Before
evaluation information has a supportive effect on the opinions of stakeholders' intentions
e
it is possible that marketing efforts rnay require
to invest more in s e ~ c components,
repeated and long-term repetition of messages. Without such repeated attempts, or due to
a lack of information, it is possible that stakeholder support of human senice businesses
deteriorates over time.

The stakeholder group main effect was significant for the familiarity and
communication with programs factor. This indicated that agency employees were more
familiar, knowledgeable about, and had more communication with their agency ?han
stakeholders not employed by the agency. This result rnay simply reinforce the notion

that ongoing organizational contact, such as employees receive within their roles,
increases the availability of information and knowledge about program senices.
Limitations and Strengths of the Study
Evaluation Instruments

One of the strengths of the study was the completion of reliability and validity
trials for the service delivery instruments. These trials demonstrated acceptable
psychometric properties for the main instruments used in the study. High levels of item
choice agreement were attained from three lists that describe client needs and issues,
client learning goals, and counsellor tasks and strategies. As well, acceptable levels of
test-retest and interrater reliability were found for the issue severity, goal attainment,
client leaming, client progress, and fiequency of strategy use ratings. In addition, some
convergent and discriminant validity was found for the issue severity and goal attainment

rating scales. In these trials, the issues seventy and goal attainment ratings were found to
correlate positively with measures of problem behavioa and pathological issues. They
did not correlate or, in a few cases, correlated negatively with measures of social skills.

Thus, t?ie measures eçed in the s e ~ c delivery
e
evaluation are relatively stable and likely
represent behavioral indicators of problem issues and behavion.
In addition, factor analyses were conducted on the administrative impact and
business impact surveys. These analyses determined six and four factors in the surveys
respectively. Question responses in the administrative impact survey generally correlated
highly, and grouped quite distinctly, with one of its six factors. The mean scores for each

concept area in the business impact s w e y also grouped distinctly with its four factors.

Four additional factor analyses, one for each group of mean scores, demonstrated that

question items correlated with the one factor component within each analysis. These
factor analyses demonstrated that surveys may have some construct validity. Intemal
consistency of botb instruments was also determined to be acceptable.
Some problems may be evident for some of the measures in the study.Test-retest
and interrater reliability trials were not conducted for the effectiveness of tasks and

strategies rating scale, and the dependent measures used for the administrative and
business impact evaluations. ïhus, the stability of these ratings and measures over time
and among niters is unknown. In addition, convergent and discriminant validity has only
been conducted on two of the measures in the study, the issue severity ratings and goal
attainment ratings. Thus, it is not known whether or not the remaining measures are
representative of the conçtnicts they were intended to mesure. However, some
confidence may be placed upon the factor components found within the business impact
and administrative impact surveys.

Service Deliverv Evaluation
Typically, evaluation instruments provide information about one set of the many
evaluation components and rarely provide insight into intervention processes. An
important strength for ths study was the creation of a comprehensive integrated method
for evaluation of multiple intervention components. The instruments that were developed

for this study can be used to detail and monitor client and counsellor inputs into the
intervention situation, such as client needs and issues, client l e d g goals, and
counsellor tasks and mtegies. In addition, the instruments allow for multiple pre and
p s t outcome measures which detail changes related to client issue severity, leaming

goals, client leaniing, and achievement of success indicators. For counsellors, a simple

methodology now exists to identiQ, monitor, and check not only the types of strategies
that are being used during interventions, but also the fidelity of tasks and strategy use.
This broad comprehensive approach may be a useful product for those who wish to
conduct other human service prograrns.
Because data collection was integrated into case management procedures, another
strength of the study was that the data likely represent test site activities extremely well.
One of the criticisms of human senice research is that many shidies have very low
extemal validity and cannot be genedized to an applied setting. In this case, research

has been successfully integrated into an applied setting as accepted orgaaizational
practice. Thus, the extemal validity of the instruments may be very high.
Patton (1995) suggests that a major goal of evaluation is to repori sound claims of
major practical importance. The methods created for this study have now been used in
the test site for more than one year. The fact that the agency has adopted this study's

evaluation technology as its accepted organizational practice in 10 different programs
and six different service types speaks volumes about the utility of this study and its
instruments. This, in addition to the instniments' acceptable psychometric properties,
suggests that Patton's recommendation for the development of sound utilitarian
methodologies cm be attained.

One major problern concerns the variability among the program sample sizes.
made using such diverse sizes as 557 client learning goals in
Statistical c o r n p ~ s o nwere
s
family-based treatment compared to 23 goals in group home treatment and 35 in
treatment foster care. These mal1 samples stood out in the analysis as achieving the
highest and lowest ratings in a nurnber of areas. This finding may be attributed to sample

variance and not necessarily representative of the types of outcomes for chddren who
normally receive these services. In addition, such small sample sizes threaten the
integr@ of the statistical analyses. As such, findings for this midy should be interpreted
as tentative.
hother problem with the study was the lack of random client assignment to
groups. Thus, it is diflicult to detemine if the effects found in this sîudy are attributable
to program interventions or simply due to client development. In an applied setting it

may be impossible, and even unethical, to randomly assign children to programs.
However, in the curent study site, cornments by directors and referral agents indicated

that children ofien received the first available bed or program opening, without regard for
the type of client needs and issues, and without regard for the mandate of program

services. Thus, in a climate of "give the kid whatever resources you've got," it is
possible that randomized assignment of chldren to senices largely exists. However, the
introduction of a wait list control group would be one method to correct this problem.

Counsellor bias could be another problem for pre and pst measurement. In many
cases, counsellors had access to the original pre intervention ratings in client files. Thus,
p s t rneasurement ratings were not conducted in a blind environment to pre intervention
ratings. Poa ratings may have been inflated, especially if pressure existed in programs to
demonstrate outcomes where few effects had actually occurred This study found that
client impact generally did not occur, based on pre to p s t client severity ratings. If
counsellor bias did occur in the study, then p s t intervention ratings likely would have
been higher for issue severity ratings. Thus, such bias seems imlikely, but it cannot be
discounted for the other p s t intervention ratings.

Administrative and Business huact Evaluations
Most literature conceming the business of human senices presents hypotheses
about human service businesses as fact without supporting these daims with empirical
&ta. This study departed from tradition and provided empirical evidence for a nurnber of

research questions related to human service administration and business impact. As such,

it may provide a mode1 for other research to create empirical data within the realm of
human senice business prachce.
A major strength of the administrative and business impact portion of the study
was the random assigrnent of subjects to groups. Subjects who responded to the initial

surveys were randornly assigned to experirnental groups, those who would read the
evaluation report and those who would not read the report. Thus, since no expenmental
effects occurred, there is cause to daim that the single presentation of the program
evaluation information had little bearing on subjects' ratings.
Part of the research design was to have the control group complete the second

survey before presentation of evaluation information to directon and before evaluation
packages were mailed to the experimental group. Both groups had considerable contact
with one another. Despite this contact, the design ensured that control group responses
were not confounded by comments made by subjects who read the evaluation reports.

This lends greater support for the daim that evaluation information had littie impact on
responses.
However, one problem may exist with the content of the evaluation report.

Monnation about the agency7s effectiveness is generally available to agency personnel
and to its stakeholden. Thus, if the evaluation report simply confirmed generalIy

accepted opinions about the agency (which is highly likely given that the conclusions in
the report are based upon directors' opinions of evaluation data), then the report content
may have had linle ability to impact stakeholder responses. Presentation of multiple

evaluation conclusions uncensored by director input may possess greater potential to
create differential response sets.
Another problem with the study was the response rate of the samples. Almost 350
stakeholden were originally contacted to participate in the midy. Approximately one

quarter of these stakeholden actually volunteered. Approximately half of those that did
originally volunteer did not respond to the second survey. The drop out rate may have
reduced the sample sizes to the point that few statistical effects could be found. in
addition, the original control and experimental groups may have had opinions positively

or negatively polarized toward the agency and may have acted upon the survey as an
oppominity to voice their opinions about the agency. It is possible that subjects presented
polarized beliefs at both survey tirnes, with there being little regard placed on the
evaluation information, resulting in few effects for h s study.
Another problem concerns the psychomeeic properties of the inmuments. Little
evidence regarding the reliability and validity of the survey was accumulated. Thus, the
lack of effects may be an indicator that these instruxnents were simply not sensitive to
changes in subjects' perceptions. Without more evidence regarding the stability and
constructs behind the surveys, it is difficult to detemine what and to what degree the
surveys actually measure. Thus, it is no?recommended that m e r research continue
with thesc instruments without fuRher examination of their psychometric propexties.

Future Research Direction

Service Deliverv Evaluation
One requirement of experimental "gold standard research is the inclusion of
control groups in the design (Seligman, 1996). Another requirement is the randomization
of clients to experimental groups. The random assignment of clients to treatment services
may not be possible nor ethical in some applied settings. However, the creation of control
groups is possible. Inclusion of a wait list control or other control groups in the design of
a replication of this study would allow for stronger claims for the study's findings. In
addition, it may be possible to have diEerent types of wait list and control groups. For
example, different wait list or control groups may be created to match the long and shortterm interventions at the agency. Control groups would help to provide some control on

such extraneous variables in ths study and move the study from the realm of quasiexperimental program evaluation and into experimental research.
In the realm of field-based evaluation, control over sample size is not always
accomplished. Random selection of clients fiom program types or experimental groups
for inclusion in a study rnay provide better control over various sarnples. The current
study could be replicated using this technique to introduce control over the variability

among the sarnples and produce equivalent sample sizes. Findings based on analyses of
such samples would also allow for stronger claims regarding the effects they produce.
A considerable amount of potential research exists in the development of

psychomeîric evidence for the instruments of the study. For example, reliability and
validity are unknown for the tasks and strategy effectiveness rating scale. In addition, it
was found that groups with and without training in test administration produced

differential sets of validity evidence. Other research could replicate such groups using
much larger samples to detemine the effect of different types of training and supervision
on the reliability and validity of the insmiments. Such research would give better
indications of the stability of the measures, the constructs the instruments measure, and
the conditions under which these measurements are best used.
Earlier in this chapter the notion of intervention streams was suggested. Various

streams could be identified within particular program types and w d as independent
variables to compare the degree and types of outcornes anaioed in the areas of client
impact, client goal attainrnent, client leaming, and client achievernent of success
indicators. Counsellor processes could then be examined to detemine if specific task and
strategy sets could predict specific levels of outcomes for various intervention streams.

Another research question could determine how different levels of fidelity for specific
counsellor strategy sets affect outcome for various intervention streams.

This study could also be replicated to include longitudinal and follow-up data
collection. In this case, the analyses could be changed fiom a pre to post design to a time

series design. Currently, it is not known if the outcomes achieved by particular clients in
this study continue to be attained. A time series design using the same evaluation

instruments may help to detemine differential long-terni program effects.
Another logical research direction would be to disseminate the instruments used
in ths study among other applied semngs. The instruments in this study were al1
collaboratively developed. The utility of these instruments outside the development site

is not known. It is possible that such instruments have high applicability in the agency
where they were developed, but they may have low extemal validity in other applied

settings. Dissemination of the instruments elsewhere may be able to provide evidence
about the extemal validity of such instruments or about how such instruments may be
redeveloped to accommodate various service types.
A final research development area for service delivery is related to the replication

of ths study using computerized database technology as the data collection medium. In

the current study, al1 data were collected using standard "paper and pencil" tools. A data
entry clerk then entered the data into a cornputer database. The possibility of error
increases when data are handled more than once. It is possible that direct data entry by
counsellors may decrease error associated with data handling. Comments fiom
counsellon at the agency for this study indicate that one benefit From the structure
contained within the instruments was that it assisted them in developing clear seMce
parameten for clients. This effect could be accentuated with a database redesign and

M e r increase the instruments' reliability.
If an integrated database were created, it would be possible to have multiple
agencies store research data in a central data warehouse location. This design would
allow for this study's replication using the companson of multiple agencies withn
similar seMce types or the companson of similar intervention meams used in different
service types.

.

in the current sîudy, more than 1 year of data collection resulted in very smdl
samples for some program types. A multi-agency database redesign would allow for
larger samples to accumulate over time and allow for more acceptable sample sizes in

data analyses. The development of a multi-agency data warehouse may also allow for
longitudinal data collection of clients' intervention as they accessed various services

through a continuum of services. In this way, research on the effectiveness of a
continuum of particular services could occur.
Administrative and Business Impact Evaluations
Evidence for various types of reliability and validity was not created for the
ratings contained within the administrative and business impact surveys. Consequently, a
logcal research task associated with these instruments would be to conduct reliability
and validity trials. This would help to determine the stability of the ratings over time and

arnong raten. Such trials could also provide greater detail regardmg the underlying

constnicts o f the instruments.
The curent study did not find any effects related to the presentation of program

evaluation information. The research design could be altered to re-examine the potential
impact of program evaluation information on administrative and business-related
concepts. For example, multiple sets of evaluation scenarios could be created and
presented to experimental and control groups. Each scenario could contain polarized or
mixed conclusions of program effectiveness that could result fiom fictional data
analyses. These scenarios could be presented to experimental groups and responses to the
survey instruments could be compared with responses of subjects who are presented wi?h
a control scenario. This experimental design would be an improvement over the curent
design, which did not control for the type of program evaluation that was presented to the
experîmental group. This design wouid also reduce the probability that the program
evaluation sirnply reinforces subjects beliefs about the agency.
Program evaluation information has been noted to be supportive of human service
contracting. However, it is possible that other types of information or organizational

activities have a greater supportive impact on human service contracting. In the place of
program evaluation information, advertisements, client testimonials, stakeholder reports,
positivehegative media attention, or howledge about senices' pariicular treatment
models couid be used as independent variables in a replicated version of this snidy.
Varying the content of the independent variable in this study could help to determine
which variables are more or less supportive for hurnan seMce businesses.
It is also possible that it is not the presentation of information that is a variable
that determines the allocation of resources for human seMce organizations. For example,
Deming (1989, 1993) suggests that the development of partnerships with stakeholders is
paramount to ensure that stakeholder perceptions and requests of seMces are
acknowledged and satisfied. Perhaps, a bener research question might have been, '20
what degree does development of strong relationships with stakeholders impact their
expectations regardmg business practice and products?"

The administrative and business impact portion of the shidy was intended to act

as a methodology mode1 to produce statistical data for the stimulus of the redesign and
re-allocation of program resources. However, the research design did not follow-up with
stakeholders to detexmine the degree to which evaluation information impacted the
contracting of and reallocation of program services. Another research development could
be to use program evaluation as an independent variable to detemine differential

contracting of program services. Such a design would likely need to be based on fictional
agencies. The ethical implications of having actual program contracton fund or not fund

agencies based upon differential sets of program evaluation information would likely be
difficult to overcorne.

Implications
A major achievement of this study was to create program evaluation instruments

integrated into case management procedures for counsellors. This has been a suggestion

fiom some writers who view the integration of research into intervention practice as
being rarely achieved (Blythe, 1990; Grack, 1997). Program evaluation is ofien seen as
an add-on to service delivery at the end of a period of intervention. In addition, Posavac
& Carey (1 989) note that it is no longer assurned that well-meaning individuals or groups

who institute health, education, training, rehabilitation, or other services actually help
people. niis study detennined that it was possible to integrate research into practice
which, in tum, led to the detemination of the degree to which an agency actually helped
people. Thus, researchen and practitioners might be required to change their mind sets
regarding evaluation, fiom viewing evaluation as an "add-on after services'' to viewing
evaluation as a necessary "add-in" to the design of ongoing s e ~ c delivery
e
procedures.
Some writers have also suggested that the use of integrative models may require a
broadening definition of acceptable outcornes and measures (Helmstetter et al., 1994;
Rainer, 1996). This study was able to produce research finduigs ushg integrated
instruments associated with evidence for acceptable psychometric properties. Thus, these
writen may be correct in their assertions that measures may need to change, but this

study also demonstrated that integrated instruments rnay retain the sound psychometric
properties that more traditionaily based rneasures possess.
Now that a means to rnonitor program effectiveness in a detailed fashion exists,

regular feedback to human seMce professionals may occur based on empirical analyses.
Service delivery iterations may occur and information disseminated at set intervals, such

as through quarterly reporting, whch utilize program evaluation analyses to act as a tooi
to evaluate the effectiveness of an organization's services whiie the service operates its

business procedures. This information can be fed back to professionals so that they may
make decisions regarding the best practices withm their local situations and design their
services to better meet clients needs. The information can also be used to determine those
practices and services that do not meet client needs. In these cases, professionals may

ihen decide how to change, discontinue, or redesip services to be more accountable to

clients.
A major finding of this study was that six traditional types of service for children

did not appear to have an impact on client issues. One point, which should be
accentuated, was that no client in this study could have been with the agency for more

than a 15 month penod. In fact, programs used for this study had mandated s e ~ c e
durations from 3 days to 12 weeks. It is possible that short-term treatrnent services for
serious client issues do not work. This study did not control for client development.
Consequently, the client learning and goal attainment that was identified with the study's
programs may have been due to client development. If this is the case, then no outcornes

or impacts outlined in ths study were due to program interventions. In fact, in some
cases, the study found client issue severity to have increased by the time of discharge.

Thus, the utility of short-terni seMces for children may be questionable. It may be that
seMces that provide long-term service have the potential to create client impact.
However, because no long-terni services were investigated in this study, this remains an

hypothesiS.

Some findmgs in this snidy determined that some groups of clients in some
prograrns (for example, females in treatment foster care) did not achieve acceptable
leveis of impact or outcomes whereas other programs and client groups did (for example,
females in farnily-based treatment appeared to have reduced levels of severity and
increased ratings of goal atiainment by discharge). This may suggest that the service
procedures in some programs rnay need to change to beîter accommodate client needs
and better help to achieve client learning goals. A conclusion might be made that females

are better served by family-based seMces compared to treatment foster care. However,
this staternent does not take into account the strategies used in each parhcular program
for females. Thus, rather than "take the leap of faith to move females fiom treatment
foster care to family-based seMces, a more detailed exarnination of the data may need to
occur to assess the differential impact of various processes used in the two senices. It is
possible that children in treatment foster care who have counsellors and parents who use
the sarne processes which counsellon and parents use in family-based service, may

achieve similar impact and output levels. Consequently, the research within the various
types of programs may need to be considerably more detailed than what was provided for
this mdy.

Some writers suggest that the focus of outcome research should be on particuiar
sets of community developed outcomes (Schorr, 1994; Young et al., 1994). This
approach is not always accompanied by suggestions for how such outcomes can be
achieved, nor what particula. sets of client leaming goals best encourage the achievement

of which sets of community outcomes. It is also not known to w b t degree community
sets of outcomes address client needs and issues. A reorientation of outcome research

toward intervention saearns would give much greater detail about how particular sets of
client and community outputs are best acheved and to what degree such achievement
addresses client needs. This type of program evaluation is ofien described by writen as

ideal, yet these sarne writen do not direct researchers toward comprehensive tools to
achieve this ideal. With the "'black box" now open, research in human services can move
beyond the conceptualization of treatment within discrete and unrelated evaluation
componems. This methodology, with enough data collection over time, provides a means
to monitor and evaluate multiple evaluation components concurrently with relative ease
and acceptable levels of psychometric ment.

The study also embedded service delivery concepts into a business paradigm.
Business concepts are rnost often associated with the purchase of products. Kemier and
Martin (1993) suggest that the purchase of seMces can be done with performance-based

contracting where funding becomes tied to the achievement of specific service outputs.

This approach may be overly simplistic and does not acknowledge the context in which
needs anse, the condition under which senices must operate, or the resources available
to services. Using

the intervention stream concept fiom this dissertation, it may possible

to create perfomance based contracting based on different criteria. For example,
contracting could be based upon the best possible impacts using specific sets of clientbased leaming goals assisted by specific sets of available counsellor strategies.
Intervention Stream contracting, based on empirically-based evaluation, such as this study
provided, would better acknowledge the diverse contexts in which clients and agencies
must exist.

Although few effects regarding the administrative and business impact portions of
the study occurred, the lack of effects may have some implication. It has been suggested

that program evaluation information potentially acts as powerful information to support

program viability (Cummings, 1992). This study did not find that program evduation
presentation increased stakeholder feelings to invest more in agency seMces and
components. In fact, some limited evidence suggested that the opposite effect may have
occurred. In any case, it is entirely possible that other factors have a greater impact on
stakeholders' intentions to invest in hurnan services. For example, strong relationships
with stakeholders or intense marketing efforts to create stakeholder partnerships may be a
better predictor that agencies receive needed levels of funding, rather than the simple

presentation of evaluation information. However, it is also possible that positivelyoriented evaluation information may need to be a part of a larger marketing campaign
that includes repeated presentation of various types of information over extended periods

of time. Such carnpaigns may become quite common arnong human service organizations
with the advent of performance-based contracting. Thus, research in this area rnay prove

to be extremely valuable.
Program evaluation must have agency staff buy-in and involvement to ensure that

evaluation technology is used (Pfeiffer & Shott, 1996). The instruments developed for

this study have been adopted as part of accepted program practice at the test site. Thus,
this study was "bought" before it actually ended. Che of the reasons for this may have
been that a great deal of attention was given to collaboratively involving agency staff in

the evaluation instrument design. The first eight months of this shidy were spent creating

staff investment, incorporating staff suggestions into instrument design, and embedding

the instruments into accepted case management procedures. It is entirely possible that
collaborative design methodologes have greater potential for the integation of research
and practice. This study provided one mode1 for how the promise of research and

practice can be achieved. The "buy-in" fiom the test site is perhaps evidence that
program evaluation in itself is not necessarily a supportive practice, but that collaboration
and partnerships are more supportive.

The embedding of service deliveiy into a business paradigrn inevitably raises

ethical concems regarding the balance among self, corporate, and public interest (Wilson
& Pelletier, 1997). The original motivation for including business concepts into a human

service delivery framework had an ethical basis. Far too often, the pursuit of corporate
and self-interest occurs under the feigned veil of the clients' best interest. The embedding

of human services into business practice as standard human seMce practice may help to
force professionals and researchers to identiQ occasions when they are pursiiing
corporate interests (administrative and business activities) versus other activities
designed to pursue public interests (research and senice delivery activities). When
business components are clearly defined (such as business planning, investing,

marketing, partnering, and supervising) clear distinctions cm be identified among
business, administrative, and service delivery activities. If business components are
shunned or ignored as components of human senices, then individuals rnay misrepresent
business and corporate practice as hurnan seMce practice for public interest. This
situation is potentially dangerous. Opening up huma. services to the criticai examination

of its components as a business operation rnay assist the public to determine when human

senice professionals are acting on behalf of corporate or self-interest versus the publics
best interest.
The incorporation of business components within human service delivexy has
other implications. The accepted model for counsellors and psychologists is based upon a
research-practitioner model (Dobson & King, 1995; Steenbarger, Smith, & Budman,
1996). The introduction of business elements into this model may eventually result in

calls for new models of professional identity and training.For example, a triad model of
research, practice, and business rnay need to be developed It is possible that in applied
practice settings, h s triad already operates, but that in training and counsellor education
settings, models have not kept pace. This study rnay have simply provided evidence that
research within such a tnad is possible and that a model can be developed where the
three components can coexist.
Conclusion
This study evaluated a large human service agency using multidimensional
program evaluation instruments based on a model which embedded service delivery and
evaluation into a business paradigrn. The results indicated that test site short-tenn
seMces did not impact client issues, but that some outcomes related to client learning

goals were achieved. Client impact and outputs appeared to be slightly better for males
than they did when compared to fernales, although differential results for gender
occurred in various programs. Some programs aiso achieved better outcomes than others.
Treatrnent process fidelity at the agency was low, but it appeared that programs with the
highest degrees of process fidelity also achieved the highest levels of client output and
impact.

Evaluation information did not appear to influence the perception of stakeholden
with respect to various business and administrative components. It is possible that factors

other than the presentation of evaluation information effect administrative and business
concepts more. However, evaluation technology developed for h s study appeared to be
rated as more helpful over time as counsellors gained expenence with using the
insîruments, In addition, stakeholders were less inclined to want to invest in service
delivery technology over time. It is possible that this finding was attributable to the
construction of the survey or to poor subject response rates over time.
The collaboratively created instruments used in this study indicated that the

integrated research designs using case management and evaluation instruments
simultaneoosly are possible. Such integrated technology can be created to have
acceptable levels of psychometric properties. In addition, embedding evaluation and
service delivery practices into a business and administrative framework did produce the
foundation for highly useN applied research. It is possible that future research using
such technology within a business model will be able to provide continuous feedback to
practitioners regarding the effectiveness of multiple service delivery cornponents. It may
be reasonable to conclude that this model and the accompanying instmments have
considerable research value and applied importance. In fact, others may be motivated to

use this model to initiate new research in the area of human services.
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Appendix A: Leaer of Consent for use of Agency Name and Forms in the Dissertation

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
ThW lata is to confinn that William Ropa Hull Child and Family Services (Hull) has gr~ntcdKelly
Ernst pamissionro use âata coiiected within Hull's programs for the anaiyses associatcd with his
dissertation mdy. He may rlso use the Agency ad program names withh the body of his
dissertation and he may copy Hull's case management forms into the dirsertation's appendices.
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Appendix B:Lisu of Needs and Issues, Leaming Goals, and Tasks and Strategies

out of Caltrol

Vioknt a Pùpir9lhr Abusive

A03

Self-Hami Risk

A04

Suicl& Risk

A05

SuinAalI~katiœ~

A06

L

1

FAMILY ISSUES

1

Sumivar of Verbal Abuse

Gang Invohancnt

A16

Weapcias Usc

A17

1 BI0

CIO

Multiple Plawnctus

Figure B 1. List of Client Needs and Issues

BI8

SERVICE GOALS MENU

Fieure B2. List of Client Leanllng Goals

Fimire B3. List of Couasellor Tasks and Strategies

Appendix C: Ratings Scales
Non-Placement Issue Ratinra: (Requires no SeMce)
+O = At al1 times, this is NotNo longer a service issue, requires no attention
+ 1 = Most of the time, t h s is NotMo longer a service issues, requires no attention but has
the potential to be an issue in the future
Placement Issue Ra*:
(Requires SeMce)
+2 = A Minor service issue which requires monitoring and occasional attention
+3 = A Major service issue which, most of the time requires attention
+4 = A Priority seMce issue which always requires immediate and intense attention
F i w e C 1. Issue Severity Rating Scale
-

.

-

-

.

..

.

Reauires No Attention: (Not on the Service Plan)
+2 = At al1 times, this is Nome longer a service goal, requim no attention
+ 1 = Most of the time, this is Not/No longer a seMce goal, requires no attention but has
the potential to be an goal in the fiiture
Reauires Attention: (Onthe Service Plan)
O = A Minor service goal which monitoring and occasional attention
-1 = A Major seMce goal which, most of the time requires attention
-2 = A Priority service goal which requires irnmediate and intense attention
Fiaire C2. Goal Atrainrnent Rating Scale

Demonstrated Learning
+3 = Demonstrated Substantial learning in this area
+2 = Demonstrated Moderate learning in this area
+1 = Demonstrated Minimal leaming in this area
Demonstrated No Leaminq
O = Demonstrated No leaming in this area
- 1 = Demonstrated a deterioration in this area

Fime C3. Client Learning Rating Scale

Progress Occurred
+3 = Met more than the expected progress indicators
-3 = Met al1 progress indicators
+ 1 = Met some progress indicators
No Promess Occurred
O = No progress, did not meet any of the progress indicators
-1 = No progress and now more progress is required than stated with the original progress
indicators
F i w e C1.Progress Evidence Rating Scale

-

p

p

p

p

p

Not Used
1 = Task or stmtegy was initidly written into the senice plan, but was not used as
part of the senice plan
Used
2 = A Task or Strategy that was only used infYequently when implementing ths
part of the s e ~ c plan
e
3 = A Task or Strategy that was used often when implementing this part of the
senice plan
4 = A Task or Strategy that was used throughout implementation of this part of
the seMce plan
p
p
p
p

-

Fime C5. Frequency of Task and Strategies Rating Scale

Nor Effective Activities:
O = Not Effective

Effective Activities:
1 = had Slight Effectiveness
2 = had Good Efféctiveness
3 = had Clearly Superior Effectiveness over other activities
Fi-are C6.Effectiveness of Task and Strategies Rating Scale

Rating procedure.
i First, choose a Client Need o r Issue, a Client Learning Goal, or a Counsellor
Tasks o r Strategy (which ever is appropriate) from the 'menu" list whicb is
relevant to this particulsr case and wrïte each item in the appropriate box. Write
its accompaoying code beside each item.
i Next, decide wbich underlined category of the s c d e is relevant for the particular
client issue, client goal, or couiisellor task and strategy.
i Then decide whicb item of the scale, under the underüaed category, is relevant
for the particular client issue, client goal, or counsellor task and strategy.
i FiaaUy, once these two decisions have beeo reached, choose by "cbecking" the
rating for each relevant menu/list item in the appropriate rating box.
Fiwe C7.Instnictions for Rating Scales

Appendvt D:Client Needs and Issues Assessrnent
N01)-Rkanmz Issue Ratings: (Senicc Noî kqumd)
O = At An T iThis 1s Not 1 No longer a Service Issw. mpmcs no atfaiuon
1 = Most oftheI"ime,IhisisNot/NoloogcraSvviœIssuc~noanintimnow, krtbtbcpoanaaitokauissucmkfiaurr
Plcrasnair Isue Rmings: (SQvlœFhqlMai)
rcqtms d r o r m g and for d o p a l attent~cm
2 = A Minor Senice Issue
3 = A Major Srvice Issue wiuch Most of tbe Tirnie, r e . attcnpcm
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p a m to the client using the a b v e scale
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Appendix E: Admssionhtake Package
Wilihm Roper Hull Chiid and Fa*

Person Completing Form:

Servires

H d I.D. #

Date Completed:
II

I

loffice use onlv)

I

Plcase cornpkte ALL sections of tbiP form. infoimition providcd k r e wül a p p u on the
CLIENT FACE SEEET. If a section is not a ~ n h b or
k unlmown thcn please mdicaâe as such

A. CLIENT DATA

(Cirdefirsr and lasr name client wrshes ro use)

I

I

I

I

03
J

I

I

t

1

I

1

M

!

I

I

I

I

!

I

1

IY IN 1

1

B. HULL PROGRAM NAME
01

I

I Y IN I

I

(Cide qpphcable CO& d e r )

coaage#ilil #2u2

1

IF

1

[M [F

U

C. EIüLL PROGRAM STAFF

Family TIiefapist

Keyworka:

Foster Parents:

E. DISCHARGE PLACEMENT KNOWN AT TIME OF ADMISSION? (arcle one) YES=l N O 4
(Secure Treannenr oniy)

SPECIFY:

F. PRE-INTAKE INVOLVEMENTBERVICG? (exciuding inpines) - mrcie one) YES = 1 NO = O

G. CHILD WELFARE INFORMATION
PFimny Child Wdf;pre WorkerlClicnt Service Coodinaîor.

Dimict~ce:
Admithg C.W.Worker
(if applicuble)

Phone:

Eligibk:(czrcie one) YES = I NO = O

1 Delegation of Powers and M e s to the Child Carrgiver 1

Young offender

Treatment Release
Tempora~yAbsence

(ANCIAL RESPONSISIUTY:
AASC.Fo Additional Fees and Financial Considerations
Clothing
Medication

Circlc bclaw ah if: FEE FOR SERVICE

K. CL-NT

CBILD WELFARE: STATUS (Cide applicuble c
YES NO

1s this client an Emergtncy Placement? (mrde one)

d mmber)

M. YOUNG OFFENDER INFORMAnION

N. CHARGES UNDER YOUNG OFFENDERS ACT

1 15

1 Not Awlicable

1

Probation Officer:

Phone:

Legal Counsel:

Phone:

0.FAMlLYINFORMATION

Listnanisofainaitfam.raodsigni6cantatbasasywishthmtoappmroo

the FACE SHEET.Indicate haha ha pasan is naad, s t q , fosta, (etc.) parrat to the d i a . Note my s p d instnictioas or phme
nirmbas. Indicatcwhicbof the
is tbt cLicnt's twial rcacbœ officamprrs. ifaly.
eckmark rfclient's usual midence o f c a m p )
Mother 1 Mother F
(arcle one)

Name:

Phone

Adches:

P b e (W) :

Name:

Phone (H):

Address:

Phone (Hi) :

Name:

Phone (H):

Address:

Phone (W):

Postal Code:

DiStridCommimity:

:

Name:

Phone (H) :

Address:

Phone (W) :

Postal Code:

~ct/Co1111~.Mity:

'*oiher cùüd(ren)m o t Refemd Coma)
Who Live in the Client's Home

AB-

Ccaatr

srrriiia

mldly

*l

-4

1

ai.)

* Otber Adule in The Client's Home:
NAME

AGE

GENDER
( ~ i i d r ~

*ReiationsiiipStanis of Primary Ca&er(s)

farde one):

P. *PRWRA~M INFORMATION- FAMLY
Has tbis M

RELATIO1VSLILPTO

a m

m m m s

y received services fkom Family Initiatives before? (circlo omj Yes NO

Q.*REASONS FOR PLACEMENT:- (ForALL Rogr;mis)(Conq>lete for each referred client)
cllildh'oung Adult:
Data Source (circle any that apply)

Are there any con-

0

regardmg violence? ~ e s

- - -

NO

O

ifyes, specify:
NePla4cnraii Issue M g s : (Naobi t
k Service Plan)
O = A t W T i This is Not/No longera ScrviccIssue,requrrcsnoaaaitioa
1 =Most oftbeTuat,ThisisNot/NolonguaScrviœIssuc,~noBnmriaanow.~h=~parcirtiai1~~m-m~frnurr
kaamnt Issue Rriaings: (On t
hSaMcc Plan)
2=AMZnorScrviccIssut~h&rcquirrsmariitoringaDd/ar&dattEnti0~1
3 =AM.jorfiahwhic4Mostoft&Time.rcqurresaaairion
4 =A Rio* Scrvicc IaPew h i 4 Aiways, n q ~ c Is d t e and Intlnsc ~ U ~ O D
Plcast &m.@
d y thOSe issues whch pataui to
the clicln usÎng thc above scale

Plcasel~~tboseissuesm.tn&patauito
the clicnt using the above sale

I

LlFE I M P A a ISSUES

T

'

m

FAMILY / PARENTAL ISSUES

iChcckManDadmborh;thnratca~ctpcr

~

1

~

c

1

o

1

t

II

Mental Illncss

d

CO4
CO5

c

I

78Ptabody Pichuc
vocabulan.Test
1

i

S. RESTDENTIAL PLACEMENT EUSTORY Child/~cnmgA&

W r k w k r e the Eiiau most r#;enttv nmkd rmvioush.. Thts mi& k thc famth. banie, a grcup home, foster home, etc.

b!!

T. *PROJECTED PLACEMENT: Whai placement would have been (or is being) utiliza
an a~teraativeto m-home m e n t ?

(Vse codes ab-):

( F w Initiarives ody)

ChildfYoungAdult:
per child - H d t h Care Number:
Hai. C010ur:
Eye CO~OLK:
Height:
cm Weight:
Bill to:
Huli Contact Person:
Current Physician:

Province:
Glasses Rescribed: (arcle one) YES NO
kg

Phone:

Address:

Postal Code:
Phone:
Other Relevant Physicians/SpccialistP/Psychianisîs/C~unipdln~~~~pists:
Name:
Type:
Start Date:
Address:
Postai Code:
Phone:
Name:
Type:
Start Date:
P o d Code:
Phone:
Estimaad?

Compkt
e Esam:

M

D Y

Chdeone
Ycs

No

Dental

Ycs

Na

Ei

Yes

No

Medical

-

-

~oortcrhb

- - --

- -

Datt
M D

-

-

-

- -

DaY

-

Ë&mated?

Ckk On= Ycs/N0

hr~ie~rnm'~ubc~a

Y~

so

Tdarnrs/Dipthcna

Yes

No

FidirnScbrdiikdAppombDenb
Date

MDY
-

Doctar
Rawn:
Doaor

Trr;rtia

Pb:
Location:

Phone:

Reasan:

Doctor

L4xatlrin-

REasm:

Doctor:
R#rscla:

Lnratian:

1 Pkmc:

Medical Conditions:
1. Circle nurnbers of ail that m l v for which this child has received attention, either previously or currently.
2. Checlcmark current conditions.

MEDICATIONS AND DOSAGES: fanach separare sheer f m r e thanfiw)
Medication ID Number @IN):
Medicdon Name:
M e d i d o n Dosage:
Dosage Instnictions:
Medication ID Number (DDT):
Medication Name:
Medication Dosage:
-

1 Date p r e s c n i ( M y ) :

1

To be supervisecl by:
ResnibmgPhysician:
I

1 Date p r e s c n i ( d d i y ) :

1

1 To k aipnised by:
1 Rescnig Phyouan:
I

l

Dosage Instructions:

Medication ID Mmiber @IN):
; Medication Name:
Medication Dosage:

Date p r e s c r i i

(dw):

I

1
1

I
Y

l

To be supervised by:

'

Prescnbing Physician:

I Dosage Instnictions:
'

1

Medication ID Number @IN):
Medication Name:
Medication Dosage:

Date prescribed (m/d/y):
To be super& by:

1 Rescriig PhysiQan:

1

1 Date prescn'bed (mldy):

1

1

Dosage instructions:

1 Medication

Number 0:
Medication Name:

Medication Dosage:
Dosage Instructions:

Il

To be supervisedby:
Rescribing Physician:

EMERGENCY MEDICAL PROCEDURES: mdt sepute ~ k ifmore
r han hvb)
1. For what:
Date procedure implemerrted:
Procedure p r e s c n i byProcedure: :
2.For what: :
Date procedure irnplemented:
Procedure prescrï'bed by:
frocedure: :

I

V. *MENTALBEAtTH ISSUES @SM-IV C o a f m d Dirgnoscs;

c k k di?&aqp&))

W.

SCHOOL INFORMATION (Complete per child)

Cment School:

Grade or Program:

Teacha/Contaci:
Phone:

Pieuse conplete the rest of th& schmi section only @ M d rS a#endFng H d l ScDate of Entry in Scbool:

1s this a Re-Enîry: (clrcle one) YES NO

C.B.E. ID Number:
1s this student eiigible for Catholic School Board Fun-?

(crrcie one)

YES NO

Last School Attended:

ChilcVTeacher Ratio:
School District:
hst

Grade Level :

TF

ProMnce:
fcircle one and tndicare gruak ifapplicable):

Reading Level:

Previous School Interventionsand Commeats:

Math Level:

X Assessrnent Information

Y. SERVICE PLAN:

Rojected Completion Date:

Rojected Review Date:

Z. *A.A.S.C.F. CIJENT CONSENTS AND ADVISORY PROCEDURES:

) INSTRUCTIONS: Initial each procedure w hen completed

NOTES

(Initiais)

I

A p p d F:~Client
~ Lemmg Goal F

m
anc cc G ~ MJ-)

Semce Goal: (Use a separate page for eaeh service -1)

D i

,c

List Tasks and Straîqgics, then rate as:
J

UdOQi

Ur

U d

Appgdhx G:Client Savice Plan Package

Initial Client Service Plan
H.O.M.E.S., 1997

nniiamlbpm Hull
Chiid and Fanilysanieir

1 Name:
Program:
1 Birthdate:
1 Admission Date:

i

1

1 Current Social Worker 1

1

Client Service Coordinator:
District OBceIAgency:

1 Dated Re~ortDocumentation:

1

m : - d : ~ : 19-

Author Of Report:
Does the above person(s) attend Hull S c h d

Check one: Yes C3

No 0

Semce Gd:(Use a separate page for eacb service g d ) ( d m SCMUcori Menu)

Standardized Tests Compieted Since Admission
m/eare lzsr roral smre and p e m n n k where appf,c~ble/
(prfhild)

Cbild
Nunt

NameofTest

Date
Complcted
(MD.Y)

Test Score h f i k

Pkasc aitcr the smt p d i c md tbe name of
eachpronLsme.~mort~ifI#pmad)

NatPirilFamily S
I

m and Rcsourrcs

From the Menus, or odia infomiatio~please list those issues that m q potentially becorne sefice

DffchargeITransitioo Pian
GWs)
1.

2.

Strategies or Tmks

Completion

Date

Signature Sheet

Reporting Period
(3 month max. duration)
(1 rnonth - Secure Treatment)

from

,19-
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I have k e n fuUy informed of, participated in, and agree to the tems,
conditions and service goals of this Service Plan:

Appendix H:Progress Review Fonns

Service Goal: ( d e r to S e ~ c Gool
e
Menu if aot arted)
Create one box per Service G d
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Describe the progress indicators or strength development areas on the orignal service plan:

Descnbe Obsewed progress to date and the Sîrengths Created in this area:

Describe ndditional learning required, plan for this goal are& or indicators of success
and sûength for the next reporting penod:

TASKS AND STFWTEGIES (Please complete per semce goal)
Part 1: Please Rate the Tasks & Strategies which were part of the overall service plan during this
reporting period, or since intake:
1-

Was nUtially written into the service plas but was not usai as a patt of the SCMCe Plan.

For thme matepies t h remaiinedorwt ofthe &ce plon Rare the m k or mmem as:
2-A Task or Strategy that was o n e used infrtquently when implememing this part of the service
plan.
3-ATask or Strategy that was used often when implementing this part of the service plan.
4-A Task or Strategy that was uscd tbroughout implementation of this part ofthe seMce plan.
Part II: For tûose Tasks and Stmtcgies that wew part of service, please rate the effectiveness of the
tasks and strategies in the overaii service plan

0

-

were Not E f f ' c .

E f i c f mActivitieg
2
had Slight Effcctivt~less.
3had Good Effcctiveness.
had Ckady SupMor Effécfjvenes o v a other acrivities.
4

-

Circle one nurnber on
both sides of the dark
centre lùle

Additional Tasb and Stazegies
UScddrtririgthisReponnrg
Pericd, but not b e d in intial
Service Plan or at Previous
Reporthg Period

MITW.LY

iN

INCLUDEDIN
SERMCE PLAN

mm

axk

2

3 1

4

Placement Issues at Intake or Previous Reporting Period
(Rate each issue as: )
Client:
Non-Placentent Ihue Ratings: (Requires No Service)
O =At Ail Times, Thisis Not / No longer a Service Issue, reqwxes no mention
1 =Most of the T i This is Not / No longer a Service Issue, reqirires no attention now, but
has the poteutid to be an issue in the fidure
?Yàcement Isirue Ralings: (RequuesSemice)
2 =A Mmor Service Issue which requires monitoring and /or occasionai attention
3 =A Major S e M c e Issuewhich, Most of the Tic, requires attention
4 =A Priority Service Issue which, Aiways, requires 1mmrd;ate and Intense attention
The following placemat issues wae listed as
related to the service issues in the following
sections.Please rate the safety and Me impact
issues accordhg to the above scale.

Appendix 1: Client Rogress Package

Client Progress Package
and New Sewice Goals
HmOoMoEmSo, 1997

r

Name:
Program:
Birthdate:
Admission Date:

1 Current Social Worker 1

1

Client Service Coordinator:
1 District OfficdAgency:
Reporting Period:
Date of Report Documentation:
Next Service Period:

1
tmm: m:-d:~:
m : d : j : 19-

19-t:

@ate of hplementaticm)
@ate of Review)
m : - d : ~ : 19€mm: m : - d : ~ : 1 9 t o :

ut:-d:~: 19(Date of Implernentation)
(Date of Review)

Author of Report:
Does the above peoon(s) atâend Hull School Check one: Yes O No O
Please complete the following f o m for each client that leaves yorn program or at Rogress
Report t h e s . Retum the origuials to the main file and a copy will be returned for your
workhg file. Another copy wdl be forwarded to the Information Systems by the secretaries.

Progress Review
Program Description: (to be inseried)
Confidentiaüty Statement: (to be inserted)
General Observations/ClinicaIFormulations:

Service Goais and Piognss for this reporting period:

Client

Service Goal: (refer to Se*

G a i 1 Menu if not listed)

Create one box per Service Goal
P

1 C&

Describe additional Learning required, plan for this goal area, or indicators of success
and strength for the next reporting p e n d :

TASKS AND STRATEGIES (Please eomplete per semce goal)
Part 1: PlRate the Tasks & Strategies which were pm of the overall &ce
reporthg period, or Snce intake:
1

-

plan during this

Was initiaiiy written imo the service plan, but wrs not used as a put o f the Semice P h .

of rhe semice
Rare rhe &zskor saatem as:
For t h straemes lhor r e m d a
2-A Task or Strategy that was o d y used infrquently when implementing this part of the service
plan.
;-A Task or Strategy that was used often when implementing this part of the service plan.
4-A Task or Strategy that w u uscd tbroughout implementation of this part ofthe service plan.

Part II: For tbme TasCa and Stratcgics thrt wcrc put of service, pltasks and strategies in the overall service plan
Not EffectiwActMties:
O
were Not Effcctjvc.

-

EffecnveActivities:
2
had Sligbt Effcctivencls.
3had Good Effectivenus.
4had Ckarly Supcrior Eff'cctiveness over d a activities.

-

rate the &&veness

ofthe

Placement Issues at Intake or Previous Reporting Period
(Rate each issue as: )
Client:
Non-Placement Ime Rabirgs: (Requires No Service)
O =At An Times, This is ~ o/ NO
t longer a Service Issuc, requires no attention
1 =Most of the Tïe, This is Not / No longer a Service issue, requires no attention now,but
has the potential to be an issue in the future
Placement Issire Ratirrgs: (Reqiiires Service)
2 =A Mmor Service Issue which requires monitoring and /or occasionai attention
3 =A Major Service Issue which, M a t of the T i requires attention
4 =A Priority Service Issue which, Ahvays, rquires Immediate and Inîense mention
The foilowing placement issues w a e iisted as
related to the service issues m b e following
sections. Please rate the safkty and Me impact
issues accmding to the above scale.

Life Impact Issues at T i e of Make (Codes
m '
O

I

O

1
1

O

O

1

I

1

I

1

2

1

3
3

4
4

?

!

?

4

3

4

3
3
3

4
4

3

1

Fam@ issues at Tirnt of InQkc (Code C-)
O

O

1
1
1
1

O
O
O

Otber b u e s at T i c of Intaïce (Codes D-)

2
2
2
2

,

1

rn-m-s
No Isa
O
O
O

,

II3Pt
1
1
1

Miaor
.
2
2

2

Major

Riom

3
3
3

4
4
4

r

Semice Goak (Use a sepamte page for each scivice g d ) ( d m 0 ~aviec~dM-)

I

t

3 code

-1

Code

Trrsks and Strn-

List Tssks and Straîqies, then rate as:

(iristo T d c .adStrrtcgy Mena)

hbqrir

Ur

Olbi

ud

TLmrboii

Stand-

Tests Compteted Since Last Reporthg Period (Pleuse lm total score andpercennles where

applicable)(prduld)

Qiilcî

1 une of ~ e r t

I

260
9ptionai Srtbheodhgs: Pltase Use Separaie Pages to respond to (as necessary & use as maay pages as

Na-

F a d y Sbtngths and Rcsorirms

CultPral, Reiigioas, and Spiritriril StK!ngtb and R
-

--

Thuapist's Report (Psychoiogist, Social Workr, or Counsdlor)

S e a m Tirrimicnc Commmt on the n a d to continuewidi Securt Treaaaui~

Signature Sheet

Reporting Penod
(3 monîh max. duration)
(1 month - Secure Treatment)

from

,19- to

9

19

1 have k e n fulky informed of, participateci in, and agree to the terms,
conditions and service goals of this Service Plan:
P

1

1

Name

Signature

Rok

Date

Appendix J: Discharge Package

Client Discharge Package and
Discharge Progress Review
H.O.M.E.S., 1997

Name:
Program:
. Birthdate:
Admission Date:

q

Status:

,

Current Social Worker /
Client Service Coordinator:
District OnicdAgency:
ParentKusrdian:
Reporthg Period:

h m : m : - d : ~ : 19-t

Date of Report Documentation:
Darhuge Date'.

m : - d : ~ : 19(Date of Implementation)
@ateofDischarffe)
m: d: y: 19
m : - d : ~ : 19

Author of Report:
Does the above person(s) attend Euii School

Check one: Yes O

No 0

Insrmcbons:
Plcoqlete the foilowing fbm hr each client that leaves your program or at Rogress Report îimes. Retum
the originals to the main fle and a copy wiU be returned for your woricing fle. Another copy will be forwarded to
the Information Systems by the Secfecaries.

WIUlAM ROPER HULL CHILD AND € A m y SERVICES

DISCHARGE FORM
Name of Person Completing Fom:
H d LD. #

Date Completed:

(oflce use on&

NAME OF CLIENT:

BULL PROGRAM NAME
O1

1

(Circie appliccW cuué m m
C ~ O n c

Time of Discharge:

Treannenr OmY

AM / PM)
(arcle one)

PLACEMENT INFORMATION:

Discharge Placement Narne:
Discharge Placement Address:

Discharge Placement Postal Code:

Guardian Information:

*Guardianls
Name:
*Guardian's Address:
*Guardian'sPostal Code:

Guardian's Phone:

Child Weifsre Information:

*Child Welfare Worker

'D.O.:

*Phone:

*Child Welfare SupeMsor

'Team:

*Unit:

Government Jurisdiction

(Eircie applicable CC& mmber)

O1 Child 02 Adult (1 8 or older)

Age Status of Placement (arcle one!

SON FOR DISCBARGE

(arcle one)

ODE

DESCRLVIION OF REASON
-

-

-

I

-

.

-

(DES<=RIPIIONOF REASON

-

-

--

~hcsmmtCo~nplacd

12

Parents Refiise to Pamcipatt

Child T

13

ChildR&~~~~toPtxWtp&

icsai A u i h p Eqired a Tammated

14

ChildLRttRegm

h g - T m P ~ U I E X UOb-

15

OtatfiofChtid

~ P ~ O b r a m o d

16

~ofChild~StaBVCarcgmr

CarcgivaRcbnng

17

Orha:

d 18

i h d h t h m Fosta Fa*
A

b Wltbatt Leavc (AWOL)

Rcscpr Pi.i.L?mait M

S M .

k to Mœt Nebds of chid

*DISCHARGE PLANNING

I

1. Va). Favorable 2. Favorable
5. Vav UnEavorabIc
4. Unfhorable

d

3. N&
9. U-a

01

Known at time of admission

02

Planned during stay

03

Emergency(1ast minute placement)

04

Due to absence/AWOL

05

data is unavailable.

Favorabk nor Unfavorabk

Discharge Report and Progress Review
Program Description: (to be inserted)
Confidentiaiity Statement: (to be inserted)
General Obsemations/Clinical Formulations:

Service Goals end Progres for this reporthg period:

Client:

Service Goal: (refer to Service G d Menu if not listed)
Create one box per SeMce Goai

Desc-ribethe progress indicators or strength developrnent areas on the original service plan:

Describe Observed progress to &te and the Strengths Created in this area:

Describe additional learning required, plan for this goal area, or indicators of success
and strength for the next reporting period:

TASKS AND STRATEGIES (Please complete per semce goal)
Part I: Please Rate the Tasks & Strate@es which were part of the o v e d service plan during this
reporting period, or since intake:
Rate each m k d s a a i e g v t h was in the ~reviotlsservice p h n as:
Was iriitiaily written imu the service p h but was not used as a part o f the Service Plan.
12-A Task or Strategy that was on@ uscd infkqutntly when hnplementing this part of the senice

plan.
3-A Task or Strategy that was usai oftcn when implementing this part of the &ce plan.
4-A Task or Strategy that was uscd tbroughout impiementation of this part of the service plan.

Part II: For those Tasks and StratLgies Chat were par! of stwicq pltasks and stratesies m the overan sentice p h
Nol EffeccriveActivities:

0

-

were Not Effcetivc.

EffectiveAcriMties:
2
had Siigbt E f f ' e n e s s .
3
had Good EKhtness.
had ClSuperior Efféctivcn~o v a other activities.
4

-

rate the &éciiveness of the

Placement Issues nt Intake or Previous Reporting Period
(Rate each issue as: )
Client:

Non-PlacementImte Rohngs: (Requires No Service)
O = At Al1 Times, This is Not / No longer a Semce Issue, require!s no attention
1 = Most of the Tirne, This is Not / NO longer a Service ~ssue,requires no attention
now, but has the potentid to be an issue in the future
Placement Isace Rdngs: (Requires Senice)
2 = A -or
Service Issue which requires monitoring and /or occasionri attention
3 = A Major Service h u e wtiich, Most of the Time, requires attention
4 = A Priority Service b u e which, Always, requires humediate and Lntease

attention

The following placement issues were listed
as related to the service issues in the

,

Life Impact Issues at T h e of htake
MA

m

n \

I

1

O

1

-N
N o W

Isspt

O

1

FPmiiy Issues at T i e of IntaLe (CodesC-)
l

Other lrsuos at T h e of Iiitake (Codes D)
f

O

1

O

1

2
2

3
3

4

4

)

Semce Goal: (Use a seprate page for each service goal) (&to

~ a v ~~ocM
i-l)

List Tasks and Stratepies, then rate as:

1

Pmgress Evidence I Indicators of Strength Devehpment

Standardized Tests Completed Since Last Reporthg Period Pleuse Iisr rotal scort? and percenti les
where applicable)(pachil&

Chiid NrmeofTest
Nimt

Da&
T m Score Rofile
C~mpktcd ( P hanatbt saxe po& and the uame of
W. D.Y)
ach~san.uscmxicspiiccif~

Optionai Siibheadings: Please Use Separate Pages to respond to (as necessary & use as

Extemal Services (hduding: Other Agemcy Semees and Recreational Resources)

Medical Issues:

S~mmnryand Rcrommendations:(Inclde a sumniary of strengths and how these
will be built q n over the upcoming
reporting period)

1 Secure Treatmenk Comment on the need to continue witb Secure Treatmenk

Signature Sheet

Reporting Period
(fmonth max. duration)
(1 month - Secure Treatment)
from

,19-

to

9

19

I have been fuüy informed of, participated in, and agne to the terms,
conditions and service goals of this Service Plan:

Appendix K: Composite Client Profiles used for the Fùst Reliability Trial
INSTRUCTIONS:
1 . Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the intake and seMce plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the form.
3. Once yow form is complete you may then cead another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for t h s profile.

Joe

Joe has k e n diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hperactivity disorder and has
demonstrated sexually aberrant behavior including using objects and clothing for self
stimulation in public places. He has been very defiant of parental authority which may
be connected to the different parenting styles used by his parents. Joe's father has a
flexible, unobtnisive style with Joe, whereas Joe's mother focuses on disciplining and
maintaining firm expectations with Joe. This area creates confiict with Joe and the
parents have identified this as problematic. Fire setting is another issue for Joe. Joe
requires intense s u p e ~ s i o nto ensure that he does not hide matches or set objects on fire.
Joe's fire sening has been interpreted as a refiection of Joe's inability to cope with intense
feelings and tendency to rely on passive-aggressive behaviors to express them. Joe needs
to work on accepting advice from others, following instructions and acceptmg no on a
daily basis. He will argue or engage in a power stmggîe in response to limits or
consequences. An immediate focus is to help Joe appropriately express hs feelings,
verses utilizing passive-aggressive or verbally abuse behaviors. Additionally, he is
encouraged to ask for help in a calm and rational manner when necessary. This will be
dedt with on an as need basis.

Profile Code: A
Participants Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. R e d the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the aîtached test fom for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were
completing the intake and service plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form 1s complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for ths profile.

Tim
Tim is a youth with young adult (YOA) statu. Tim's behavior in the last three mon& at
school has been marked by fiequentiy running away and by aggression towards peers and
One issue that should be priontized over others are his recent attempts to harm hirnself Tim is
cmrently facing charges laid 1st nimmer for stealing a motorbike with hs brother. Tim Needs to
improve his ability to express feelings and to problem solve issues as they mise versus denying
issues and feehgs or resorting to aggressive behavior and running away. He needs to learn to ask
for help when feeling upset and in need of support. When he is fhsûaîed or having problems
accepting responsibility for his actions, T i needs to practice anga mmagwmt W s .
Approximaîely once per week, Tim feels particularly depressed and he has been attempting to
harm himself Because of the seriousiess of this issue, Tim wiiî need to leam to develop a plan of
action to protect himself fiom hami when he is feeling depressed.

Profile Code: B
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test fom for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the intake and service plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Karen
Karen was appreheuded at age 3 âom her mother for n e d m malnutrition and possible
physical and sexual abuse. She is a developmentdly delayed girl with limited insight into her
behavior. Karen exhibited a number of difficulties including sleeping problems, short attention
span and speech chelays. In June 1988, she was diagnosed as d e r i n g fiom ADHD ancl, since this
time, she bas remained on medication for this condition. Karen becornes very frustrateci when
peers do not lista to ber or accept her ideas. At these times, she will engage in retaiiatory
behaviors that require constant attention. Whai Karen is having difncuities responding to her
peers she will learn how to express concems &y
and work on staying calm during the problem
solving process. in addition, Karen needs to leam skills in room maintermace as she requires
fiequent prompting and regular room checks fiom staff membcn. in the past, the goal of personal
hygiene has beeo an issue as on several occasions naff have found collected urine botties,
balloons and plastic tubes and other objects that have appeared to have b m rubbed with feces.
Cunently, Kami no longer coilects objects nor muas feccs, so this goal is no longer on the
service plan but she should be monitored for any nich behavion.

Profile Code: C
Participant' s Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
cornpleting the intake and s e ~ c plan
e
for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test fom for h s profile.

Terry has been diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome. He has issues of inappropriate
s e 4 touching with small children that requires constant ongoing supervision. He has been
charged with sexuai assauit as a r d t of a sexual incident with his younger cousin. He also has
made s
d advances or abusive secomments towards aduits a few times in the past.
Aithougb in the past, Teny bas been found collecting his mother's undergarments (and when
confionted on this issue became very defensive and denieâ that he had wom these garments),
currentiy, no service goals are necessary for this issue. More recently, he is reportcd to have
become very anxioris and siUy when receiving sex ducation at schwl and his parents have
o b w e d a preference for wearing tight clothing such as spandex shorts and batbing suits. in the
past 3 months, Terry's instances of ninning away seem to correlate with sex e d u d o n classes at
school. Teny needs to l e m to express his feelings k l y and honestly. Accepting consequaces
is also a goal area. He will verbally agree and take responsibility and then immediately try to
ignore consequences and argue when "caiiedon" behavior. Terry wili aiso work through the 12
seps of healthy touching. The last three goals are need to be worked on intensely as Teny's
inappropriate touching rnay harm others.
Staff and Terry's tfierapist will help him to ask for help and monitor his thoughts through
a nightly "triggercheçkiistn. Staff should assist Terry to self-monitor his thoughts in a nightly
journal (trigger check) to help him honestly look back on hs day and retnember any thoughts that
ma).hme ben inappropriate. During, these times staffwill react to Teny's disclosures using
reflection of fteling, paraphrasing the content and actively lîstening to bis descriptions of his
thoughts. Open and honest sessions of jomalizing plus disclosures throughout the &y will be
praised every t h e to encourage his self control in this very sensitive area

Profile Code:D
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1 . Read the foliowing profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were

completing the intake and s e ~ c plan
e for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your form is complete you rnay then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.
Kim

Kim had a very insecure attachment to her naturai mother. Early experiences of
emotional neglect and multiple placements are believed to have contributecf to difficulties in
forniing positive relationships with caregivers. These experiences currently fuel behaviors wbich
provoke "psychologicaldistance"which serve to protea her fiom m e r loss or rejection.
Furthmore, Kim is dealing with the de& of an adolescent schoolmate who committed suicide.
This particdar youth was Kim's schoolmate. Kim's grief requires minimal attention now but she
should be given access to her counsellor when she requests this support. Recently Kim has
exhibited other problems including ninning away and threats of self'harm which stem from
separation issues with her family and arilciety of change in schools and piacement. Her tbreats of
self-harm should be taken seriously. Kim needs to develop a stronger sense ofherself by fostering
awareness ofher anxiety and messors through encouraging her to self-monitor her feelings,
thoughts and behaviors. Kim will also need to acquire a larger support network to assist with her
safety pian during &es of particuiarly intense anxiety. In addition, Kim wiil need to leam how to
express her feehgs to others rather than attempting to h m herself.

Profile Code: E
Participant's Code:

1. Read the following profile.

7. Fil1 out the attached test fonn for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the intake and service plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.
Craig

Altercations arise between Craig's mother and himself over simple matters such as Craig
not wearing a sweater in chilly weather; a power stniggle ensues and it o h results in threateaing
and abusive actions or destruction of propew. One occasion resulted in James king charged
with assauiting his Mom. Conflict between mother and child has led to physical sîruggles
between the two and they now require intense intervention in this area to prwent a family
s fine" but rnay later
breakdown. Craig initiaUy masks his feelings by verbally staéng ' ~ g are
t a n m . Craig's mothds has exhibited some strsuige behaviors and, compared to her children,
reports Iiirge discrepancies in accounts of day to day events. She has recently agreed to participate
in a psychiaîric assessment.
Craig has been working on expressing his emotions effectively and trying to deal with his
angry feelings in a more appropriate and positive way by developing an anger management plan in
order to keep himseIf and others d e . Every time he starts to fee1 angry or fiumated, he wiii ask
for time to calm hirnself, use this t h e to calm himself through self talk and deep breaths and then
report back to staff to deai with the issue. Craig needs to work on listenhg calmly to advice or
consequences fiom others and achowledging that he has undentood and then foilowing
thorough on the suggestions and accept consequences given to show he has taken them seriously.
Family interviews and home based observations will be used on a weekly basis to assess
family goals. The famiiy wiU participate in weekiy family therapy tbrough scheduled family
sessions. Each session will involve selected groupings of family mernbers. In-home counse11ors
will adopt a solution focused approacb., ernphasue areas of strength through a strength inventory,
and teach effective parenting or commu~cationstrategies during each da@ visit. Throuphout
these visits counsellors will facilitate open communication between family members, phpoint or
identiQ positive areas for growth, as well as, those requiring changes or adjustments.
Anger management techniques d be developed though weekly skilis practices to enmre
that Craig understands the appropriate response to his growing anger. Throughout the day he will
be given rewatds for foiiowing through with his anger plan and co~l~equcnces
for not using it.
Each t h e Craig has chosen not to use his anger pIan modified intensive teaching will be used to
obtain instructional control. A nightly checklist will be used with anger plan as a key area to
enable Craig to monitor and review his daily behavior.

Profile Code: F
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the atîached test fonn for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the intake and service plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile whle you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.
Cindy

'

Cindy is a young girl diagnosed with multiple mental illnesses. She makes jerking
movements that appear to be involunhiry and there is some speculation that she rnay have
Tourett's Syndrome. She also seems to "blank out" and will engage in o h behaviors such as
laughuig inappropnately, spitting, and slapping her legs. Although she is unable to navigate the
public transporzation system she fcels thar she is capable. 0&onally7 when Cindy is offered
rides rather than taking the bus, she wïU respond with a violent kicking outburst. She has created
welts on her mother's skin which required medical attention. When at home sbe consistently
chooses to withdraw to her room rather than participate in activities with h a peers. While in her
rmm she wüi occasionaily kick holes in walls, rip the wali paperi break her belongings, or tear her
clothes. These behaviors seem to occur with no apparent precipitating events. Cindy does not
understand the ciifference between healthy and unhealthy touching with her pers and will put
herself at risk by not setting limits with her peers.
Cindy will learn to follow instructions instead of acting out violently or passively through
destruction of objects in her room. When opportunities arise, she will start to create social
activities with her pers such as board games or walks instead of withdrawing to her room.
During these acnvities she will work on age appropriate skills rather than excessive giggling or
repeaîkg questions.Cindy's goals to set appropriate boudaries with her peers and leam healthy
touching are two very important goals that are of major importance for her safety.

Profile Code: G
Participant' s Code:

1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were
completing the intake and service plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your fom is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.
Jacobe
Jacobe was subjected to a great deal of c o d i c t between his natural mother and her exhusband, including martial disputes and occasional incidents of physical violence. ïhere are some
concerns about Jacobe's sexuaiïty. These concems arose fiom incidents of cutting pictures of
women with minimal c10thing out of magazines, and then cutting off their legs and mms. This
behavior seftns to result as a way of dealing with Jacobe's perception thaî women pose a threat to
him, especiaily his sexuality. The issue of stealing requires occasional attention as Jacobe has
stolen various objects and hoarded items found in the garbage or outside. Jacobe readily joins
and plans spontaneous peer activities but, at the same time he seeks out his peers, he also
interferes with their business or issues. As a r d & peer codicîs occurred fiequently and
çometimes escalated to the point where Jambe would make verbally threatening remarks in
retaliation. Jacobe goal areas include accepting advice, consequemes, or "no"fiom aduits. It
appears that he views feeciback fiom others as controi versus heip. A new goal, that is not
currently addressesi on his seMce plan, is to conduct weekly family meetings to assess
information about the f d y strengths and assist them in defining and formularing fiinire oriented
goals.

Profile Code:H
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test fom for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were
cornpleting the intake and service plan for the ciient in the profile. You rnay refer to
the profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.
Sonya
Sonya's guardian was unable and unwilling to protect her from sexual abuse. Her home
was very unstnictured and she and her sisters were required to be very independent. The state of
the home was very chaotic and each member of the famiiy seemed to fiinction independentiy.
Sonya fkequently will go to h a room and draw musual picnires containing exaggefated male and
fernale genitalia Some of the pictures depicted sexuai interaction, wtiile others appeared to
consist of poses or views from various angles. Staff shouid monitor this issue to look for any
indications of further developments. Every once in a while Sonya will set up her peers by
whispering insults, making faces, or staring at them when staff are not present. ,
n
e
.
she does not
take responsibility for her actions. Sonya will work on understanding what it means to take the
perspective of others and to respect her p e r s feelings. Although family ties are we& Sonya has
set a goal to mainain monthly contact with her mother by calling her once per month. Selfadvocacy has been identified as a future goal, but it will not mently be addressed on this semice
plan. Sonya has a new school placement which requires her to lem how to use the public transit
system; this will be placed on the semice plan, but it will be necessary only to respond to this goal
as needed.

Profile Code: I
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the fonns as if you were
completing the intake and seMce plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you cornplete the fom.
3. Once your form is cornplete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, cornplete a test form for this profile.

Penny is a youth with uumerous physicai health problems who experiences problems
remaining on task and cornplhg or foilowing through with instniction. in some instances, her
distractions appear to be an attempt to manipulate situations or to gain attention; although, such
manipulation is currently rarely problematic and she simply requires cues to end her attention
seeking. Penny is unable to conîrol her bladder during the night and needs to Wear a depends
undergarment Because she is unaware of the importance of hygiene and when her habits are not
closely monitored, bladder infections are a common result. She shows an extreme lack of
motivation to iive more independently and care for herself. Continuous concrete motivators çuch
as treats or special outing are needed for positive behavior. Penny has considerable difficulties
managing her tirne, organizing self-careroutines, and caring for her room without consistent help
fkom cangivers. At this time, these goals are the most important to her developmental needs. She
will also work on developing a weekiy meal planner and leam basic skills to cook her own nightly
meals, however, these goals wiU neeâ to be practiced only occasionaiiy over the next three
months. Occasionally Penny is siressed or unable to relax (sometimes this occurs just before bed).
At these rimes, she will leam to use relaxation techniques such as deep breathing exercises,
repeatmg positive self-thoughts, a d o r tensing and rel-g
her muscle groups. Relaxation
exercises will need to be practicts on a daily basis.

Rome Code: J
Participant's Code:

Practice Profile:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.

2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the intake and seMce plan for the client in the profile. You may refer to
the profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your f o n is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Gerry bas done extensive àamage to his parents home after receiving cunsequences and accepting
advice. Because of the potential serioumess of his actions this issue requins constant attention. He
has broken windows on numerous occasions,dirom chairs, and put holes in the wails. Aldiough he
still attends a public schooi, he has had problems m the pst academically. He has great diniahes
keeping up with the rest of the class and at Ieast once each week wüi respond to criticisn by l a s h g
out at oîhers through daneanhg or d e commaits. Beaux.he is a visible minority in his classoom,
his peers may mget th& respo~lsesto h m by using racial slurs. Once a note b a t was wrhten by a
classmaîe which was intef~ectedby the teacher and was found to be v q k a t e n h g and racia,üy
targeted Such incidents serve to infiimie Gerry and finther detenorate his seif-esteem. In addition, he
was once suspended for canying a hmting M e at school. When asked about the knifé, Gerry sta~ed
that this was used as a weapon to protect himself fkom his peers. This is the ody such incident but this
area should be watched. For Gary's and other's personal safkty he needs to work on problem
management techniques to help lesen his desimctivenessin the home and problems at school. His
cafegivers will need to help him understaud the importance of creaing conmte action plans and to
deveIop a sase of self-responsiiility for his actions instead of his current defénsiveness. Because
Gerry is now attendmg school regularly, attendance is no longer a service issue,however, this has been
a problem in îhe pst and may need fllture attention. To address s m e of ûerry's academic p r o b b in
school, he will reqwe close dady monitoring so that he may complete hornework assigmnents.

Appendix L: Composite Client Profiles used for the Second Reliability Trial
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the aîtached test fonn for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read ano&er profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Joe

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:

SERVICE GOAL Il :Following instructionsldi rectives.
Progress Indicaiors:
To remah on task.
Do the task/instniction immediately.
Reduce and eventully stop argumentative behaviors
Check back after doing the instruction
Observed Progress: Joe has maintained positive and cornpliant behavior in his home.

However, Joe did have some difficulty toward the laîter part of this reporting pend
Records indicate that he had numerous problems with instruction following (i.e. arguing,
noncornpliance) in the past three weeks.
Additional Learning: Joe will need to keep this goal on his service plan for the next
reporting period. Additional practice will be given in this area until Jae stabilizes once
again.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Responsibility taliog.

.

Progress Indieston:
To increase the respect for others by k i n g truthful and less aggressive.
To accept responsibility for his actions venus rninimizing and denying.
To be open and honest in his communication.
To reduce tatthg behaviors.
Observed Progress: Joe continued to need to be confkonted by his foster parents in order
to take responsibility for his action. He took responsibility for minor behavioral issues
but had more difficulty with more complex situations. Sometimes Joe would say that "he
does not know why he did what he did." He continues to experience difficulties receiving

corrective feedback. Instead of listening and accepting advice, Joe employs numerous
strategies to block and avoid information.
Additional Lemming: The most problematic issue in this area continues to be Joe's
argung when given criticism or confronted with his actions. Joe will need to practice
accepting criticism and telling the mith about himself and his actions on a fiequent basis.

SERVICE GOAL #3: Social Network Development
Progress Indicators:
To reduce tatîling behavion.
To get dong with others in social settings venus attempting to set others up.
To compromise and negotiate with peen.
Observed Progress: Joe has no made progress in this area and engages in a limited
number of activities in the community. He spends most of his time in the foster home
"hanging out." He has not developed a nucleus of fnends at school nor in hs
neighborhood. Even though, Joe has demonstrated an ability to independently assess and
utilize community resources such as the library, leisure centre, and the grocery store, he
continues to do these activities alone. The major block to fkiendship development
continues to be his confrontational and revengefbl stance with his peers.
Additional Learning: Joe will need to continue to practice social skills with peers. A
number of strucnired skills training and social skills practicing groups have been
suggested. loe will begin *iking a 12 week group in the fa11 to practice social skills.
During the eighth week of this course, he will begin Boy Scouts.

SERVICE GOAL W: Respecting Seîf and Others.
Progress Indicators:
To be respectful of others personal boundaneshody space.
To listen to othen with out arguing or intempting.
Observed Progress: loe has s h o w minimal progress in this area during this reporthg

period. Joe continues to argue with his p e r s and adults fiequently and only Mequently
does he stand tw close to people when speaking with them.
Additional Learning: Joe will need to continue to practice appropriate boundary setting
between his pers and adults. Ln addition, Joe will begin to leam to self-monitor his
arguing on a daily basis.
Profile Code: A-R
Participants Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. FiIl out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Tirn
SERVICE G O A L S AND PROGRESS FOR THIS IWPORTING PERIOD:
SERVICE GOAL #1: Tirn will consistently use anger management skills such as
calming down techniques, monitoring anger levels, expressing his feelings, and choosing
hs anger plan.
Progress Indicators:
Tirn will choose to use his anger plan independently and when prompted.
He will follow the lemed steps of his anger plan.
Tim will chwse to express his feelings and fears about a situation
appropriately rather than act them out in a aggressive and destructive rnanner.
Observed Progress: A very good indicator of Tim's increased self control is the
reduction in property damage incidents, 18 this reporting period compared to 35 in the
previous reporting period. Ln addition, his angry outbunts have decreased from 38 verbal
threats of harm to othen to 26 this reporting period.

Additional Learning: Tim continues to have problems controlling his anger. Selfmonitoring his anger level has helped Tirn to control his anger. In the next reporting
period, Tirn will need to practice self-monitoring his anger more often and begin to leam
to withdraw from mistrating situations when his anger level reaches a three or greater on
his self-monitoring scale.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Tirn will leam to use positive time management by staying on
task, beginning tasks nght away, and by avoiding distractions.
Progress Indicators: Tirn will demonstrate progress towards positive time management
by staying on task, avoiding distractions, and stopping distractive thoughts by replacing
them with positive task oriented thoughts, especialty positive thoughts about his ability to
cornplete tasks.

Observed Progress: Tim's time management demands have increased dramatically over
the past reporting p e n d For example, he has to be up at 6:20 to catch the bus to be at
work on time. Fortunately, Tirn has responded extremely well to thought stopping and
replacing and he has yet to be late for work. Currently, Tirn does not need staff
supervision in the to remain on task.

Additional Learning: There are no recommendations for improvement for this area. It
will be removed fiom his service plan, but staff will monitor this area as needed.
SERVICE GOAL #3: Tirn will need to consistently ask for permission prior to doing an
activity or taking an item fiom other people.

Progress Indicaton: Tim will increase the number of times he remembers to ask for
permission pnor to stariing an activity or using items.
Observed Progress: In the last reporthg period, Tirn really improved his ability to ask
permission.He has received only six point fines in the last three months in this area. Tim
continues to require prompting in this area. At times he fails to ask permission out of
forgetfulness, however, the majority of the time he is aware of his actions.

Additional Learning:Prompting will continue to occur in this area as needed. It is
expected that at some point during the next reporting period, Tirn will have addressed
this issue enough so that he may &op it as a senice goal.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Tirn will leam to accept no by listening, saying OK,and by
following through without gemng angry.

Progress Ladiators: Tim will increase the number of times he accepts no appropnately
and decrease the angry or aggressive outbursts.
Obsewed Progres: Tim has demonstrated an improvement over the past reporting
period. He has reduced the nurnber of point fines in this area he receives in half For the
most part, he has been able to accept no to requests, control his anger, and remain calm.
Additional Leirning: On some occasions Tim still has difficulty remaining calm while
accepting no. Tirn will continue to need support and prompting to keep calrn while
accepting no for an answer. During these times, Tim will need to practice replacing
negative thoughts with positive supportive thoughts.

SERVICE GOAL #S: Tim will continue to have appropriate and successfûl visits with
his imrnediate fmily.

.
.
.

Progress Indicators:
Tim will be able to talk with staff about any feelings of anxiety or concem in
regard to his family visits.
Tim will be able to express when he feels safe during family visits.
There will be no reported problems from his family during or after his home
visits.
Tim will no longer require supewision during family visits.
Observed Progress: Tim increased the number of visits he had with his family. His visits

with his family continue to be supervised with staff person. There were no significant
problems to report regarding his family visits over the 1st reporting period. His family
continues to demonstrate consistent involvement with Tim over the past reporting period.
Additional Learning: T b ' s probation officer continues to request that al1 of his family
visits require constant supervision. This will continue over the next three months.

Profile Code: B-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. FiIl out the attached test f o m for the profile. Complete the f o m s as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you rnay then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Karen

SERMCE GOALS AND PROCRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:
SERVICE GOAL #l :Karen will demonmate improved self-suficiency through
increased independence in such areas as household maintenance, transportation, and
banking.

Progress Indicators: She will increase her level of self-sufficiency by having successfil
outings, following through with household chores, completing a weekly planner, and
handling her own money.
Observeci Progress: Karen has increased the number of times she shows initiative. She

has been encouraged to become more independent for a long period of time and ths was
the fint period in which Karen demonstrate increased independence. She went on 17
independent outings without requesting that staff accompany her. She was observed on
121 occasions to demonstrate independent behavion related to the above indtcaton over
a ihree month period.
Additional Lmrning: Karen continues to require prompting in many of the areas of selfsuficiency and will often request Minvolvement. For the first time, Karen has shown
an interest and increase in independent behaviors. These will be continued to be
reinforced and praised as she demonstrates these skills. Over the next period, Karen will
continue to show increases with independence and less reliance on staff to support her
while she completes tasks.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Karen will leam to express her feelings accurately versus
threatening to nin away or tantrum.

Progress Indicators: Ratings of 3 and above 80% of the time over the reporting pcriod.

Observed Progress:Karen eamed 3 or more on her checklist 96 percent of the time with

respect to expressing feelings. Although ratings are high, Karen does perseverate on
expressing feelings of "frustration" and has difficulty linking appropriate feelings to
sihiations. She often laughs while expressing any of her feeling. Consequently, people
perceive that she gives mixed messages regarding the expression of her feelings.
Additional Leaming: Karen's checklist will change to reflect matching her type of
feeling to the situation, rather than simply expressing of general feelings. She will leam
to express feeling States without laughng, with ratings of 3 or more on her checklist 80%
of the time.

SERVICE GOAL #3: D.E.S.C. Assertion Script: Karen wil1 leam to assert herself with
peers using the D.E.S.C.
method, rather than allow herself to be taken advantage of by
others.
Progress Indiators: Raîings of 3 and above 80% of the time over the reporting period
Observed Progress: Karen earned ra5ngs of 3 or more 98% of the time during her role
plays. In practice, she appean to want to be a more assertive person, but sometimes

stmggles with "how" and "when" to do so. She continues to rely on staff support rnost of
the time. When Karen tries to "stand up for henelf' she ofien comes across as defiant or
noncornpliant. She seems to think that repeatedly "saying no" is always being assertive.
Additional Learning: Karen will leam to replace "saying no" repeatedly with saying no
once with a reason for her response. She will l e m to request her wants and needs as an
alternative to sirnply saying no to reqwsts fkom others.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Problem Solvinq: Karen will learn to use the following problem
solving components:
What is my problem?
How do 1 solve it (2 or 3 solutions)?
What is my best plan?
Did my plan work? How did 1do it?

Progress Ldicators: Ratings of 3 and above 80% of the time over the reporting period.
Observed Progress: Karen earned ratings of 3 or more 90% of the time. As with other

goals, Karen's success cornes with a high degree of adult supervision and intervention.
She appears to believe that al1 efforts to problem solve should work out in favor of her
one single solution.
Additional Learning: This goal area will remah the same over the next reporting
p e r d . Karen will be encouraged to complete problem solving tasks prior to having staff
s u p e ~ s her
e through the problem solving steps.

SERVICE GOAL #5: Karen will work on her interpersonal communication slulls by
being involved in community programs, practicing conversations skills, manners, and
using appropriate voice tones.
Progress Indicators: Karen will consistently use:
good interpersonal manners
appropriate voice tone
conversation skills
Observecl Progress: Karen has been very successfbl over the last repodng period. She

has reduced point fines for poor communication slulls to only two point fines. She has
been more talkative, initiating conversation, and using appropriate mannen.
Additional Lerirning: Overall, Karen is improve her interpersonal skills, however, still
presents as immature for her age. She will require continual practice to initiate
conversation and practice to keep the content of her conversations within her age level.

Profile Code: C-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the aîtached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You rnay refer to the
profile while you complete the fonn.
3. Once your form is complete you rnay then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Terry

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:
SERVICE GOAL #1: Teny will develop the ability to be honest
Progress Indicators: Teny will ask before taking items and encourage his peen to do
the same. He will make truthful statements and own up to mistakes without t y n g to hide
them or blame others.
Observed Progress: In this reporting period, there has been an increase in the incidents

of Terry blaming others rather than taking responsibility for his mistakes. Terry often
becarne angry and denied responsibility for incompletion of his moming routines. In
addition, he blarnes his peen or staff when his peers' items are found in his bedroom.

Additional Learning: Due to Teny's regression in this area, he will be using a more
structured behavioral program to leam new skills. A trust chart will be developed so that
Terry may practice rnaking honest statements, following through with those statement,
and visibly monitoring his progress in the area of honesty.
SERVICE GOAL 112: Terry will develop problem solving strategîes to deal with
difficult issues.
Progress Indicators: Terry will attempt to problem solve independently and only seek
out others when he is feeling frustratecl, upset, or unable to complete the problem solving
process.
Observed Progress: There has been an increase in Terry's refusal to problem solve

situations. He does not want to take responsibility for his problem situations, attempts to
justiQ his actions by blaming others for his behavior, and blames staff or his parents for
his feelings of fnistration.

Additional Learning: Again, Terry will be using more stnictured behavioral techniques
to problem solve situations. He will be introduced to a stnictured behavioral problem

solving technique, SAFT-E, to assist his with decision making. Staffwill teach,
supervise, and monitor the use of this technique.

SERVICE GOAL 113: Terry will develop anger management techniques to deal with his
anger, h a t i o n s , and upsetting situations.
Progress Indieators: Terry will be able to identiQ feeling and thoughts associated to
anger, fhtration, and king upset. He will be able to share these feelings with othen by
expressing them calmly.
Observed Progress: Terry bas had no incident of aggression or explosive anger during
this reporting period. He tends to remove himself fiom situations when he is feeling
anger. Teny considently used ths strategy as a method to control his anger. He continues
to have some difficulty in expressing anger. M n g these times, he will refuse to talk,
argue, or blarne othen for the "rotten" situations when he feels angry.

Additional Learning: Teny will leam to express he feelings more consistently. He will
l e m to state his feeling state rather than use passive ancilor aggressive means to
demonstrate how he is feeling.
SERVICE GOAL #4: Teny will develop and maintain self-care shlls.

Progress Indicators:Teny will independently follow through with penonal hygiene and
maintain his penonal appearance.
Observed Progress: On occasion, Teny has been pretending to have a shower and

wearing clothes that are dirty, and or tom. Teny still does not appear to notice when he
has body odor nor realize the importance of showenng daily, wearing clean clothes, and
using body deodorant.

Additional Leaming: Terry will take a shower once a day, Wear new clothes each &y,
and begin to use deodorant. A behavioral checklist will be created to rnonitor and help
reinforce the follow through with these behaviors.
Profile Code: D-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your fom is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test fom for this profile.

Kim
SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTHVG PERIOD:

SERVICE GOAL #1: Maintain own health: Kim wil1 assume responsibility for selfadministering her medication at scheduled times.
Progress Indiators:
For Kim to consistently demonstrate self-sufficiency in selfadministering
medications with her prescrihed regime.
Does not combine dmgs and alcohol with medication.
Demonstrates an understanding of effectdside effects of the medication and
negative side effects associated with misusdabuse.
Observed Progress: Kim has had difficulty maintainhg ths skill for periods of time
greater than one month. Kim understands the side effects associated to her medication.
She abuse dmgs on two occasions during this reporting penod and forgot to take
medication during days when she was not s u p e ~ s e d
Additional Learning: Kim will practice a moming and evening routine which includes
the task of taking her medication.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Expressing feelings: Kim will discuss her thoughts and feelings
around difficult issues.
Progress Indicators:
Kim will discuss her thoughts and feelings with her counsellor.
She will report feeling more confident in her ability to manage her feelings.
She will accurately identify a greater range of feelings and appropriately
express them.
Observed Progress: Kim demonstrated progress in this goal during the reporting period,
except in F e b w when she chose to end her extension of care agreement. During this
time, she disengaged fiom her counsellor. She later demonstrated her ability to express

her feelings after she accepted a one month extension of her care agreement. Afier this
time, she initiated counselling sessions and problem solving strategies.
Additional Leaming: This area will be reduced in intensity over the next p e n d but will
remain on the service plan so that Kim is able to access support in this area as issues
arise.

SERVICE COAL #3: Creating appropriate boundanes: Kim will set and respect
appropriate personal boundaries with others.

Progress Indicators:
Kim keeps henelf çafe by first developing relationships with others before
becoming emotionally intirnate.
She will report an increase comfort level with setting and maintainhg
appropriate boundaries with others.
Observd Progress: Kim has initiated some life space i n t e ~ e w with
s her counsellor to

discuss emotionally intimate issues and to avoid such issues with her peers. This is a new
development for Kim.
Additional Learning: This goal will need to be practiced more regularly so that Kim is
cornfortable with using appropriate boundaries with her peen.

SERVICE COAL #4: Kim will assume her own banking and financial responsibilities.

Progress Indicators:
Kim will budget her account, pay bills, and balance her check book.
She will use money only for budgeted purposes.
She will use perronal spending money within the allocated amounts of her
budget.
She will independently perform financial transactions at her bank.
Observed Progress:Initially Kim was reluctant to assume her own financial
responsibilities. However, Kim demonstrated that she is responsible, accountable, and
confident in assuming banking responsibilities. In April, she assumed total conîrol over
her account and financial transactions. In addition, she takes pride in king able to Save
money and has opened a separate savings account on her own.

Additional Learning: Kim has demonstrated that this goal is a true strength area. She
has asked to help her peen in the program to budget their finances. This is a personal
goal for Kim and will not be a part of her service plan
Profile Code: E-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
cornpleting the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the

profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Craig

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:
SERVICE GOAL #l:Craig will demonstrate team work with his coworkers.
Pmgress Indiators: Craig will demonstrate that he is able to work with his pers in a
cooperative and productive manner. He will maintain a positive relationship with his
work peers.
Obseerved Progress: Craig continues to require less supe~sionwhen he is with his
peers. He interacts in a more age-appropriate manner on a more consistent basis.
Additional Leirning: Craig continues to require redirection nom a s u p e ~ s ofor
r

inappropriate behavior. When he is not s u p e ~ s e dhe will make noises and laugh
uncontrollably. With redirection, he quickly ends these behaviors. A behavioral program
has been created in his work place to help him practice same aged behaviors with a
decreasing amount of supe~sion.
SERMCE GOAL #2: Craig will maintam a positive work ethic.

Progress Indiaton: Craig will d e r n o m t e his ability to h s h tasks without
complaining and with minimal supervision and prompting to complete tasks.
Observed Progress: Craig shows a steady but slow improvement in this area He is able

to do a more thorough job with less supervision, but his task directed behavior is not yet
at an employable level. He takes pride in his work and comments on enjoying completing
tasks.
Additional Learning:Craig needs to stay on task and complete task more cornpletely to
create an employable level of task directiveness. He slows down drastically when there is
minimal s u p e ~ s i o aHis tasks will be more complex and demanding over the next
reporting pend to push Craig to develop in this area.

SERVICE GOAL #3: Craig will independently follow instructions.

Progress Indicators: Craig will be able to follow instnictions quickly and will not
require prompts.
Craig will listen to instructions and repeat the instructions back to his
supervisor.
He will begin the task irnmediately.
He will complete the task without distracting himself with other tasks.
He will check back with his supervisor once the task is completed.

.

Observed Progress: Craig has worked hard to following instructions without requiring
prompts. He listens attentively to supervison and no longer needs to have tasks directions
repeated to him. Craig continues to become distracted by h s coworkers or other activities
but is redirected quickly by pers or supervisors.

Additional Learning: Craig will continue working on this goal so that he may b e p to
complete tasks without a variety of distractions. Craig will use a self-monitoring
checklia every hour to ensure that he reminds himself to remain focus on one task at a
time.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Craig will use appropriate conversation skills such as maintaining
eye contact and speaking in a clear voice.

Progress Indicators: Craig will be able to maintain eye contact while in a conversation
rather than looking at the floor and he will speak in a clear voice rather than rnumbling
responses to supervisors.
Observed Progress:Craig continues to make small progress in this area. He is able to
self-correct at times of verbal prompt. He continues to look at the floor and mumble
when meeting new people.

Additional h r n i n g : This continues to be a priority teaching agenda. Craig needs to be
able to address people appropriately at al1 tMes before he is able to access employment.

SERVXCE GOAL #5: Anger Management: Craig will be able to use anger management
techniques while in a work situation.
Progress Lndicators: Craig will demonstrate his ability to manage anger in a work
setting. He will use self initiated time outs to calm down when fnistrated and use positive
self-talk duMg his time outs.
Observed Progress: Craig is beginning to ask for time outs when he is hstrated and
uses positive ta& cue car& during his tirne outs. As a result, Craig continues to
experience fewer angry outbursts, about once per week now compared to daily three

months ago, while in the work experience program.

Additional Lenrning: Craig will continue to practice using time outs and positive self
talk cue cards. Eventually, Craig will practice time outs and positive self talk without the
assistance of cue cards.

Profile Code: F-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fill out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the foms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You rnay refer to the
profile while you complete the fom.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Cindy

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:
SERWCE GOAL #l:Maintains howhold: Cindy will regularly clean her s h e d and
private living areas without damaging property.
Progress Indiators:
She adequately completes a weekly housecleaning schedule with little
prompting.
She tidies shared living areas each &y in a self-initiated manner.

Observed Progress: Cindy often delays or avoids completing cleaning her home. She
will tell her worken that she has completed cleaning when she has not. Unfortunately,
she has recently been breaking objects, throwing dishes in the garbage rather than
cleaning them, and smearing food on walls. This is a development that has not been seen
for two years and began when her roornmate began seeing a boyfhend.
Additional Learning: Cindy's monitoring will be increased to ensure the above
behaviors are stopped and previous gains in this area are reestablished. She will receive
counselling regarding her jealously issues.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Family conflict: Cindy will develop a less conflicnial relationship
with her parents.

Progress Indicaton:
Decrease the use of angry labeling and name calling of her parents when she is
in her home.
Cindy will use time outs when she is feeling fnistrated with her parent's
requests.
She will decrease her tantniming episodes and property destruction when she
is given requests by her parents.
Observed Progress: Chdy has not had a tantrum in her parent's home for two rnonths.
She continues to mumble when given requests but has stopped shouting narnes at her

mother and father during these times.

Additional Learning: Cindy will need to continue to decrease her mumbling when given
requests or when she disagrees with her parents. She will be taught to disagree

appropriately over the next period.

SERVICE GOAL #3: Parenting Skills: Teach Cindy's parents crisis intervention
techniques to assist with their control of Cindy's angy outbursts.
Progress Indicators: Cindy's parents will leam to use modified intensive teaching or
planned ignoring when Cindy begins to mmble after requests or disagreements.
Observed Progress: Cindy's parents oAen tned to recti@ situations by appeasing Cindy

or 'Wking her dom." They have stopped using these strategies in favor of behaviord
methods to encourage calm and respectfil behavior. Cindy's parent are very comptent
using these techniques and have adapted other parenting skills to their home fiom a
parenting manual obtained fiom Cindy's counsellor. These techniques include using
praise for appropriate behavion and proactively planning ahead for difficult situations.
Additional Leirning: No additional learning required in this area.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Creating a future orientation: Cindy will problem solve by setting
future goals for herself
Progress hdicators: Cindy will stop repeating p s t events and describing dates, event
details, and persona1 conversations in the past when trying to problem solve. She will
instead describe goals that she is able to create in the future and begin outlining the tasks
required to achieve these goals.
Observed Progress:Cindy, when stresseci, w
iIl start to repeat events of the past as
solutions to her problems. In piisticular, she will describe events pnor to puberty as
examples of how to solve difficult situations. Cindy no longer tries to recreate these
events, but will d l talk about hem repeatedly when a stressful situation arises.
Additional Learning: Cindy has k e n practicing a problem solving technique with her

counsellor. Cindy is primarily focused on describing situations as they are now and
describing how she would like them to be in the near m e . She will need considerable
practice of this ski11 to begin reducing the arnount of time she focuses on past events.

SERVICE GOAL #5: Attends work regularly
Progress Indicators: Cindy will attend work each &y and get to work on time.
Obaerved Progress: Cindy lost her work placement last month due to failure to attend
the workshops. Instead of attending work, Cindy would leave for work on time but wouid

often spend time at the wave pool and riding the C-Train. She would usually r e m home
by noon.
Additional Learning: A new work experience program will need to be secured so that
Cindy c m begin to Iearn employment related slulls.

Profile Code: G-R
Participant's Code:

1. Read the following profile.
2. FiIl out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the foms a s if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you cornplete the form.
3. Once yow form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Jacobe

SERVICE GOALS GND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:
SERVICE GOAL #1: Peer relations: Decrease the amount of teasing and rudeness to
peers.

Progress Indicators: Jacobe will decrease teasing pers and calling them names whiles
at school and in the community. He will leam to share activities, listen to his peers, and
engage in same topic conversation.
Observed Progress:Jacobe has a past of persistently teasing his pers until they no
longer wish to play with hirn. Jacobe has pntcticed many play activities with his foster
parents and their children. He has decreased the amount of teasing at schools and has not

k e n suspended for teasing in the p s t three months, and phone calls fkom school
regarding teasing and fighting have decreased to only two calls in the past three months.
At home, he has developed a positive relationship with his foster brother and has begun
to play with his brother's fkiends for the first time.
Additional Learning: Jacobe will continue to tease or narne cal1 when he perceives that
he does not have his pers attention. fis foster parents will be continuing to teach him
ways to seek attention and belong in prosocial ways.

SERVICE COAL #2: Accepng consequences
Progress Indicators: Jacobe wîll accept consequences of his behavior without getting
explosive and will review the events leading up to his behavior so that he may practice
new ways to avoid negative consequences.
Observed Progress: Jacobe often experienced receiving severe consequences for his
behaviors and would explode with anger when he received the consequence. Over the
pst few months, Jacobe has had a number of explosive episodes when given time outs
or a loss of privileges. His foster parents have spent many hours demonstrating
contingencies for his behavior. Consequently, Jacobe has had fewer consequences and he
has had fewer explosive episodes, only two in the past month.

Additional Learning: Even though Jacobe has shown some progress in this area, he will
need to continue to Learn contingency management to avoid getting consequences and
then to remain calrn when he does receive consequences. This remains an intense focus
of his service plan due to his explosive tendency and the arnount of proactive work
required to keep Jacobe calm.

SERVICE GOAL #3: Animal Care: Jacobe will show care toward animals.
Progress Indicaton: Jabobe will not dernonstrate cruelty toward animals and will show
that he is able to care for pets.
Observai Progress:Jacobe continues to tease anirnals and on two occasions has harmed
neighbon pets. In one case, he killed a srnall cat. Unfortunately, the owner of the cat
could not be found. In another case, he threw a neighbor's dog over a fence and bnùsed
its nbs. Both incidents occurred on waiks to and fiom school when he was unsupervised.
Jacobe does not seem value pets' needs to be cared for or handled gently. Consequently,
he requires constant and intense s u p e ~ s i o naround animals and pets to ensure that pets
are not hamed.

Additional Learning: Jacobe will need to continue to leam that pets require nuturing
and caring. He will require supervised practice to gently handle animals. Jabobe's foster
parents have approached an animal shelter regarchg the possibility of creating a training
program for Jacobe. Weekly instructional sessions may begin as early as this winter.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Regular rest: Jabobe will develop a regular sleep pattern.
Progress Indieators: Jacobe will not stay up until the early houn of the morning and will
instead acquire a regular bedtime. He will also sleep through the night and not get up and
r o m around his house at ni&

Observai Progress: Jabobe has acquired a regular bedtime of around 1Opm. However,
he continues to get up at least two times each night. During these times, he roams and
plays in his house, watches TV, plays outside, wakes his foster siblings, and ofken gets
into bed with his foster brother to sleep. The foster parents find these behaviors
part~cularlydisnirbing and are nearing the end of their tolerance level for night roaming
and disruptive nighnime behavion. They have initiated a strict behavioral modification
program around his night roaming. Unfortunately, it has yet to decrease the nurnber of
times he wakes during the night, but it has begun to decrease, but not stop, some of his
dishubing behaviors at night (such as playing "pirate swords" with kitchen knives and
throwing and breaking objects). Jacobe is fkequently tireci, inattentive, and irritable
during the day as a result of his lack of sleep.
Additional Learning: Jacobes foster parents have created an intense B-Mod program to
h
t
reduce his Nght roaming. Jacobe and his foster parents have agreed that Jacobe will f
need to shape his behavior to be less disturbing, then contain his night behaviors to

activities in his room. niis new program has only been implemented for a couple of
weeks. Aiso, Jacobe will be seeing a psychiatrist starting in two weeks for a psychiatrie
assessment.

SERVICE GOAL #5: Developing safe relationships: Jacobe will refrain fiom his
fascination with street people.
Progress ïndicators: Jacobe will stop wandenng into downtown to seek street people.
He will also refniin from seeking contact with street teens and asking hem to take him
downtown.
Observed Progress: Jacobe, although only 7 years old, continues his fascination with

street life. When unsupervised, for less than one hdf hour, in his foster parent's back
yard, Jacobe ran lÏom his yard and was missing for a number of hours. His foster parents,
realiring his draw to his natural parent's street life of downtown, eventually searched the
downtown comdor and found hirn at a 7th Ave. LRT station.This has happened on three
occasions in the past four months. Jacobe fiequently tells people that he is lost asks them
to take hirn downtown. This is how he has retumed downtown each time. Consequently,
his foster parents have alerted the neighbors of these behaviors and have asked them to
keep on the lookout for Jacobe. In addition, they are increasingly strict about having
jabobe constantly supenised.
Additional Learning: Jacobe needs to undentand the importance of refrainhg fiom
contact with m g e r s as a starting point to addressing some of his high nsk behavion. In
addition, he will need to develop stronger relationships with his foster farnily and with
people within his cornmunity so that he does not go downtown to feel the need to belong.

Profile Code: H-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
3. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the fonns as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the

profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for t h s profile.
Sony a

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:

SERVICE GOAL #l:Protecting Self Frorn H m :Creating a safety plan.
Progress Indiaitors:
Sonya will not h m henelf
She will reduce and end making statements threatening to hurt or kill herseIf
Observeà Progress: Sonya has made fourteen senous verbal threats of self harm in the

past three months. She has cut her skin five times with razor blades, glas, and knives.
Two of these occasions resulted in stitches. Sonya remains at a very high risk of self
h m and suicide. She requires continual s u p e ~ s i o nto ensure that she does not hide
b v e s or razor blades on her clothing and in her bedroom. Sonya does not use her safety
plan without prompting.
Additional k r a i n g : Sonya is able to identiS, when she feels like harming henelf. At
these Mie, Sonya will need to use her d e y plan without prompting. She wili continue
to have daily sessions wîth a counsellor. Sonya will continue to take her medication each
day-

SERVICE GOAL #2: Sonya will leam to respect othen by not harming her peers.
Progres Inditaton:
Sonya will not threaten to physically hann her peen.
She will decrease and stop incidents of harming her peers.
She will increase the fiequency of showing respect for her peers so that she
may develop positive relationships.
Observed Progres: Sonya is well aware of her size and continues to use her size to

intimidate her peers. She physically h t or punched her female peen an average of twice
each week while in the program and has had four incidents of himng male pers with

objects. She threatened her male and females pers 168 times in the past three months.
The fiequency of threatening has actually increased since she began the program.
Additional Learning: Sonya is a very intimidating teenager and uses intimidation as a
method to interpersonally problem solve. Before she is able to develop relationships with
her pers she will need to refrain from threatening and harming her peers.

Profile Code: 1-R
Participant's Code:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test form for the profile. Complete the forms as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you may then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Penny

SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:

SERVICE GOAL #1: Pemy will need to increase her mastery of assertive social skills.

.
.

Progress Indicritors:
Penny will initiate conversations with her peers and family.
+
She will initiate greeting new people.
She will engage in conversations while spending time with people.
Observed Progress:Penny initially would not initiate conversations with her pers when
she entered the prograrn. Since this time, she has taken an assertiveness training group
and has practiced with staff how to initiate and maintain conversations. She now not only
initiates and maintains conversations, but she has also developed fiendships with a
number of other girls in her prograrn and at school. Although she cm still appear shy, she
no longer actively avoids interpersonal situations.

Additional Learning:Pemy has exceeded in this goal area and it will be dropped fiom
her sewice plan.

SERVICE GOAL #2: Penny will need to attend a school program.
Progres Indicaton: Penny will attend school each &y on time and will not leave
school early.
Observed Progress: Penny has stated that she 'hates school." But, has attended school

each &y she has been in the program and has not left school early.

Additional Leaming: Penny's teachers are recommending that she be moved to a
community school.

SERVICE GOAL #3: Penny will eat healthy meals regularly.
Progress Indicators:
Penny will eat regular meals.
She will eat healthy portions for every meal.
She will gain weight.
Observed Progress: Penny often refused to eat meals in her natural home and was
loosing weight. She was dangerously close to being hospitalized when she first came into

the program due to her weight loss. In the program, Penny has not been actively pushed
to change her eating habits by staff, but has received intensive therapy fiom the
program's psychologist. Penny eats small meals, they are balanced, and bas gained small
amounts of weight.
Additional Learning:Penny will continue to work with her psychologin so that she does
not loose M e r weight. Penny is aware that she needs to gain weight and has set a
personal goal of gaining some weight with her psychologia.

SERVICE GOAL #4: Penny will create a sense of farnily stability.
Progress Indicators: Penny, with her family, will decide if Penny should move back
home.
Observed Progress:Penny has stated to staff on a nurnber of occasions that she does not

feel safe around her step father. Her mother has stated that when she has bem home
during s u p e ~ s e dvisits "no one feels cornfortable" and "1 just want her to go back to the
program." Penny feels extremely rejected by her mother in favor of a relationship with
her stepfather. In a family therapy session, Penny and her family decided that it would
be best if she remained in contact with her mother but not live pennanently at her
mother's home. Penny's parents continue to deny her issues regarding Yack of safety"
around her step father and opedy cal1 such daims as "foolish." Penny's social worker
has recommended that a foster home be sought as soon as possible.

Additional Leaming: Penny will be discharged from the program within one month as a
foster home has been found for Penny. Transition visits are to occur in the follow two or
three weeks.

SERVICE GOAL #S: Self care: Penny will Wear appropnately fitting clothing.
Progress hdicators: Penny will stop wearing baggy clothing and winter Wear during
warm &YS.

Observed Progress:Penny has stopped wearing winter clothing when she goes out of the

program. However, she continues to Wear clothing which is excessively baggy to hide her

body's form. Penny will only discuss her clothing issues with her therapist and becomes
extremely upset (withdrawn and crying) when staff approach her on this issue. Penny
now has appropriately fitting clothing and has wom these clothes more since developing
relationships with her pers in the program.
Additional Learning: Penny's therapist has recommended to staff not to push Penny on
this issue. Penny's movement in ths area has been slow, although entirely self-initiated.

Profile Code: J-R
Participant's Code:

Practice Profile:

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Read the following profile.
2. Fil1 out the attached test fonn for the profile. Complete the f o n s as if you were
completing the Progress Review for the client in the profile. You may refer to the
profile while you complete the form.
3. Once your form is complete you rnay then read another profile.
4. Then, complete a test form for this profile.

Gew
SERVICE GOALS AND PROGRESS FOR THIS REPORTING PERIOD:

SERVICE GOAL #l:To establish cultwal connections in the cornmUMty.
Progress Indicators: Gerry will have identified people within his culture he can talk to
about his background. He will have relationships with people in the aboriginal
community that he can count on.
Observed Progress: Gerry has met a number of people in his cultural comrnunity and

attended a number of cultural events (i.e. sundance, dance cornpetition, and others) with
his parents. He has just begun to develop relationships with the people he has met.

Additional Learning: Gerry will need to create stronger relationships with the people he
has met so that he may rely on them for part of his support network. His parents have
planned to enroll hm in a camp with three people he has met with the hope that he will
establish relationships with these people.

SERVICE COAL #2: To improve with his time management
Progress Indiators: Gerry will leam to use a weekly schedule to plan his week and to
follow a schedule to keep his days organized

Observed Progress: Gerry has stated that he likes his weekly planner. Gerry not only
uses his schedule each &y, but he also has placed his weeldy schedule on a scheduiing
program he discovered on the home cornputer in his group home. He has since shown
another youth how to use the scheduler and they together, without prompting, plan for
each upcoming week.
Additional Learning: Gerry no longer requires help with his weekly plan.

SERMCE GOAL #3: To increase Geny's ability to control his dmg use.
Progress Lndicators: Geny will attend a group designed to address Street dnig use. He
will use drugs less ofien and eventually refrain fkom using drugs. He will no longer has
blackouts and periods of time where his location is unknown.
Observed Progress: Gerry has gone missing from the program on six occasions after

school. His location was not known from 3 to 5 days. When he retmed, each time he
was not aware of at least one day and he will not disclose the types of dmgs that he has
used. Although, his peers have seen hm use crack, cocaine, LSD,and hash. n i e most
recent time was two weeks ago when he was missing for five days (the longest p e n d
yet) and he claims not to remember 4 of those days. This time, Gerry was returned to the
program by the police after he tried to steal a pune unsuccessfully. In the previous
reporting perioâ, Geny would not go missing for more than one day at a time and he has
never been caught stealing.
Additional LePrning: Geny's program has been changed to ensure that he can no longer
run away from school. He will be again be attending a group for teenage dnig abusen in
one week time. Geny m u t l e m to develop a sense of belonging with teenagers who do
not use dnigs.

Appendix M: Business Impact Survey
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4. How often have you used each of Bull's
existing programs within the last year?
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For questions #7 and #8, please answer in regard to your general impressions of
Hull:
7. In general, how well does Hull Market its services? (Check only one box)
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10). If Hull were to create additionai services, how
much of its resources should Hull invest in the
following "New Services"?
PIease provide an answer for every row by checking one box
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11). Please rank Hull's programs from Il
to #12, with #1 as the program you feel you
have had the most experience with during
the past year, and #12 as the least,

Ranking of Experience with
each program over tbe past
12 months.

Please rank each prognim by writing a nuniber &om 1

1

to 12 in the box beside each prog& name.

Secure Treatment
Cottage 1
Cottage 7
TRACC
First Choice Parentiog
Interdependent Living Program
Family Initiatives
Cedarbrae Teaching Home
Radisson Receiving Home
Lasting Impressions
Hu11 School
Preadolescent Proeram

Please write in the following box the program you feel you have had the most
experience with daring the past year: (Refer to the above rankings).

For the remainder of the questions, piease answer the questions by referring to the
program you wrote in the above box.
12). Has the experience with this program ken: (Check only one box)
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13). How would you describe the quality of services this program provides in the
following areas? (Please check one box)
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14). How much should Hull invest additional resources into this program? (Please
check one box)
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15). How mucb should this program join
with tbe following service areas so that
clients may have better services?
Please provide an answer for evev row by checking
one box in each row.

Secure Treatment Services
Residential Services for Young:Cbildren
Residential Semces for Teena~ers
Residential Services for the Dually
Diagnosed
Treatment Foster Care
Independent Living Programs
Ahriginal Services
Family-Based Semces
Long-Term Gronp Homes
Short-Term Group Homes
Early Intervention Programs
Hull School Programs
--

-

16). How much would you like this
prognm to join with the following service
areas so that cüents may have better
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services?
Please provide an answer for every row by checking
one box in each row.
Famiiy Rcsource Centcm
Crisis, Ascssmcnt, & Rderrol Teams
Eady intervention Progruns
Bebaviord Support / Community School
Clusnnims
Mental H d t b Supports
W n p Amund Services
Aborigûd / Native Services
Famüy Thcrrrpy
Psychobgid / Coundinp: S e ~ c e s
F.mily Training & Wucation
Family Menton and Leaden
Famüy & c b ü d Advocrcy 1 B ~ O ~ C I I R C
Publie Education, Awrmncss, & Rtvention
Rograrns
Business Connections for Human Strviccs
Outcomc & Prognm Evduation for Human
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17). HOW W O U I ~YOU describe the quality OC
services this program provides in the
following areas?
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Please provide an answer for every row by checking
one box in each row.

18). In which areas should thU program
invest more of its resources?

1Please provide an answer for evay row by c h e c w 1

IR.-

1

1

1

1

1

1

-

19). How mucb would you Iike this

program to share its expertise (in the
1 foliowing categories) with other
agencies?

.~

1

-.

~m

1
I

1

1

Please provide an answer for every row by checkhg
one box in eacti row.
Solution Focuscd Approachts
Teacbing Styles

-

0

b

b
b
d
b
0

-

Please provide an answer for every row by checkmg
one box in each row.
Rcducinp: Slifety bsues
Reducing tifc Impact Issues
Reducing Famüy ~ S U C S
Rcducing Cu~tural~ s s u c s
Decrcuing Abuse
Dccreasiiop:Crises
Dccrerwing Suicidai Behavior
Incnrsiag BehavioraI Sdf-Control
Incmasing Basic Social Sküis
Increasinp: Interpenond Cornpetencc
Incmasinp: Famiiy Connections
Incrtwinp) Parenting Cornpetencc
Increasinp: Problem Solving Cornpetence
hcrcwing SdFSufficiency / Rclirnce
Incr#sin~Commanity Connections
Incrcuing Cultuml Connections
Incrcwing Rclirnce on Natud Support
-

--
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20). How would you describe the quality
of seMces this program provides clientele
in the followinp: areas?
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Increasing Academic Cornpetence
Increwing Vocationai Cornpetence
Decmuing Crimiilal Activity
Increasing Client Stability
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Family Systerns Approacbcs

Multicultural Metbods
Aboriginal Mctbods
Relationship Dcvelopment Techniques
Crisis intervention & Rcstnctive Interventions
Rcsource Acquisition & Advocacy Stratcgies
E t h i d Approacbes
Roblem Sohrinp:Appmrchcs
Strength Onented Approacbcs
Day Pmgramminp:
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1 21). In whicb areas should this program

~a
Mmorr

invest more of its resources?
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b

Please provide an mswer for every row by checking

Systcms
Lncrcwing Academic Cornpetencc
hcreasing Vocationai Compctence
Decrcasiap:Criminal Acîivity
Incrcuia~Client Stability
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22). How much would you like this
program to share its expertise (in the
following categories) witb other agencies?
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Please provide an m e r for every row by checkhg
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IocreasingAcadcmic Cornpetence
Iocreasinlp Vocational Cornpetence

krcasinp: Crimioai Activity
Increasing Client Stability

Additional Comments (Optional):
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Appenchx N: Administrative Impact Suniey

H. PROFESSIONAUPERSONAL EFFECTlVENESS

Using the H. 0.M.E.S. packages
have h e l ~ e d
me:
A lot
0
ctarii my role
became more aware
of areas where i
0
need to improve
become more aware of
what I need to
CI
improve
become more aware of
the areas in
3
whicti I am most effective
better track my own
professional
development
becorne a more tmstworthy

A Little

Neither
hindered
nor helped

Not at Al1

Made
this
area worse

0

0

O

'2

C3:

0

LI

0

LI

O

0

Q

u

and

0

mmpetent evaluator
become more accountable
for the activities
O
I carry out with clients
1. INTERACTIONS WlTH CLIENTS

Using the H.O.M.E.S. packages
have helped me:
A lot
A Little
develoo clients' individual
program
LI
plans more effectively
become more responsive to
the needs and
O
interests of clients
better detemine how
closely clients
are following
0
their program
to follow and track clients'
progress
0
more effectively
implement clients'
individual
3
progranis more dectively
better understand how
9
tasks and
strategies assist in helping
clients with their referral issues
better understand mich
tasks and
0

Neither
hindered
nor helmd

Not at Al t

Made
this
area worse

strategies ta use when helping
clients with their referral issues
better understand how
tasks and
0
strategies assist in producing
positive client outcome
respect and protect the
rights of the
LI
clients more effectively
J. EFFECTNENESS ON THE JOB

Using the H.O.M.E.S. packages
have helped me:
A lot
better understand how
0
tasks and
strategies relate
to treatrnent goals
better understand how
treatment goals Cl
relate to placement issues
better understand how
treatment goals 0
relate to client outcornes
better understand how
tasks and
9
strategies relate
to client outcornes
becorne more prepared
0
for case
conferenceslPARC meetings

Not at All

Made
this
area worse

Neither
hindered
nor helmd

Not at All

Made
this
area worse

0

0

P

LI

0

9

0

Q

A Little

Neither
hindered
nor helped

Q

K. AWARENESS OF THE 81GGER PICTURE
Using the H.O.M.E.S. packages
have helmd me:
A lot
better understand the
0
mandate of
my program within
the Agency
better understand the
mandate of the
Q
Agency within the
Human Service system
realize the effectiveness of
my program for the
clients serveci
becorne more aware of
where my role
0
fits into the Agency
becorne more aware
of why people with O
my role cary out
the activities that they do

a

A Little

0

become more aware of
why Supervison, 3
Q
Program Directors,
and Psychologists
carry out the activities that they do
better understand who the
0
0
different
Stakeholders are in
connedion to the Agency
better understand what the
'2
different
Stakeholders want the
Agency to
accomplish

L. GENERAL IMPACT ON MY WORKn
*Ha8 using the H.O.M.E.S. packages assisted you m m in these amas below since they
CHECK ONLY ONE BOX BELOW FOR EACH QUESTION
were put into place?
Usincr the H.O.M.E.S. ~ackaaeshave:
helped me becorne more organized
assisted in demonstrating to my supervisors what
I am doing on the job
assisted in dernonstrating to my supervisors that
I am doing a competent job
provided general evidence of my success
on the job
What has k e n the impact of the
H.0.M.E.S. packages
on your workload?

Yes
Yes

P

No
No

a
a

Yes

Q

No

O

Yes

0

No

O

lncreased a Lot
lncreased a Little
Neither decreased nor lncreased
Decreased a Little
Decreased a Lot

Additional Cornments Regarding the New Evaluation Process and Procedures:

0
LI

0
0

cl

Appendix O:Program Evaluation Report

a one ycar period

YcqIWthis
Mimmioil
wcfûlfotmy

Frcquency
ofbuesant
hfake

!lx!&

1 Severe Defiance or Out o f Control

1 258

A busive Behaviors

193

Delinquent Behaviors

166

Drug, Alcohoi., & Health Issues
Street Behavior and Activity
Other Safêty Issues
Total Saf' Issues

59
58
19
878

1

- -

Life Impact

1 Behavioral Problans

1 232

1

1 hpacted by Abuse
1 Boundary and Peer Issues

1
1

1

Depression and Withdrawing Behavior

156
135
98
61
141

1

1

School and Academic Problems
Developmmtai Problems
1 Attachment Problems
1 Identity Issues

137
1 36

1 33

1
1

1 Other Life b a c t issues
1 Total Life I m ~ a cIssues
t

1 39
1 1041

1
1

F d y Issues

1

1

Parental Abuse and Negiect
Family Conflict
Family Isolation
Parental Mental lllness
Parental Climinal Behaviocs

165
56
29
1 20
I 15

Parental DNg/Alcohol Abuse
Other Family issues

1O
17

1

1
1
1

I

I

Comments:

BreaMown of Categories of Goals Across al1 Programs

1 P m n a l Goals ofChiîdren, Youîh, and Families while thq.
received service with Hull over a one year periio
Goal Category
1 Frequency ofGoals y=,

as Found in Service Ifindthis
Plans
information usefiii
for my needs
J

1

Persoaal Management,
such as Anger
Management
Social Skills
Parenting
Self-Sufficiency
Peer Skills
Interpersonal
Communication
Se1f-Care
Problem Solving
Family Involvernent
Cornrnunity / Culture
Sbbilization
Other Goals
Comments:

1

402

309
267
257
188

156
126
116
103

98
46
184

Breakdown of Categories of Tasks and Strategies Across all Programs

1 SîrategiesofHull Staffand Caregivers which were used to as& Chilcira, Youth, and /
1 Families to address persoiial issusaitd meet tbeir g d over a one year period

I

Behavior Management
Teaching Strategies
Reacting to Client Behaviour
Structuring Positive Client
Behaviour
Counseling Strategies
Relationship Development
Family Involvement
Restrictive Interventions
Giving Resources and
Advocacy

,

Day Programminp:
Soliciting Client Responses
Other Stratemes
Comments:

Frrquency of Usage of Yes, I find this information
Strategies as wted in usefui for my ne&
4
SeMcePlans and
Promss R e ~ ~ r t s

Summary of Some OutcomeslEffectiveness Conclusions:
An Example of Agency impact on Children, Youth, and Family Goals
A number of statistical analyses have been computed to assess the effectiveness of Hull's

Services. The following is meant to be an examde of the type of analyses which have
been completed at Hull with the data collected over the past year using the HOMES. The
HOMES is an outcomes measurement tool which Hull staff and caregwers have k e n
using for more than one year. The HOMES can produce a number of scores for each
penon receiving Hull's services. These scores can be listed to produce a profile of scores
before and after service delivery. A comparison of these scores cm give an indication of
the outcomes achieved by each person receiving seMces at Hull. One statistical analysis,
called a Repeated Meanires Analysis of Variance, was used a number of times for
different HOMES scores to measure the outcome of Hull's services. The following table
summarizes some of the results fiom these analyses.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. In the following table, please comment on the information by placing a check mark in
the box beside any item (row) which you feel is usefil for your needs.
Please leave the boxes blank beside items which you do not find usefil.

2. Please circle any items in the following tables when you feel it would have been
useful to know more details about this part of Hull's services.

The foIIowhg is a summary of the results some analyses ofHull's
in general, for those
short term scrviccs. The analyses suggests
people auolled in and who oompleted Hull Services within the past
-

year

- --- -

- -

Client fimctioning improved at Hull over a short term period.
Children, puth, and families improved, as noted by a deaease in the
intensity of goals, an increase in noticeable learning, and an increase

Yes, 1 find this
information usefiil
for my needs
J

.

i
n
Although, male and fernale children, youth, and families from al1
backgrounds demomtrated improvements. Males and femdes nom
some backgrounds demonstrate change differently depending on the
culture in which thev beloneed.
improvements in client hctioning did not necessarily translate hto
signifiant changes, or improvements, in clients' presenting
symptomatology, at least for very short t e m services. This was
indicated by findinp;no significant changes in Issue scores.
Although, change occurred for children, youth, and families in al1
programs in the analysis. Some children, youth, and families
demonstrate change differently dependmg on the program in which
thev were enrolled
-

-

-

- -

-- -

--

Although, children, youth, and families from al1 backgrounds
demonstrated improvements. Sorne children, youth, and families
demonstrate change differently dependuig on the culture in whch they
belong.

1

Limitations of the Analvses
Please note that the analyses used average (mean) scores and was not meant to reflect
individual outcomes for any specific child, youth, or family who received services fiom Hull
over the past year, nor was the analysis meant to comment on any specific Hull program. In
addition, this analysis does not reflect the degree to which changes may or may not have
occurred with respect to children, youîh, and families' perceptions of their personal issues
(as listed in an earlier table) or satisfaction with Hull's services. Finally, this analysis
should not be generalized to other seMces not offered by Hull.

Appendix P:Introductory Letter, Study Background, and Consent Forms
Keily Emst,Ph.D. Graduate Student
CIODepartment of Educational Psychology
University of Calgay
2500 University Drive N. W.
cakar~,
Alberta
T2N LN4

1 am conducMg research at William Roper Hull Child and Family Services (Hd)for my
dissertation as partial requirernent for a Ph.D. in Educationai Psychology. Part of this resemch
study involves the nirvey of Hull's individual stakeholders.

You have been identified by one or more Prograni Directors at Hull as a stakeholder of Hull's
services. 1 would like to request your permission to becorne involved in a program evaluaîion of
Hull's services. lnvolvement in the research study involves a few moments of your t h e to fiIl out
two program evaluation surveys. The first s w e y occurs with this mailout. The second m e y will
occur during the upcomllig winter months in 1998. Participation in the study is completely
voluntary. If you wish to be involved, then please fU out the accompanying coflsent form and
s m e y s . R e m the completed forms in the stamped envelope addressed to the University of
Calgary. If you do not wish to be involved, then sirnply disregard this letter and package.
Each m e y asks various questions relating to the senices, processes, and outcornes of Ha's
programs. Additional questions will ask for demographic information, satisfaction levels, and
perceptions of Hull's quality of scnices. 1 feel it is important to note that no questions refer to any
child(ren), families, or ciient(s) c m e d y or f o d y receiving Hull's services. AU questions refer
to Hull as an agency or specifically to one of Hull's program services.
1 aiso feel it is important to note tbirt confïdentiality of your responses will be assured. Responses
will be e n t d into U of C data files without idemtifjrmg information, the surveys will be
shredded, and individual responses will not ôe repoxted to Hull, the U of C,or published in any
publication. Only agpgated data wiU be rqorted to Hull and i a stakeholders, the U of C, or
published in relevant journais.

This research has been approved by a University of Calgary Ethics Committe and by H d ' s
Executive Director, George Ghitan. If you require M e r information, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 238-6233 or 246- 1943.

Thank you for your assistance.

Research Information Sbeet
Background:
As a part of the Alberta Association for SeMces for Children and Family's (AASCF)
Certification and Accreditation Council 's (CAC) expectations for basic care, it will be
necessary for Hull to establish comprehensive program evaluation procedures. Hull now
has the opportunity to act as a leader in evaluating human senice delivery programs
within Alberta. This current project is based on a collaborative approach which provides
the staff at Hull the opportwiity to have input into the evaluation procedures and to give
their impressions of the program evaluation model being created at Hull.
Statement of Purpose:
The purposes of the study are to examine the pnrnary client outcomes associated with the
various program areas at Hull,collaboratively develop the dependent measures needed
for program evaluaîion mesurement, discern which aspects of the programs are
producing the most effective change, and analyze factors which assist and inhibit
personnel and stakeholders in adopting an evaluation model, human seMce program
development, and human service business decision making. As a part of the midy, you
may be asked to help develop measures which evaluate the effectiveness of Hull's
programs, surveys regarding the process of designing an evaluation model, and sweys
regarding your willingness to adopt the program evaluation rnodel. The questionnaires
are meant to collea data on correlations among: client outcomes, attitudes and
perceptions toward program evaluation, and program decision making with respect to
evaluation data.
Particidon:
You should be aware al1 participation in the study is voluntary, notwithstanding portions
of Hull's evaluation procedures whch are expectations of employment or AASCF
standards. In addition, even if you initially wish to be involved in the study, you may
withdraw fiom the midy at any time without any penalty. Participation in the study
will invotve no greater risks than those ordinarily experienced in daily life.

Data Collection:
Data will be gathered in such a way as to ensure anonyrnity. Once collecteci, responses
will be kept in strictest confidence by a third party at Hull. M e r data has been entered
into computer files, the actual forms will be shredded. Only group results will be reported
in any published studies.
The data generated will be reported in the researcher's, Kelly Ernst's, dissertation which
is in partial fulfillmemt of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in
Educational Psychology. The project has been approved by the Ethics Cornmittee at the
University of Calgary and is endorsed by the Executive Director of William Roper Hull
Child and Family SeMces.

Consent Form
Consent for Research Participation:
1, the undenigned, hereby give my consent to participate in a research project entitled
"Development of a Hurnan Services Prograrn Evaluation Model: Relating Client and
Hurnan Service Business Factors."
1 understand that such consent means that I may participate in focus group discussions
in an effort to collaboratively generate the dependent variables which will be used to
evaluate programs of Hull Chld and Family SeMces.
1 M e r undentand that 1 rnay be asked to complete one or more surveys of my
perceptions, attitudes, and understanding of evaluation procedures, practices, and
decision making processes regarding the evaluation mode1 at Hull.
1 undentand that parhcipation in the study may be terminated at any time by my
request or the request of the investigator(s). Participation in t
hproject ancilor
withdrawal fiom the study will not advenely affect me in any way.
I understand that participation in the study will not involve any greater risks than those
ordinarily occurring in daily life.
1 undentand that the responses will be kept anonymously and kept in the strictest
confidence and by a third party. Cornputer entered &ta will be aven to the
investigators for data analysis.
1understand that only group data will be reported in any published reports.
1 have been given a copy of t h s consent form for my records.
If you have any questions, please contact Kelly Ernst at 246-1 943 or Dr. Bryan Hiebert at
220-7770 (Kelly's supervisor). If you wish, you may also contact the Office of the Chair,
Joint Ethics Review Cornmittee, Facdty of Education (320-5626)or the Office of the
Vice-President (Research), both at the University of Calgary (220-3381 ). Two copies of
the consent form are provided. Please r e m one signed copy to Kelly and retain the other
copy for your records.

Signame:

Date:

Participant's

Appendix Q: Demographic Infornation Sheet

Instructions: Please fil1 out the following demographic information:

...

1am a(n) (Check only One)
[ Huii Staff or Personnel, Foster Parent,

1

fl

1

once received Hull's services
Parcnt/Guardiaa with a chiid
or chilâren who is receiving or
who once received Hull's
services

Huii School or Calgary Boad o f
Education Staff

O

Voluuteer with Hull

Child Welfan Worker or

d

-

r

b e r of Hui1
Abo ' inal Advisor
Other Community Person
r

--

-- -

- -

- -- -

Client Scrvice ~mrdinator

-

Otùer Alberta Family and Social Services or
L

Answer the question A.2. only if you are a Hull Staff person, SIL Counsellor, or
Foster Parent otherwise proceed to question B.:
A.2. Are you a.. .(Check only One)
0
0
c h i c a i Director/Therapist
ccw in -hainhg
O
O
Coordinator
Foster Parent
O
C
l
ccw m
ILS Counseilor
O
0
CCW II
Family Specialist
,

O

CCW 1
CCW on Probation

B. 1 am....(Check one)

b
Female

a

OthaClinicalPerson
. Hull School Staff
Non C h c a l Person
Male
b

C. Please state your age:
ml
D. PIease state your length of career in Human Senices:
E. Please state your lengtb of ~ssociationwith Hull:

(y~s'mo)

.

Sot Applicable to me:

(Y@

tiona

G. Please indicate your Professioual
Social Work
Ciinical Psychoio~y
Counselling Psycholow
ûther Clinid Professionai,
specisr:
1am not a Human Service

Professio~

(Check only One)

d
d
d

Education
Rehabilitation
Management

C3

Other Affiliation,
Specify:

0

O
d
d

0
0
0

-

Appendix R: Introductory Letter for the Second and Thrd Mailing

Kelly Ernst
c/o Department of Educational Psychology
University of Calgary
2500 University Dnve N. W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2N IN4
April 14&, 1998
Dear
You may remember that you consented to participate in a research study and filled out a
survey r e g d n g William Roper Hull Child and Fmily SeMces (Hull). 1 would like to
take ths time to thank you for participating in the research study. If you remember back
to the last survey, 1stated that I would be sending out one follow-up survey. 1 would like
you to repeat the survey for the last time.

The survey is the same as the one you received in the last research package. However,
some packages have a few additional pages of information about Hull. If your package
bas information about Hull, then please r d al1 the information sbeets and complete
the instructions witbin this package before you complete the survey about Hull's
programs. If it does not contain any new information, then you may simply complete
and rehirn the survey. ï h e s w e y asks various questions relating to the services,
processes, and outcornes of Hull's programs. Additional questions will ask for
demographic information, satisfaction levels, and perceptions of Hull's quality of
services. I feel that it is important to note that no questions refer to any child(ren),
families, or client(s) cunently or formally receiving Hull's senrices. Ail questions refer to
Hull as an agency or specifically to one of Hull's program services.
1 also feel it is important to note that you will not need to complete another consent form.
Your consent is assumed due to your participation in the previous research suntey. 1will
agam assure the codidentiality of your responses. When 1 received your last survey, 1

immediately separated your consent forms fiom your survey and wrote your code on a
mailing list for the second survey. A third party then entered your data into a cornputer
file and I have not yet seen this file. Once this cment survey is rehimed to me, 1will
follow the same procedures. Responses of the second survey will again be entered into a
cornputer file without identifjmg information, the surveys will be shredded, and
individual responses will not be reporteci to Hull, the U of C, or published in any
publicaîion. Only aggregated data will be reponed to Hull and its stakeholden, the U of
C, or published in relevant journals.

This research has been approved by a University of Calgary Ethics Cornmittee and by
Hull's Executive Director, George Ghitan. If you require M e r information, piease do
not hesitate to contact me at 238-6233 or 246-1943.

Thank you for your assistance.

Kelly Ernst

Appendix S: Rograrn Evaluation Report Instructions

PLEASE READ THIS DOCUMENT BEFORE
COMPLETING ANY OTHER FORMS.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
CONTAINED WITHIN THIS REPORT
Program Evaluation Information on
William Roper Hull Child and Family Services (Hull)
The following information was compiled after one year of data collection with new a
outcornes measurement systems developed at Hull. The HOMES (or Hull Outcornes
Monitoring and Evaluation System, HOMES)is able to track specific information
regarding the types of senices Hull provides to its consumers The following is some
information which can be compiled fiom this system.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. in the following tables, please comment on the information by placing a check mark
in the box beside any item (row) which you feel is usefid for your needs.
Please leave the boxes blank beside items which you do not find useful.
1. Please circle any items in the following tables when you feel it would have been

usefûl to know more details about this part of Hull's services.
Example:
[safety~ssues

1 Severe Defiance or Out of Contml

1 258

-

In the above example, this person thought that it would be useful to keep track of the
number of clients who presented with abusive behaviors, delinquent behaviors, and
suicida1 behavion. This person also felt that for delinquent behavion, it would have been
useful to have more detailed information.

